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The Informal Sector: A Residual
Factor in The Economy
As the main feature articles herein

illustrate, the subject of the
informal sector is complex, multi-faceted and has been
given a variety of interpretations both at the economic and political
levels. Indeed, in these days of chronic unemployment, growing
recession and general economic cri.sis, the informal sector has been
viewed by policy-makers and philanthropists/romanticlsts alike as
the best available panacea. On the international scene, the
International Labour Organisation (ILO) was one of the first to
popularise the informal sector as a possible panacea for poverty.
so-called

This

was

either associated

or

antecedent to another academic fad

thrown up in these circles as a kind of development model for Third
World countries: the basic needs approach. Thus both the

commitment to the basic needs approach

and the euphoria about the
informal sector do have the same philosophical underpinnings: in
accepting the apparent inevitability of a world divided into the/taves
and have-nots, the tendency is to see how best poverty might be
ameliorated (but not overcome). The poor will always be among us!
But the real danger

with regard to this subject of the informal
particular, has been the tendency, on the part of
those who view it as a possible alternative route out of the current
economic crisis, to assign an c.s.sencc to what is clearly a residual
economic stratum. The informal sector describes tbe entire range
of heterogeneous economic activity that defies definition other than
this negative and residual one. As Kakwiza Kavuluvulu explains in
the main feature article, the informal sector is symptomatic of
peripheral dependency and under-development. If this is .so, why
should anyone be .so euphoric about it as to romanticise an aspect
of poverty? Or docs tbe latter tendency reflect a laudable effort to
do something out of an already bad situation? That may well be .so
for those who believe that here is a sector that makes up about 80%
of the economic activity in the average Third World country, a
statistic based less on any reliable survey of the informal sector than
on the easily quantifiable and regulated formal .sector. But then, how
to make sense of this mumbo-jumbo economic activity, or to order,
regulate and direct it in a manner that would render it meaningful
to economic measurement and formality! Not surprisingly, many
an analyst of the informal sector will lay emphasis on the need to
select some of thc.se activities and functions with a view to having
them supported and developed into the formal sector. This has not
been without some good results: the emergence of small-scale
industrialists (and emergent and sometimes sub-cmergent black
businessmen), sometimes constituting a veritable challenge to the
existing status quo of colonial-based economic structures. But as our
writers herein demonstrate, only the very few will make it in a
system that by its very nature isgiven to inequality and within which
thc.se economic structures remain solidly in favour of the wealthy
and privileged.
sector, in Africa in

Our attitude is not to dismiss the informal sector out of hand.
Indeed, the main purpose of this Lssue of SAPEM is to attempt to lay
bare the theoretical and historical bases of the informal sector and
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thereby dispel the romanticism and euphoria with which
governments and international agencies alike have greeted a largely
residual sub-sector of the economy.

Ironically,

the ambitious programmes of such agencies as
the years provided us with more information on
the basis of which analysts arc now better equipped to understand
the full impact of economic undcr-dcvciopmcnt in our societies.
Clearly, one of the many lcs.sons to be learnt from all this is that
there can be no gencrali.sations about the nature of the informal
sector. Already, there arc interesting differences between, .say.
the ILO have

even

over

Southern Africa and West Africa. In the latter,

colonial settlement
for the realm of circulation in the
commodity market, autonomous economic activities were allowed
to flourish. In this regard, it might be anomalous to distinguish
between the formal and informal sectors except if one insists on the
conventional and generalised definition of the informal sector. For

was

it

so

was

limited that, except

the combination of both the feudal structures and

economic activities that

new

the

development of .something akin to
indigenous national bourgeoisies in some parts of West Africa.
saw

By contra.st, the intensity of white settler colonialism in Southern
pre-emption of the development of an indigenous
African bourgeoisie, and the almost wholesale tran.sformation of the
peasantry into readily available cheap labour.Through a battery of
regulations and controls on African labour and potential and
prospective African entrepreneurs in the formal .sector, these
developed economies discouraged any viable economic alternatives
to wage employment; and ensured that the formal sector—however
one wishes to define it
remained a preserve of white settlers.
Africa meant the

—

Therefore, it is this Southern .Africa scenario that should more
easily disabuse and dispel the euphoria and romanticism that is
usually a.s.sociated with the study of the informal sector. Any attempt
to adopt the informal sector as the basis of economic development
in Southern Africa has to be dismissed as sheer escapism, retreating
from the confrontation with the real historical and econom ic factors
that have con.stituted white settler colon iaii.sm. Of course, we cannot

ignore the reality and po.ssible potential of the informal sector. But
policy-makers need also to confront the fundamental issues upon
which the current economic .structures arc built. In Southern Africa
in

particular, there can be no retreat from the need to define
precisely the commanding heights of the economy about which the
state has to do something if there has to be a national economy.
But related to this is, therefore, the need to consider carefully the

policies (and the resources that should be made available) to ensure
that Africans gain control of the formal sector. Such policies should
di.scourage the current trend towards the development of a
compradorian bourgeoisie; and thereby engender a spirit of
patriotism among the various productive forces of the .society.0

SAPF..M SliFI EMBFR, 1990

THE INFORMAL SECTOR

The Informal Sector: Panacea,

Malaise

or

Cul-de-sac?
Kakwiza Kavuluvulu
generally been well recogpolitical
economy and traditional develop-

Report entitled Employment Incomes and
Equality (Geneva, 1973).
Thus from the 1970s onwards, with the

and

Third World

discovery of the informal sector, what had

and

T HAS

I

nised in both Marxist

ment economics that

residual and tran-

capitalist economics of necessity contain
a soft middle underbelly of amorphous

been hitherto viewed

small-scale urban economic activities

looked upon as a panacea for the problems
of the mass poverty, inequity and under-

variously marginalised, vulnerable, adaptive or underground in

that

are

as

sitional economic activities

relation to the mainstream economy.

countries unable to sustain

However, in the context of the conven-

development thrust based on the formali.scd
modern sector. However, not only has the
concept of the informal sector defied

tional unilinear

developmental theories

of both .schools these economic activities
were

often viewed

as

transitional

aspects of the transformation of

predominant subsistence economies into
dynamic, growth oriented market
economies based on modern large-scale

production.

rigorous definition

empirical cir-

cumscription, but in addition, attempts to
a.sscss the sector’s viability or utility as a
development strategy have proved inconelusive so far. The definitional impasse is
often circumvented by insisting that we all

intractability of the
problems of economic stagnation rccession, inequity and declining per capita incomes in many Third World countries starting in the 1970s, the development unilinear
optimism ba.sed on the inevitability of a for-

it.

SimiUu'ly the need theoretically to
explain its origin and nature in the economy
.sec

In ihc face of the

soon

consistent

know what the informal sector is when wc

Stagnation

ward economic transition

or

ticist notions related to the resourcefulness

ingenuity of the disadvantaged to over-

come extreme

were now

development in many Third World
a

thereby justify its promotion is defused
by resorting to populist, welfarist or roman-

odds unaided.

Surveys
With the ILO at the forefront, the con-

infonnal sector has generated a
descriptive literature based on
numerous surveys, on the basis of which a
number of policies and project ideas have
been attempted in Africa and other
developing countries. However, it is currcntly obvious that the concept of the informal .sector is saddled with imprecision and
ambiguities at both the theoretical level
(the need to explain its origin and .structural
status) and the empirical level (the need to
precisely identify the activities it entails). It
is thus clear that promotional policies
derived from the concept arc most likely to
have a misdirected or an ambiguous impact

cept of the

substantial

gave way to

cautious and

qualified optimism that has
pessimism about the
ineviuibility or automatic nature of the
developmental transformation of this underbelly of capitalist Third World

a

now

almost resulted in

economics. Thus in the context of Africa,
tlic concept of the "informal sector" was
"di.scovcrcd" in the early 1970s in such
.seminal studies

as

John Weeks’ "An

ex-

ploration into the nature of urban imbalance in Africa" (Manpower and Unemployment research in Africa, Nov.
1973), Keith Hart’s "Informal Income Opportunities and Urban Employment in
Ghana" (Journal of Modern African
Studies, Feb. 1973) and the ILO’s Kenya
Urban informal .sector activitie.s include

SAPEM SlilTEMBER, 1990

welding: metal workshop
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Structure of the Informal Sector
BOTSWANA

Frequency
Carpentry
Uphulstering
Tin-Smithing
Welding
Brickmaking
Tailoring
Knitting
Shoe Repair
.Motor Repair
Watch Repair
Radio Repair

LESOTHO

Conceptualising the Informal Sector

ZAMBIA

ZIMBABWE

%
15,4

Frequency

%

I'requcncy

%

Frequency

%

46

21,9

101

20,1

0,7

3

12

2,4

18

13,2
2,2

32

111

19,8

36

12

88

10,3
19,1

49

36

2,1
6,4

7,2
17,5
0,4

26

14,8
1,0
10,3
1,6
15,6
24,4

123

1

143

25,4

93

24

17,6

23

11

8,1
6,6

44

9
6

4,4

8

21

3
14

5

76

7,4
14,1
4,8
2,6

15

2

6611,7

58

18

3,2
5,0

24

4,8

30

6,0

4,4

42

99,9

502

8,4
100,1

3

10
25
2,2
3,2
136
99,8
311
99,8
526
Source: Computed from various reports by the ILO (SATEI*)

small-scale income

generating activities
by, or do not live up to
formal contractual rules or regulations that
are legally recognised in a given
society.
Thus, such activities may be unlicensed,
that

18,5
3,2

16

28

The term "informal sector" refers to

are not

bound

may not pay taxes, may not operate accord-

ing to fixed hours, may operate in unzoned
illegal surroundings may not live up to
sanitary or standardisation requirements in
the provision of goods and services and so
on. The informality of the activities extends
to the "way of doing things" characterised
by ca.se of entry and exit, minimal start-up

11,6

or

costs, reliance on makc-.shift facilities, inStatus of Persons

0« ners/Proi>rietors

Engaged in the Informal Sector (Percentages)

BOTSWANA

LESOTHO

ZAMBIA

ZIMBABWE

62,7

41,6

59

50,4
29,6
20,0
2,8

I'amily Workers
Wage Earners/Apprentices

4,5
32,7
Number of Apprentices per Firm 0,8

15

58,4

25

0,4

0,29

KUMASI

digenous resources and adapted tcchnology, reliance on family labour and acquisi-

GHANA

lion of skills outside the formal education

23,7

system.

4,4

In

71,1

light of the foregoing, the informal
encompasses a wide range of ac-

sector

livitics in both urban and rural

areas.

In-

eluded in the informal sector arc: tradition-

Average Number of Persons Engaged

per

al activities that

Enterprise in Major Informal Sector

BOTSWANA

LESOTHO

ZAMBIA

ZIMBABWE

2,5

2,3
1,8
2,8
3,0
2,7
1,4

overall economic

development or the
general alleviation of poverty and inequality in a developing country.
The informal sector as currently defined
refers to a host of helerogeneous,smallscale, self-employment or household based
activities consisting of various segments
that are productive or unproductive, static
or potentially dynamic, survival or viable
and transparent (above ground) or intransparent (underground, illegal or black
market). Thus it is not surprising that while
on one hand some agencies such as the ILO
and non governmental organisations tend
to be euphoric, if not evangelistic about the
on

4

2,5
2,7
1,2
3,2
2,3
1,9

2,2

2,2

1,9
2,8
5,6

1,9
1,8
1,8

1,2

1,5
1,6

1,9

KL'MASl

modem forms of

5

3

3

3

1,4
2,4
2,4
1,0

4

1,8

developmental potential of the sector as
panacea for mass poverty, critics on the
hand, view the

malaise

or a

sector

.skeptically as

a

cul-de-sac, symptomatic of

peripheral dependency and underdevelopment

and that

worth

promoting. Interestingly the attitude
towards the sector

as

production; survival acunemployed individuals; complementary activities that
under given economic circum.stanccs fulfil
a useful role in
satisfying a particular segment of demand unfulfilled by the formal
sector and in providing backward and forward linkages with the formal sector; and
underground or illegal activities. The
average employment per activity may vary
from one to 10 persons. In Africa, the informal sector is older, more ambiguous and
more complex in West Africa, where the
average employment per activity is higher
than two persons while in Southern Africa
tivities for otherwise

(SATEP)

other

such, the .sector is

not

the informal

or

detached

is less than

clientele.

is

a more recent

al-

two

persons.

Concept

even

though lip-service is paid to the concept.
Governments have variously viewed the informal sector with ambivalence and benign
tolerance or as a nuisance but that is given
token support to please donors or political

sector

though increasing phenomenon largely
consisting of self-employed persons such
that the average unemployment per activity

of many governments

has been rather lukewarm

scr-

relying on traditional or indigenous
inputs, skills and technology; residual activitics that have been outpaced by more

GHANA

Carpentry
1,6
Upholstering
'Hn-Smithing
Brick-making
3,9
Tailoring
1,2
Knitting
Shoe Repair
1,4
Welding
1,8
Motor Repair
Watch Repair
Radio Repair
Source: Computed from various reports by ILO

produce goods and

vices

Activities

The

difficulty of conceptualising the in.sector theoretically and structurally
is easily appreciated when the range of activitics falling under the informal .sector
formal

rubric is considered. The traditional informal sector activities cnutil the

of goods and services

production
tliat rely on tradition-

Sapf.m Sf.i>ti'.mhi;r, 1990

al skills and

indigenous raw materials and
inputs. Among such activities arc basket
weaving, pottery, leather works, crafts such
as carving etc, making of implements,
traditional healing, and processing of traditional foods. Any of the foregoing activities
play a complementary economic role in the
economy at some point in time but they can
also be made obsolete, marginal or
peripheral by formal sector enterprises that
begin to produce similar goods and services
on a mass

scale. Then there is also

of activities, which within the

a

range

given struc-

of the economy arc

useful in that they
satisfy the effective demand for goods and
services for low income wage earners who
may find formal sector goods either too expensive or inconvenient in terms of
transport costs or the minimum initial cost
outlay. In this category would fall such
turc

urban informal activities

as

furniture

making, tin-smithing, shoe repair, tailoring,
and food retail. A number of informal
tor

activities such

as

sec-

selling, car
watching, vend-

street

washing and recently car
ing and hawking, etc., may represent mere
survival activities for otherwise

un-

if, on the face
of it, such activities fulfil a given demand.
Finally, there arc informal sector activities
that operate on the verge of illegality such
as illicit beer brewing and liquor distilling,
employed individuals

even

and the sale of controlled

or scarce or

regu-

latcd commodities such

as

subsidised wage

goods (with state fixed prices and modes of
distribution) which arc sold at exorbitant
black market prices.
The Informal Sector in Southern Africa

volved in such activities, the informal .sector in Southern african countries is relative-

ly small and much less ubiquitous than it is
in Asia, Latin America, North Africa and
South Africa. This
in the historical

The qualitative difference

in the size and

insignificance is nxttcd
legacy of the labour rc.scrve

settler dominated structure of the former

structure

of the informal sector in Southern

countries. In fact the

Africa is

largely explained by the

of the ‘orderliness’ and ‘cleanliness’ of

in which those

areas were

manner

historically

colonised and inserted into the intemational division of labour. In West Africa

colonial domination and

exploitation was
largely restricted in the realm of circulation
in the commodity market whereby

autonomous small

tivities

scale economic

many southern African cities, including
those in South Africa, is a good demonstra-

tion of the efficacy
reserve

allowed to flourish,

and thoroughness of the

labour/sctller model of colonisa-

tion.
Framework

ac-

Since

characteristic feature of the in-

perhaps
"mosquito" which discouraged colonial settlement. In Southern

dertaken outside the

Africa the combination of colonial settle-

of the government

were

thanks to the

and the need to

exploit cheap labour
resulted in economies that discouraged any
ment

viable economic alternatives to wage

employment through a battery of regulations and controls on African labour (see

legendary reputations

a

formal sector is that their activities are

un-

regulatory framework

for such activities to
develop in a significant manner urban areas
spatial zones in which regulagoverning commercial activity do not
apply, or must condone such activities
have to have

tions

without undue harassment. In Southern

Africa the colonial model of labour rc.scrvc

Thandika Mkandawire, The Informal Sector in the Labour Reserve Economies of

economics

Southern Africa, ILO SATEP Working

economic environment

Paper).

regulated and policed in a manner that ensured that any African economic activities
which competed with settler and
metropolitan controlled formal activities,
or that gave the po.ssibility of giving di.scrctionary autonomy to African labour were
systematically eradicated, suppressed or
circumscribed. Thus, during the colonial
period if informal sector activities evolved
at all, they did so as underground illegal activities in the African townships with the

Thus among

Third World countries,

regardless of the definition of the ‘informal
sector’ used in terms of size, employment,
ubiquity, scale and complexity of operations, and sheer size of the population in¬

was

such that the conceivable
was

controlled,

conspiratorial approval of fellow

tacit and
Africans.

complimcnUiry and more dcbiliuiting fashion perhaps, for the development of
the sector, was the deliberate policy of cnsuring that the consumption behaviour of
the African was systematically geared
toward the purcha.se of cheap wage goods,
In

a

once on

this

hasten the urban African’s

dependlabour. A classic example of
phenomenon in urban township

so as to

folklore

wage
was

the notorious attempt to sup-

prc.ss the production of traditional liquor in
the townships so that Africans could rely on

Woodcutters

SAPEM SEin'EMBER, 1990

are common

in urban

areas

in Southern Africa

the consumption of the stylised mass
produced brew sold in beer halls and canteens. The wage goods were exclusively
produced by the formal sector and ap-

5

vices closer to

customers; (iii) its ability to
fragment units into smaller consumption
units and so on. However, since the foregoing advantages are based on smallness,
such informal activities will necessarily be
prone to lateral expansion because of ea.se
of entry,

and will thus also be prone to minimal returns. Thus the promotion of such in-

formal sector activities would be inherent-

ly self defeating, since on the one hand the
individual expansion would nullify their
competitiveness (vis-a-vis the formal sector) which is based on the .scale of prcxluction; and

on

the other hand their

success

would

merely entice more prospective participants.
Second,

some

informal

sector

activities

deserve promotion primarily becau.se
they represent prototypes of petty commodity production similar to those which
were historically the basis for the evolution
of modem day large scale enterprise and industrial development in the developing
may

A

large percentage of women

are

involved in traditional informal

traditional commodities

sector activities:

counmes.

sale

on

Constraints
The

propriate distribution mechanisms were establishcd

to ensure

‘African’ commodities

that the relevant
w'cre

in the inner reaches of rural

dinal labour

available even
areas.

The

cor-

policy was to ensure
that there were mass prcxluced cheap goods
which not only ensured cheap wages but
also eroded the African’s discretionary
autonomy on economic matters by increasing his or her reliance on commodity relations especially as cheap .semi-permanent
reserve

labour.
prior to independence the informal
sector existed primarily as an underground
illegal sector and since the policing of such

and

on

increasing labour force participation.

But

even then, some governments and
urban councils have in the name of clcanli-

and

eradicating crime found it convenient to retain some of the regulations
restricting the proliferation of informal secness

tor

activities in urban

The

areas.

fallacy of Promoting The Informal

rather

vigilantly enforced,
and their economic supp.ession through
competition systematically planned, it is
not surprising that the informal sector
failed to develop in as vibrant, ubiquitous
and complex a manner as it did elsewhere.
However, after independence, the scenario
changed as the apartheid-type legal, social,
spatial and economic apparatuses were
demolished or modified thereby providing
for the possibility of the informal sector
developing along lines similar to those
elsewhere. This possibility was further
reinforced by the resulting post-indepcnder.ee uneven internal development and
6

long-term and when certain internal and extcrnal constraints

that

foregoing di.scus.sion it is clear
given its heterogeneity, not only is it

difficult

theorise

generalise about the
informal sector, but it is also difficult to pinpoint what is meant policy-wise promoting
it. There arc perhaps three grounds on the
to

or

basis of which the informal

sector

could be

promoted.
First it could be contended that certain
informal

sector

activities have

special ad-

vanuigcs vis-a-vis formal large scale firms
in tho.se
ter

goods and .services which the latproduce because

find uneconomical to

of the economies of scale. The informal
sector enterprise may

have advantages with
regard to such activities in terms of (i) its
ability to produce small batches cconomically; (ii) its ability to produce or offer scr-

arc

informal activities

removed. Thus such

can

be viewed

as a Uan-

sitional form between petty

commodity
production and largc-.scalc full-fledged
capitalist production. For such activities, it
is clear that their promotion necessarily cntails their formalisation and hence their disappearance as

From the

Thus

was

the basis of economics of .scale in the

sector

wage

activities

a.ssumpiion in the promotion of such

by the proncncss of the economies to rcccssion in the face of increasing population

activities is that the activities represent infant industries which arc likely to expand

informal

sector activities.

Further, the promotion of such activities,
since it entails

expansion in scale of activitics, necessarily implies increased concentration and thus dccrca.se in the number
of activities and

self-employed participants
labour might increase in
remaining enterprises.
Nevertheless, this second ground for
promoting the informal sector runs into a
more fundamental problem, that of the naturc of peripheral underdevelopment and
the inability of developing countries to
replicate the U-ansition from petty commodity production to modern industrial
production. The problem here is that the
original transition occurred at a time when
no higher modes of production were
predominant and constraining whereas.
even

if wage

SAPii.M Si-.Fn;M»r.K. 1990

in any meaningful way. Further,
when to this is added the fact that not only
sector

dynamically inter-connected
formal sector through mutually

perspective. Recently, the World Bank has
also jumped on the bandwagon in which
traditionally the ILO has been in the vanguard, by seeing in the informal sector the
replication of the liberal free market based
on individual enterprise and self-interest.
Thus, this third perspective on promoting
the informal sector is currently couched in
either evangelistic zeal, appealing to

beneficial backward and forward linkages

romanticist and welfarist considerations, or

in income,

that dynamically reinforces the

ideological mongcring, as the bastion or
model of free enterprise in a world
dominated by excessive government intervention and participation.
This third basis for promoting the infor-

sector as a

currently, practically every Third World
country has implanted within it highly

largc-.scalc production
packages whose form
totally unrelated to local conditions. In

modem forms of

which
is

come as

total

Africa as in many
other Third World countries, the informal

other words, in Southern

is not

sector

with the
in

a manner

process. There is a general
sectoral disarticulation represented by the

developmental

existence of a dominant but enclave formal
and

sector

a

mal sector.

subordinate peripheral inforThe formal sector docs not

originate from and is not inherent in indigenous economic activity. In such a

transitional informal
only be promoted
where the growth of the externally
propelled formal sector is very restricted or
when delinkage from the international
division of labour is the option.
The third and final ground for promoting
scenario, potentially
activities

sector

can

the informal .sector is ba.scd on welfarist
considerations. In es.sencc, this rationale
based

on

formal
ment

is

the admission of the failure of the

adequate employgenerating opportunities.

sector to create

and income

The contention is made that since formal

growth and development arc proving
capita incomes arc
declining in the face of economic stagnation or recession and increasing population,
the non-formal .sectors (i.e. the subsistence
sector

elusive and since per

sector and

urban and rural informal sector

activities) need to be promoted to ensure
that minimal survival needs are met by the
majority of the population. ProponenLs of
this view express disappointment or rcsignation with the performance of policymakers and bureaucrats, who, as

is the

in

mal sector lacks the economic rationale of
the other two

grounds discussed above.

Nevertheless, the limitations of the other
arguments
tor

for promoting the informal sec-

apply equally to this third stance. In ad-

dition, however, there are two aspects of
this third stance that require comment.
First, the fungibility (i.e. the flexibility,

adaptability, resourcefulness, ingenuity
etc) that is associated with the informal sector consists primarily of survival strategics
that in themselves may not be desirable
from the point of view of household or individual welfare, or from the point of view
of economic efficiency. This fungibility is
based on the extreme self-exploitation of
individual and household family labour, ineluding child labour, for extremely lengthy
hours to the detriment of the

wclfiu'e of the

family. Further, the resulting returns (i.e.
net incomes) to such self-exploitation arc
extremely paltry and barely above subsistcncc

income in the traditional subsistence

Second, it should be noted that in
Southern Africa, there arc generally more

sector.

people involved in the informal sector than
there

arc

in the formal sector, and that

together with the subsistence sector, this

prc-occupicd with the formal
continuously begging for
foreign aid and investment, which in turn,

group represents anywhere from

is ill-utilised with little to show for it. In

to

tradition,
sector

arc

and

contrast,

the informal sector is .seen as

reflecting extreme resourcefulness, ingenuity and adaptability in the face of indomitablc odds and a hostile policy cnvironment, hence the need to promote it.
Romantic

perspective has an irresistible
beguiling romantic and humanitarian
appcttl and seems to be the most dominant
This third

and
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to

two-thirds

three-quarters of the labour force. It is

required
give welfare support to a group this size
is way beyond the capacity of any donor,
let alone any African government.

clear that the amount of resources

will

Thus, the humanitarian considerations

notwithsuinding, it is clear that unless what
is meant by promotion is ‘live and let live’
in a policy of benign tolerance for such activitics, enormous resources would be required to positively promote the informal

of entry

by entrants from the subin the

labour force, and the redundant labour from
the formal sector vitiate any

growth in net
in-

income in the infomial sector since any
come

gains will only attract

who will

now

new entrants
share the resulting increase

but the increase in income of the
whole is

structurally limited by

the very manner in which the informal seetor is located in the overall economy, and

specifically by the competitive adof the formal sector, and by the
negative consequences of the cyclical behaviour of the formal economy. With
regard to the latter, it should be noted that
recessions not only reduce the effective
demand for informal sector goods and scrvices but they also increase tlte number of
actual and potential participants resulting
in the sharing of generalised poverty, no
matter how ‘equitable’. Economic
recovery or booms on the other hand
generally entail tlie unleashing of forces
that undermine informality as formalisation accompanies growth and development
thereby reducing the size and significance

more

vantages

of the informal sector.

Finally, for this wclfari.sl perspective to
it will have to be shown that for
any given amount of resources, the
economic spretid and multiplier effects in
stimulating growth and development are
be tenable,

greater when these resources are dc[)loyed
to promote the informal sector than the for-

difficult to
given the incontestable historical and theoretical justification for the
potential dynamism of the fonnal sector,
the shortcomings of current policy-makers
notwithstanding. Indeed, economic
development and formalisation of the
economy are inseparable for both market or
planned economies.

mal sector. This, indeed, is
demonstrate

Panacea
In what
tor

Tolerance

ease

sistcncc sector, the net increase

sense

then

can

the informal

sec-

promotablc? From the

be said to be

foregoing discu.ssion, it is clear that the informal sector

promoted

as

a

whole cannot be

for unemployment
But part of the problem is

as a panacea

and poverty.

definitional in that the term ‘informal

disparate range of aceconomically viable ones to

.sector’ subsumes

tivitics from

a

7

residual and survival activities. In this

respect, it is illustrative to consider the differcnce in

policy usage between the term
‘informal sector’ and ‘small business’ (or
‘small

industry’). The latter term generally

refers

to

small scale activities that

be

can

economically justified (i) because they fill
desirable or viable economic spaces left
hollow by the disarticulated nature or uneven development of the formal
economy;
(ii) because they have a comparative advantage or efficiency in production or
provision of services compared to largescale firms; and (iii) bccau.se they have a
potential of developing into large-scale
enterprises. In many countries, the promolion of such activities is specifically catered
for by specialised government and nongovernmental agencies. Such small-scale
activities arc, therefore, formally rccognised, regulated and identified for promolion. What

formal

can

sector

be said then is that any

in-

activities that have the

foregoing characteristics for their
economic justification deserve promotion
because

they play

developmental role
while simultaneously providing productive
income and employment opportunities. B ui
such promotion of necessity implies that
the informality of such activities would
have to disappear.
a

.lu.stifiable

This, therefore, suggests that promoiabic
small-scale activities are those that arc

economically justifiable. Simple or arbilrary definitions of what the informal seclor is arc not likely to be
helpful in this
respect. What is ncalcd is a segmentation
of the

phenomena the

.sector’ refers

to on

term ‘informal

the basis of the function-

al roles of the
.segments

respective informal sector
in the economy. It is only then

that it will be clear that

on

the

one

hand,

.some

activities are

cause

they reprc.scnt cul-de-sacs or because

they

are

not

worth promoting be-

symptomatic of the malaise of

a

distorted and disarticulated economy. On
the other hand, some activities may deserve

promotion precisely because they potenlially have a comparative advantage vis-avis formal large-scale enterprises which
may have undue artificial or monopolistic
8

advantages. The economic justification for
the latter activities implies that their
promotion has to be of a short-term or ternporary nature in the hope that they will
eventually be able to stand their own in the
structure of the economy in the
long term.
The
and

foregoing considerations arc well
good if we take the existing structure

of the economy as given, unchangeable, or
desirable to retain. But then if we

even as

accept the fact that our economics arc currenily beleaguered by stagnation, unemployment, under-employment and
declining per capita incomes because we
are

unable to resolve their disarticulated

and distorted nature as a consequence of the

colonial

legacy and post-indcpcndcncc

policies of omission and commission, then
there is
sector

a

need to look at both the informal

and the formal sector from

damcnially

more

a

fun-

critical perspective.

Conclusion; The Informal Sector

as a

Malaise

with promoting the
informal sector suffers from an overriding
shortcoming which is namely the tendency
to discuss the informal sector as a
given
phenomenon in a given structure of the
economy and, by the same token, of failing
to pose the normative
question of what
structure of the economy is desirable to
work toward, and in this respect, asking
how the formal and informal

sectors can

be

to

realise the desired structure.

In this respect,

it is worth recapping the napredicament.

lure

of our economic

Southern African countries like many
Third World countries that have yet to address the fundamental
lural uansformalion

ability

question of slruc-

are

plagued by

an

in-

develop economic structures that
guarantee internally generated, selfsustainable autonomous development
within the context of the existing world
economy. We have noted that the colonial
legacy bequeathed to Southern African
to

can

countries economies that

redirect the

were

peripherally

course

of economic

develop-

ment.

Legacy
However, post-independence suuism
resulted in the reinforcement of the in-

herited

legacy as dominant social interests
existing economic structures a ready
means for accumulation,
self-aggrandisefound

ment

and control. In addition, new

economic distortions and biases in resource

allocation

precipitated further

were

com-

pounding the developmental task and
making the phenomenon of stagflation cndcmic.

Thus, these countries

arc

intractable economic

confronted

by
of

structures

peripheral undcidcvclopment whereby not
only are they unable to generate maximum
rcinvestibic economic .surpluses, but lliat
economic surplus which is produced is
cither unproduclively squandered internally or finds its way abroad. Further, the nature

The current vogue

transformed

to

of

resource

allocation is such that

not

only is there

gross undcr-cmploymcnl of
labour in the formal sector especially the

public sector but that the informal sector
becomes by this same structure the absorber of last resort for the latent labour
reserve,

the floating labour reserve, the

productively employed labour
the stagnant

reserve

un-

and

labour reserve all of which arc

necessary outcomes of a stagnant

peripheral underdeveloped

economy.
Under such circum.stanccs, what we have is
a sick economic structure in which die conlinued cxi.slcncc of the informal

sector

is

symptomatic of the overall malaise.
Vacuum
Thus in conclusion, dicn, what is

cur-

rcnily required is

not so much the promolion of the informal .sector or segmenus of it
in a vacuum. What is needed is initially a

specification of

a

desired economic suuccoherent con-

ture that would guarantee

tinuous and articulated economic
with

optimal

activity

utilisation ensuring
maximal autonomous growth. Such a
specification would identify goals toward
resource

inserted into the international division of

which the formal sector itself should be

labour with

redirected, restructured

internally distorted and disarlegacy
set the fundamental constraint on the
ability
of these countries to alter this legacy so as
liculatcd economic structures. This

or transformed and
within this context the complementary role
of small-scale activities in facilitating the
attainment of the envisioned structure can
be meaningfully promoted.G
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Status of the Informal Sector in Malawi
Mapopa Chipeta
HE

position and growth of the
predicated on
three major factors. These are: the
consumption of manufactured goods
and services stemming from formal
markets, the need for non-food goods
and services by the rural and urban
population which increase as rural incomes rise, and the use of inputs and services in agriculture. These inputs and
.services expand with greater commercialisation of agriculture, and the extent
of government intervention in the

T

com

informal sector is

and development of the
to changes in
agricultural and industrial production is a
sector

in relation

function of the nature and distributional im-

pact of agricultural development.

Surplu.scs generated in agriculture could be
a major source of investment into rural and
urban non-farm enterprises. Rural
smallholders or peasant agriculture rely
more extensively on simple and labour intensive products of the informal sector than
do the large commercial farmers who turn
more towards mass factory produced inputs
or agro-processing and services. In addition
to deriving a large proportion of their inputs
from the farm the informal sector may also
provide goods and services to farm
households. Thus in discussing the agrarian
and industrial context of the informal
lor we

sec-

need to remember that both the farm-

ing sector and urban areas are consumption
well as production units of which feeds
into and from the other; and the intensity of
these linkages arc by no means uniform.
The existence and strength of urban
ba.scd industries is a major determining
variable in the composition and growth of

as

the informal sector. The informal sector

derives

wide range

of inputs, capital, ingoods from the
large urban based industries. At the .same
a

termediate and end-use

time, however, both the informal sector and
urban industries may compete for the same
markets. Where urban based in-

consumer

dustrics arc more developed
the informal

sector

nological efficiency or market potential. In
addition the degree of state intervention in
manufacturing, trade, commerce and
finance maybe an important mediating factor in shaping tlie complimcntarity or competition between the formal and informal
Characteristics of the Informal Sector

Until

recently the informal sector in
escaped systematic and

may

and diversified
be forced to play a
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detailed studies that would reveal its
manifestation.

ac-

Consequently, little is

known about the size and state of the

sec-

and its

operational characteristics and
government intervention either to expand
or control the development of sector. From
a theoretical view-point, the definition of
"formal" and informal sector inevitably involves a degree of arbitraries in imposing
the dividing line in what maybe a continuum of semi-economic processes. In
tor

in either sector. It is therefore

impor-

that any discussion of the "informal"
sector should be situated in the broader
tant

of the

political economy of any soImportant too would be an
attempt to determine the various operational levels of economic interprises a.ssigncd
context

cial formation.

to the informal sector.

conventional

terms

the informal sector is

comprised of such non-farming economic
activities that escape formal burcaucratie
controls or regulations; such activities are
rarely articulated in national income accounts even though their existence is widely acknowledged.
In the above context,

tion of

cntcrpri.scs in the informal sector
particular attention to the
micro-economic organisation of the
enterprises. First in small settlements and
farmsteads the enterprise tends to be intermitent, household based and himily labour
predominates whereas in large towns and
one

in Malawi

curate

mcnts

In addition to the locational manifesta-

sector.

Malawi has

economy.
The magnitude
infonnal

residual role, filling in the niches that the
former do not find viable in terms of tech-

the informal sector

would encompass

all forms of petty u-ading, the service sector, and unlicenced nonfarming production units located in towns,

needs to pay

cities the enterprises arc generally more or-

ganised, permanent and usually managed
as owner-operated workshops at times
utilising hired labour. Thus, in addition to
the employment aspect of the operations of
the sector, we need to note also whether the
informal sector is a primary source of

employment or a secondary source of
employment and income for those engaged
in it.

Employment
In both rural and urban areas, the

infor-

mal sector encompasses a wide»angc of cstimalcs ranging from sclf-cmploymcnt to

labour and much of such activities arc
largely sca.sonal and attenuated bccau.se of
the generally localised market and at times
limited demand. Consequently, both niral

wage

and urban households straddle between two

of income with trade-offs

and commercial centres. Such voluntarist

or more sources

definitions may gross-over

fundamental
dynamics both in the so-called "formal"

occuring between the

and "informal" sector; more often than not

Labour and capital may also be shifted
between activities in the formal and non-

there may be no clear boundaries between
what constitutes formal sector activities
and informal sector

enterprises

—

a

wide

range of interprises in the non-formal seclor derive their inputs from the formal sector

whereas the latter also draws

some

of its

inputs from the former — so that in fact a
symbiotic relationship between the two
may exist. Moreover the fortunes of both
may also largely be determined by develop-

sources

when

con-

sidcred convenient.

formal sectors

so

as

to

maximi.se ad-

vantages. For practical purposes,

it

may,

therefore, be e.sscniial to di.slingui.sh betwen two

dominant types

the informal sector,
based

of enterprises in

than that

a

household

covering personal needs and

a

localised demands for goods and services
in order to raise supplementary income, and
those that

arc

owner-operated enterprises
9

J

covering secondary production of goods
inputs drawn from elsewhere and then on a primary source of
scmployment. This type of enterprise may
and services with

function

to

serve a

wider market. With

respect to demand and market patterns, the
demarcation for the two types of enterprise
is not always clear.
Size of the Informal Sector
These definitional

withstanding,

ambiguities

not-

overview of the size and
scale of the non-formal sector is generally
desirably from an ally of fragmented sources. For instance, two sample
surveys caran

ried out in 1977/78 and 1980/81 revealed
that between 27 and 48% of households
both in rural and urban

areas were

involved

smithing and welding also takes place. In
addition, service trades such as bicycle,
radio, shoe and watch repairs are widely
prevalent and are largely located in towns
and cities. As the market is generally small
and thus docs not provide the basis for complctc specialisation a sizeable number of
entrepreneurs on average 60% have time
or more enterprises as sources of income.
The monthly income is generally small (between K18 and K100 per month — 1983/84
estimates).
From the expenditure pattern of sampled
households, 44% of all cash expenditure
was on

non-durables and durables which

necessary procured from this sector alone. With regard to sources of start-up

arc not

3 and 4 in the service activities.
women

of the labour force

woman

selling

indigenous food commodities

a

Finally,

greater proportion

only make

the total entrepreneurs

up 7-12% of
in the non-formal

sector.

Agriculture and the Informal Sector
Since

Independence Malawi’s overall
has been based on suppre.ssing consumption and redistribution in
economic strategy

favour of investment in order

to

generate a

high growth

rate. Agricultural policy has
also been tuned in line with this approach.
In effect this

policy has meant a commitdevelopment su^ategy
based on the country’s major agricultural
exports consisting of tea, tobacco, sugra,
coffee, groundnuts and cotton. During the
first five years of Independence the export
drive was pursued on the stime agricultural
structures created by the colonial regime
while the major ground work was being
laid for the fundamental structural changes.
In order to restrain consumption Government instituted a legislative regime that established price and wage conu'ols. Agricultural commodity price controls were
streamlined through the unification of the
numerous parastatals involved in agriculture to form the Agricultural Development
and Marketing Corporation (ADMARC).
ADMARC monopolises the purchasing
and reselling of all pca.santprcxluceand distribution of inputs at Government conuolled prices. Indeed the difference in the
prices ADMARC obtains on the auction
floors and those paid to the peasants has at
times been as high as 80% in prices of what
ment to an

export led

ADMARC

earns on

The

Women constitute 7-10% of the informal sector in Malawi:

who constitute

the auction floors.

integrated agricultural development

programme was initiated in 1%7, covering
four major agricultural areas, the Lilongwe
Land

Development Project (LLDP), the
Development Project
(LRDP) in the central province, the Shire
Valley Agricultural Project in the south and
Karonga Rural Development Project
(KRDP) in the northern province. In 1978
these were merged into the National Rural
Development Programme based on eight
Agriculture Development Divisions
(ADD), which virtually cover the entire
counU'y. In line with these measures has
Lakeshore Rural

in non-formal sector activities on a parttime basis or on a permament basis,
whereas between 10 and 32% carried their
income through agricultural activities, and

formal wage employment 15,6%. The
major sources of income in the non-formal
sector were noted as retail counter trading,
40% and with the sphere of production

tailoring in the most dominant, followed by
basket-making, carpentry, food processing
and wood crafts. Metal working enterprises
are

fairly limited and most of the activity
to repairs although some black-

is confined

10

capital, nearly all businesses start with the
owner’s capital usually savings from wage
employment of sale of agriculture produce.
The size of investment varies significantly
between those enterprises engaged in
production and processing industries and
those engaged in the services U'ade.
As far as employment generation is concemed, over half the jobs created in this
sector are provided by a small category of
enterprises located in urban areas. The
average number of employees ranges between 1 and 2 in the production sphere and

been the esuiblishment of

a thorough network of extension services that is intimate-

ly backed by an intensive political
propaganda programme through various
SAPF.M SF.FrEMBIiR, 1990

Area, District and
Regional levels. The agricultural inputs.
seeds, fertilisers, tools and pesticides arc
delivered on credit to a group and the group
leadership distributes to its members. In ad-'

committees at village.

dition there exists

an

elaborate mechanism

follow-up and
through the work of extenofficers, and agricultural field assis-

for credit administration,
debt collection
sion
tants

in close collaboration with AD-

during the produce

MARC, particularly

buying

agricultural commodities markets.
Generally highly priced ca.sh crops arc the
preserves of large scale commercial
agriculture whereas low priced products
arc confined to the peasant sector. Periods
of higher commodity prices have tended to
witness greater encroachment of the commercial sector onto the peasant sectors
whereas declining prices have had the
reverse

effect Tea, tungsten, rubber, sugar,

macademia nuts and the highly priced
tobacco varieties

season.

Agriculture Credits: The Peasantry
Peasant farmers

"persuaded" to form
credit groups, generally referred to as
farmers clubs, in order to obtain inputs
through the seasonal credit schemes. The
are

estates

arc

whereas the

only produced on the
lowly valued tobacco

cotton, beans

and rice. The interest rate, per

input packages including fertilisers,
seeds, insecticides and implements is 10%

crop

for farmers clubs and 20% for individuals,

Capital equipment such as pesticide
sprayers, ox-carts and ox-drawn ploughs,
are providal under the medium term loan
schemes oftwo-five years duration with an
interest rate of 20%. Club members are

obliged to sell all their produce to ADMARC

as a

club unit

on a

schedules basis

defaulting members are mandatorily
required to remain in the club until all due
debts are recovered by the authorities. By
and

estimated 55-65% rural farm
households in the central and northern
1982/83

an

Malawi

were

reported to be associated with
declined

these credit schemes, this has now
to

31%.

Parastatals in
To insulate the

Agriculture

plantation/estate sector

have

plying inputs and services into the

been 90-99% for seasonal credits and 70-

Smallholder Sector. In addition these
parastatals and ADMARC havccsuibli.shcd
ihcir own network of Agro-Processing

On the whole loan repayment rates

85% for medium term credit. It is thus possiblc that little or no surplus may be left to
the peasantry

for rc-investment in agricul-

non-farm enterprises as it has also
been noted that the number of peasant
turc or

farmers who
without

can

ably operate their farms

recourse to

credit is almost

insig-

(Mkandawire, Sapem, 9, 1990)
The Government through ADMARC
and the ADD directly determines the cropping patterns, which to a large measure, arc
dependent on the fortunes in international
nificant

Sapkm Septf-Mbhr, 1990

profits
two

commercial banks in the country.
ADMARC’s profit alone averaged K 17
million

and this

annually between 1970 and 1981,
between 22% and 39% of an-

was

nual sales of

produce (ADMARC Annual
Report, 1970-81). At the request of
Government and the support of ADMARC,
and Commercial Bank facilitated the

tions numerous parastatals have been
created, such as the small-holdcr Tobacco
Authority (STA), the Tree Nut Authority
(SSA), and the Malawi Milk Marketing
Corporation to regulate and monitor very
closely peasant participation in commercial agriculture. The legitimacy of this arrangement is that it gives the peasantry the
"illusion" of partaking in commercial
agriculture whereas for all practical purposes the whole scheme is designed to
create a buffer for the large commercial
farms — thereby masking the large incqualities generated by monopoly capiml. In
periods of lower prices the bulk of production takes place in this sector whereas
higher prices witness a declining hccu-agc
allowed in this sector. Statistical data on the
volume of production in this sector is hard
to come by, but is generally presumed that
their operations arc much smaller than
those of the large commercial farms. Thc.se
parastatals and ADMARC arc responsible
for produce buying and reselling, and sup-

specifically
designed to assist farmers procure inputs
for the production of maize, groundnuts.

enormous

which have been re-invested into the

farming (UNDP, Malawi, No. 5,1983)

,10 and 100 members, and each member is
required to have no less Ihtin two hectares
of land. The credit scheme is

1981, ADMARC and its various subsidiaries accumulated

the two commercial

against cyclical vagaries of price fluctua-

a

of agricul1964 and

varieties are cultivated under semi-contract

farmers club is between

minimum size of

ing. Through the purchasing and reselling
of peasant produce and the sale
tural inputs during the period

Plants in line with their areas of spcciali.salion. Bulk buying and Government tender
procedures preclude the small rural nonfarm enterprises as possible sources of supplies and services for these state parastatals.
Commercial Agriculture
If the

parastatals in agriculture were
surplus from the peasant
producer, the surpluses thus generated find
their way into large scale commercial farmcreated to extract

banks. National Bank

growth and expansion of estate farming
through subsidised loan financing. ADMARC and Government through tlie Ministry of Agriculture guaranteed loans for
those willing to open-up in agriculture.
Legislation had been pas.scd in 1967 to cnhance the move towards further privalisation of communal lands through 99-ycar
leases for purposes of commercial farming.
Since investment in agriculture has been
one of the most viable options for the
majority of aspiring Malawians, land grabbing rapidly reached fever-peak by late
1970s. Between

1978/79, land under

freehold and leasehold had risen from 5%
of arable land in 1964 to between 15 and

17,5% of all the arable land in the country.
continues unabated.
The privati.sation of communal lands is
further reinforced by tlie expansion of the
colonially designed "Yeoman" or "Master

This process

Farm Schemes" in the form of the

Achikumhe

progressive farmer schemes
post-colonial nomenclature. The
Achikumhe, who are more often the middle
class and low ranking party officials and
civil servants till the land under registration
but not necessarily leti.sehold or freehold.
They have exclusive rights to their
registered lands, are provided information
and inputs, by the Ministry of Agriculture
and ADMARC, in addition to specialised
or

in the

extension services. Because of their
favoured status, Achikumhe produce a

proportionately larger amount of food and
cash crops within the peasant sector. The
Achikumhe thus provide a continuum of

farming from those utilising family labour
to those that arc using seasonal and casual
labour. This is

a

similar

case to

those that

employ labour but not necessarily at the
same level as the estates. Like the majority
11

of the peasantry,

\h(i Achikumbe are obliged
through ADMARC, but may privately market their
surplus food crops. The latter thus provides
the basis for non-farming activities. But if
the present trend in the commercialisation
of maize as an export crop continues, it is
more than likely that the estate sector will
move in to capture that market as well. Alto market

ready,

a

their cash crops

sizeable number of commercial

farmers have begun to move into maize and
wheat

production. It is, therefore, apparent
agricultural policy is
premised on three inter-related dynamics,
namely maximisation of foreign exchange
earnings through agriculture exports by the
use of state monopoly of production and
marketing structures, the generation of investible surpluses from the peasant sector
for the benefit of the large-scale commercial farmers, and by maintaining subsistcnce food producction at minimal costs
through price and control..
These stipulations on Malawian agriculturc arc essentially important in two main
respects in as far as the informal sector is
concerned. First, expanded estate agriculture means that increasingly a greater
proportion of the income is swallowed up
by that sector at the expense of the
peasantry which peripherally engages in
cash-crop production. Evidence of this
trend is the fact that only 10,7% of rural
that Malawian

The rampant privatisation
means that not only is

lands

actual cultivated land

of communal
potential and

being progressively

taken away from the peasantry but population pressure on the land is also mounting

thereby undermining peasant productivity.
Between 1966 and 1977, arable land per

capita fell from 0,86 hectare to 0,63 and
0,44 hectare by 1983. Declining land
availability per farm household also raises
the spectre for food purchases and thus imposing a further burden on rural consumption of non-food products generated by the
informal

sector.

The 1980/81 NSSA indi-

cated that already 22,7 %

of rural household
expenditure is taken up by food purchases
this is likely to be rising.
Admittedly, the expansion of agriculture
has led to increased proletarianisation in
the countryside as more and more people
engage in wage employment on the large—

scale farms and for the Achikumhe. It has

been estimated that almost 140 000 people

joined the estate agricultural

wage

labour

force between 1970 and 1979; this number
is likely to be higher if those engaged by the
Achikumbe

were to

be included. Of the total

380 000 in wage labour force in 1984, over
40% were engaged in the farm sector.

However, this magnitude of increase in the
wage labour force may not necessarily have
contributed to an increased demand for the

whereas fotxi crops generate the
equivalent of 23,7% of rural cash income.
Between 1969 and 1980/81, the peasant
sector’s contribution to agricultural exports
dropped from 50% to 18,3% and to 12% by
1985 as the share of agriculture in Gross

products of rural industries. Real wages
have actually been falling in Malawi. Between 1969 and 1981, wages declined in
real terms by a factor of 34 to 40% largely
because of government imposed rigidity in
money wage.s. In fact, by 1987, minimum
wages in the agriculture sector were pegged
at K24 or the equivalent of ZS18.

Domestic Product continued to slide from

Moreover,

household income derives from the sale of
cash crops

over

55% in 1969 to 37,7% by

1985.

Income and Demand

labour

as a source

of income, wage

only contributes 15,6% to overall

rural household

incomcs.Furthermore,

Malawian commercial

It may be worthy noting that per capita
cash income in rural Malawi in 1980/81
was

calculated at K137 of which 22,7% is
to food purchases, 14,3% to farm

devoted

expenses, 7,8% transfers, and 25,3% miscellaneous expenses which includes school

fees, taxes and other mandatory obligations. This

only leaves a little over 25% for

durables and non-durables, that is to say

products and services of the informal sector but not ncccs.sarily from this sector
alone.

agriculture is also
peculiar forms of relations
of production. A large number of estates
and farms operate under quasi-feudal rciations whereby wage labour is combined
with labour tenancy. An estimated 19 (XX)
households were reported to be retained as
notorious for its

tenants in 1981 and this number is certain-

ly growing with the rising incidence of

dispose of their produce through the

same

channel.
From the

foregoing discussion, it is clear
agriculture is heavily con-

that Malawian
trolled

by the state through the parastatals
which dominate agro-processing of
agricultural commodities, purchasing,
sourcing of inputs and .services into agriculture and the buying of produce.
Granted the higher degree of commerciali.sation of the cash crop section, it is apparent that .severe barriers for cnU7 arc
created which di.sadvantage the informal
sector as the large commercial farms
opxjrate at higher and superior levels organisationally and technologically. Price
controls through state monopolies is
another constraint

on

the level of dis-

posable income for the rural population.
Nevertheless, the peripheral participation
in cash-crop growing and their continued
production of food crops, which has been
expanding lately, docs provide a residual
basis for the infonnal sector particularly in
the .service rather than the productive
sphere that the parastatal and urban based
industries do

not

find worth

because the markets

are ux)

filling either
small

or

the

technologies too labour intensive to make
them viable. But the expansion and commoditisation of pca.sant agriculture also has
numerous implications as new economic
opportunities begin to arise which may also
attract

other urban ba,scd indu.sU'ies.

Urban-based Industries and fhe
Informal Sector

By the time of independence, in 1964, a
emerged with
European firms and Asian merchants controlling the wholesale, retail trade, and service sector in urban areas, town (district
centres) and trading centres (market
cenu-es) whereas African traders operated
in villages and small settlements. This
market network was hacked-up by urbanbased importing firms and manufacturing
indusU'ics that produced a range of prcxlucts
such as clothing garments, .soap and edible
oils (Lever Brothers), confectionery
products, cigarettes, construction
materials, aerated drinks, ceramics, kitchen
four-tier market network had

landlessness. Tenants also produce under

utensils, cosmetics, fabricated metal

highly regimented manorial production
regimes as they are mandatorily required to
source their inputs from their landlords and

products, blankets, beverages, cement and
fi.shing nets. A number of these manufacturing firms also established wholesale and
retail outlets for the disuibution of their
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products and in numerous instances had
direct or indirect linkages, through ownership, with the plantation sector, so that a
fairly oligopolistic economic structure was
established.

independence. Government has

Since

been committed to

a

liberal market-orien-

in which the basic
objectives of industrial development policy
have been to encourage the replacement of
imports with domestic manufactures. For
this reason, limited protection has been
granted, through customs tariffs and licensing. Newly established manufacturing industry is also assisted through the grace of
industrial rebates and the system of initial
tated economic strategy

The Achikumbe dominate the

peasant informal .sector: scene-at an
market

agricultural

place

investment allowances. Generous incen-

provided for attracting foreign ininto the country, in the fonn of tax
holidays, infrastructural facilities subsidies, investment and depreciation allowances, ensuring that 50% of a
company’s profits during the first five years
of its existence arc exempt from taxation.
Full repatriation of interests and dividends
on foreign capital is also permitted and
joint ventures with Government participation arc very rigorously encouraged. With
such a policy, it must be little wonder that
tives

are

vestment

a

substantial number of British and other

foreign firms have established branch
plants in Malawi producing a range of consumcr and intermediate goods.
Concentration of

Capital

The Malawi Government’s

fairly liberal

towards foreign and
private investment could be misleading
after all. In the period since independence.

and financial firms. In addition, a
ment

financing

company,

the Industrial

Development Bank (INDEB AI'IK) has also
been established by Government to provide
the necessary finance capital. Finally,
Government, through MDC, took control
of the import trade sector by setting up the
Import and Export Company of Malawi
(IMEXCO). These five institutions. Press
Holdings, ADMARC, MDC, IMEXO and
INDEBANK owned over 66% of the gross
investment in
ween

manufacturing by 1986. Bet-

1969 and 1980, the manufacturing

output grew almost two-fold from
K180 million to K355 million and

sector

manufacturing now constitutes 12,5% of
GNP.

Distributional Effects

and overt posture

Government has established numerous

parastatals for direct participation in the
economy and also for acquiring equity
shares in foreign owned firms. To begin
with the two major commercial banks in the
country were nationalised, and a major
holding company, the Malawi Development Corporation (MDC) established to
facilitate and enhance investment in the industrial sector. Second, Press

another

Holdings,

"quasi-parastatal", was established

by the mling party (there is no clear distinc-

and party in
Malawi) to enhance Malawian participation in the economy. The three, MDC, ADMARC and Press Holdings have combined
at various levels and invested very heavily
in a wide range of manufacturing, trading

tion between government
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develop-

It would be tedious to

itcmi.se the

specific commodities produced by both the
urban ba.sed parastauils and foreign owned
firms. An estimated 450 firms were

reported to be engaged in industrial produc-

coming on stream as
large number of the commodities produced in urban ba.sed industries are also the products of the informal sector, while others would form inputs
into rural non-farm enterprises. For example, textiles, wheat flour, sugar, metal
products (nails and other construction
materials), implements, proces.sed foods
tion and another I2I

of 1986. A

and chemicals would form the

basis for

enterprises such as tailors,
carpenters, builders, restaurants, canteens
and bakers, yet a sizeable number of urban
numerous

rural

based second stage

manufacturing firms

arc

engaged in the simihu- lines of produc-

tion.
The diversification of Malawian in-

dustry combined with the high degree of
ownership coneentration maybe an indication of the level of com{x;tition in a limited

purchasing power situation. The low level
of purchasing power akso inhibits forward
linkages for the urban ba.sed industries to
allow for .second stage manufacturing by
the informal sector. Consequently, in an attempt to maximise profits and intcrnali.se
the flow of capital a few firms have takenover a number of second-stage manufacturing units and also the distribution networks
thereby creating an oligopolistic industrial
structure. Press holdings, for example,
produces wheat through its farming subsidiaries, mills it it through Grfin Milling
Company where they have equity shares,
and produces and market confectionery
products through Press Bakeries and Press
Trading Limited. Bata Shoe Company
products leather and plastic shoes, distributes them through their wholesale
division and retail outlets, David
Whitehead and Sons, manufactures tex-

tiles, distributes them at wholesale and
retail trade, and Imperial Garments
manufactures
at

clothing and distribute them

wholesale level.

majority of urban industries
operate at superior levels in lemis of bulk
buying of inputs and distribution they certainly enjoy more advantages when pitted
against the informal sector in obtaining inBecause the

puts from sources. Moreover, industrial
collaboration with Government through

parastatals in temis of factory ownership
13

provides Ihc urban based production units
yet another advantage particularly when it
comes to foreign currency allocation for
imported inputs. Rural bakeries, carpenters, buildings, painters and millers
have severe problems in .securing inputs because of the competition imposed on them
by the urban based firms. Milling companics and merchandise wholesalers would
supply urban based firms who purchase in
bulk than the small entrepreneur who buys
in little quantities. Certainly, tlicrcfore, it is
to the economic advantage of urban based
firms to encourage mergers at various
levels and then involve government in joint
ventures to secure bureaucratic
support in
foreign currency allocation for inputs.
For reasons of dispersed demand and
consumer preference, certain lines of informal sector industries such

tailoring appear to be doing fairly well in establishing
second stage manufacturing enterprises
thereby supplying the rural and urban
as

scheme which offers

Consequently, a number of wholesale
trading firms have been able to
expand their markets for im{X)rtcd products
further into the countryside. Between 1984
and 1986, for example, the volume of imports rose from K380 to a little over K5(X)
million. Of these totals, consumer goods
and retail

con.stitute 12% and intermediate
count

dustrial structure which encourages
sification in terms of product range

diverrather
than expansion in quantity — an indication
of blocked import-substitution industrialisation.
The

Open Economy

The stated Government
open economy

restrictions

are

whereby

policy of an
quantitative
imports, had

no
u.sed to limit

enabled both the

publicly owned and
foreign owned firms to supplement their
local supply of commodities with imports
to expand their trading activities. In
principlc, there arc no major restrictions on the
range of consumer, intermediate and capital goods that may be imported into the
country, except for the customs tariff

14

grxxls

ac-

for 15%. To this volume of formal

trading firms to the rural markets. A number of urban based manufacturing and aading firms, such as Bata Shoe Company,
Press Produce Limited, Press Trading
Limited (these two are whole.sale and retail
chains owned by Press Holdings) and
IMEXO have set up a network of wholc.siile
and retail outlets in district and main aad-

ing centres distributing locally pnxluccd
imported manufactures. In addition,
IMEXO, Press Trading, Press Produce and
and

a

number of other urban based firms such
Southern Bottlers, Chibuku Products,

import trade

as

consumer

Press

may be added a wide range of
articles brought into Malawi by

returning migrant workers from the mines
in South

Africa, Zimbabwe and Zambia.

Though le.ss significant in monetary terms,
such items as toiletries, clothing, utensils,
tools and medicines, which the returning
migrants bring have a U'emendous impact
in shaping rural consumption patterns to
the detriment of the informal sector in-

du.stries.
Merchant

markets.

However, many rural bakeries,
beer breweries and producers of household
items, arc faced with tremendous obstacles
in holding their own in the face of urban
produced confectionery products, beer and
household items. One major constraint to
the growth and development of the informal sector industries in Malawi, therefore,
is the oligopolistic nature of urban industrics largely backed by a state participation in the economy. The higher level of
public ownership of manufacturing industry (70% of manufacturing output is accounted for by MDC, ADMARC and Press
Holdings) has created a monopolistic in-

preferential rates on a

selected line of commodities.

Capital

The process of rural market incorporation into the international commodity trad-

ing system is also facilitated by Asian
wholesale merchants and two important
parastatals, IMEXO and Press Trading.
Asian wholesale merchants have sys-

tematically assisted returning migrant
workers to set up in retail U'adc in the
countryside. Thc.se rural African shopowners arc tacitly, and at times contractually obliged, as part of the loan agreement to
procure supplies from urban-based
manufacturing and U'ading houses. Indeed,
a large number of hawker traders
converge
in rural market centres and villages distributing wares and other consumer goods
during the agricultural produce buying
season. This steady and guaranteed supply
of urban produced commodities impose
overwhelming demand problems for
products of rural indu.strics. Consequently,
a wide range of local products arc
being
rapidly displaced by factory made goods
which objectively or subjectively viewed
arc superior to
the products of rural industrics. Metal

wares

and kitchen utensils

produced by urban industries such as
ENCOR products or plastic containers (see
Table 3.1) arc widely presumed tcchnologi-

cally superior whereas

current fashion
heavily weigh in favour of factory
labelled clothing.
The expansion of agricultural production is also attracting the large urban based
Uends

Bakeries, Sterling Products Interna(.sec Table

lional and Universal Indu.stries

3.1 for range of their products) operate
motorised hawker wholesalers which
enables them to distribute their products fiu
and wide. Thus, from whichever perspecfive the urban industries are viewed, they

do impose .serious barriers for informal industrial sector producers as well as those

entrepreneurs that may attempt to operate
wholesale outlets. Granted thcircapiUiliscd
distributional network and Government

regulated retail pricing, it would be highly
unlikely for these urban based firms to
leave sizeable profit margins for the rural
shop-owners. This may well be the explanation for the widc.sprcad bankruptcy
rate

of retail traders and also for lack of

their

expansion.
oligopolistic

Given the

structure of
Malawi’s urban based industries and its intricate organic linkages with merchant

capital almo.st forming monopolies around
the three major conglomerates of Press
Holdings, ADMARC and MDC, it appears
that the informal .sector is not provided adcquate room to operate. Many avenues for
accumulation in the rural non-formal
tor arc

blocked,

as

sec-

urban ba.scd industries

intensify their penetration of rural markets
with locally produced mid imported mas.sconsumption goods. Urban ba.scd industrics, it has been argued, operate at all
levels; protluction, distribution and scrvices. State participation in the industrial
sector, through parastatals, is considerably
high and when this is combined with the
laisscz fairc policy with regard to the
manufacturing sector and import trade, the
overall result is the reinforcement of the

marginalisation of the informal sector.
Therefore, any appraisal of the significance
of the informal

sector

in the Malawian

con-

only rccogni.se the demand
and supply problems that afflict the sector
but need to appreciate the fundamcnutl
text must not

structural

constraints

within

the

cconomy.O
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The Informal Sector and

in

Unemployment
Zimbabwe: A David without a Sling

versus

Goliath?

Herbert Ndoro
CRITICAL assessment of

A

developments within the "informal" sector in Zimbabwe is im-

perative for one basic reason. An often
quoted figure reflecting the employment
creation capacities of the formal sector
economy for the last ten years is 10 000
new jobs every year. This is in sharp contrast to the 100

000 school leavers who

enter the labour market every year.

The

simple arithmetic of these figures indicates that approximately 90% of schoolleavers

are

unemployed

or

enter or

Taking
these statistics cumulatively since 1980
paints a startling picture of the current
rate of unemployment and/or suggests
"fall" into the informal sector.

informal .sector whose dimensions

an

burgeoined dramatically over
that period.
This article rai.scs questions on aspects of
must have

the informal sector which have

important

policy implications given the expansion of
the sector suggested by developments in
the overall economy described above.
Government

Policy

acknowledgement of the inforsector in Zimbabwe after Indepen-

Official
mal

dence

was

prompt,

beginning with the

economic

policy statement. Growth With
Equity (Government of Zimbabwe, 1981).
The document stated that government

the innecessary in-

would, among other things, provide
formal sector "with the

frastructure and assistance to promote

productive employment". This recognition
was more pronounced in \hcNational Transitional Development Plan (1982-85)
which not only made recommendations but
attempted to explain the origins of the sec¬
SaPKM SRmiMBRR, 1990

tor, its

problems and even its class nature.

It read:

create more

programme

Characterising The Informal Sector

Rapid population increase and the

Even in the context of the

failure ofthe modern sector to absorb
much

of the net additions to the

labour

force together with substan-

tial influx
urban

proposed

maero-economic adjustment programme

by Government, the informal sector is
viewed as a key player in alleviating unemployment. However, before we can unequivocally embrace this view, there are a

of rural migrants into

areas

employment during the

period.

and the need and desire

supplement incomes from formal

number of issues which must be considered

employment has given rise to a large

carefully.
Firstly, the character of the informal sec-

to

urban and

dynamic sector. Its exact

size is unknown, even

observation suggests

tor

though casual

Since entry is free and

unimpeded, the goods and services of

producers

are

completely pried

though in some instances, there could
be

grounds of concern about the

levels

of quality especially for some

services.
Recent official reference to the sector

is

Statement: Macro-economic Adjustment and
Trade Liberalisation (July, 26,1990).

contained in the Economic Policy

It is

important that measures to

reduce unemployment are introduced
and that small investors are

given in-

expand and take on new
employees. There will be need to examine and promote the activities of
the informal sector which equally
has a potential of creating employcentives to

ment.

It is certain that the

un-

employed will be the most affected
hence more effort is required to

of size and activities of engage-

is

nificant change over

variety ofgoods and services to

the economy.

terms

likely to have undergone some sigthe last ten years.
Traditionally, the sector was occupied by
people with a relatively low level of education, in most cases primary school education only. However, with tlie sharp increase
in access to secondary education since
1980, the new entrants into the sector arc
school-leavers with a secondary education.
This is a pertinent issue to address because
it contributes to the productive and learning capacities of the sector.

that it is a large

employer of labour and supplies a
wide

in

ment

Traditionally, the dominant activities of
were mostly services. Services
ranged from meal grinding, panel beating,
spray-painting and repairing. Repairing
was done for the following items; shoes,
TVs, radios, watches, bicycles, car tyres
and tubes and upholstery.

the sector

Technological Dead-end Street
The

more

value-added activities

were

knitting and crochetting, belt-making, basket-wcaving, carpentry, tin-smithing,
welding, bag-making and wire mesh
making. A review of the traditional activities is disturbing because of the low
level technology represented. These ac15

ti vities are generally characterised by a lack

tional merchant informal sector. The upshot

of "technological dynamism", they are in a

of all this is that

"technological dead-end street". It would
important to know if there have been any
changes in the composition of activities in

what could be termed the informal

the informal

above.

be

sector.

would

Neighbouring Countries

the traditional informal

phenomenon of people, especially
women, travelling to the neighbouring
countries, especially Botswana and South
Africa, ostensibly for holiday purposes, is

(1981) and
(1985) are strongly sceptical
about the promise of the informal sector in
solving the employment problem. Criticising the approach that places the employMkandawire

creation task

the informal sector,

on

the Commission stated:
This type
sector

rise

increasing apace over the
In reality, these visits are
mostly motivated by economic reasons.
Being aware of the shortages of certain
critical inputs to industfies, office equipment for com merce, spare parts for vehicles
and certain consumer goods, the travellers
use their foreign exchange (acquired
through formal or "informal" channels) to

ignores

a

number of critical
some respects

of the informal sector is a

quence

of

a

the

conse-

lack of alternative

employment opportunities and the

fact that many who work in the informal sector appear to

wages

receive very low

indicates the residual nature

of the sector. Secondly, the informal
sector cannot

be viewed

as

distinct

these items and sell them. Complaints have been made by the formal sec-

from the formal sector. Thus policies

regarding the "extortionist" prices they
have had to pay for the inputs acquired in

scale production

procure

to encourage

tor

labour intensive smallin the formal sector

will have a direct impact on

this informal "back-door" way.

the infor-

mal sector.

The

foregoing observation has two main
implications. If it can be substantiated, that

mal sector, then it could be asserted that the

comments on

prospects for the dynamic creation of

Plan:

employment in the sector arc rather bleak.
more so

when

we

consider that

a

major element of the current structural ad-

justment
in

programme

is

a

massive increase

availability of foreign exchange to the

formal sector.

Destroyed?
If this infusion of foreign

exchange takes
place on the scale envisaged, it would
destroy the very basis of the latter-day informal
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sector

—

the cross-bordcr/intema-

tor, however that is defined,

sector’s

ability to

the National Transitional

by the problem of social differentiation

and

exploitative relations within the infor-

mal sector itself.

Although the Plan is aware
of this aspect of the informal sector, it
proposes a set of policies that implicitly
treat

the informal

sector as a

homogenous

of

self-employed workers who will
(a) be relieved of past forms of unjust
sector

depends on the

laws intended to

protect workers. Thus, enforcement of minimum wages, health and
social

safety standards or

security would destroy the

foundations of this
OfTicial

very

sector.

Recognition

In this

regard, it is worth noting that
despite its official recognition, the informal
sector never came within the pale of collccfive bargaining arrangements made earlier
in the year.

Sachikonye (1990) makes a powerful inhighly exploitative use of child labour in the
enterprises.
He indicates that they suffer reduction of
access to education, they arc periodically
dictment of the informal sector in its

apprehended by the police and

arc

vul-

nerable to industrial hazards in such trades

welding, metal work, carpentry and tinmaking. Long hours of arduous work,
under-payment and sometimes non-payment of wages is the common lot of
children employed in the informal sector.
as

In conclusion, one wants to point out the
need for

a

better

understanding of informal

economic activities

across

before sensible policies can

specific sectors

begin to be for-

mulatcd. The term informal sector is rather

A second dilemma of the Plan is thrown

up

escape

sec-

Understanding

engaged in consist essentially of "securing and selling" imported
inputs which arc in short supply to the for-

This is

that the super-exploitation of wage labour

Glamourising
Cautioning against glamourising the informal sector in its ability to raise incomes
and create employment, Mkandawire,
(1985), makes the following trenchant

are

experience elsewhere shows clearly
sector is highly heterogeneous and

that this

ofapproach to the informal

factors. Firstly, in

has been

informal sector

Yet

sion. Indeed, "success" of the informal

The Riddell Commission

last five years.

the main activities the new entrants into the

provided with infrastructural support, and
(c) be assisted in organising co-operatives.

underpins the sector’s existence and expan-

well-known. Statistics show that this movement

discussed

sector

Sceptical

ment

The

sector

collapse and what would remain is

It can be argued

that a significant portion
of the growth in the informal sector during
the last decade is generally attributable to
the shortage of inputs and commodities in
the economy, and more specifically, to the
scarcity of foreign exchange.

significant portion of

a

harassment and unfair

misleading because it advances the notion
that it is "a sector" in

much

as

dustrial sector is. There may

be

tors or

as

say,

the in-

some .sec-

sub-sectors within the informal

economy

which have real potential for ex-

pansion, income and employment

genera-

lion. However, this will

only be known if

the kind of research

suggest is under-

we

taken.□

competition, (b) be

SaPLM SKFriiMBHR. 1990
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ECONOMIC
AFFAIRS

The 1990/91

Budget: Its Theoretical

Backbone
Grappling with

a

growing deficit

Louis Masuko
HE

T

1990/91 Budget has been

hailed

as

the most

sophisticated

budget Zimbabwe has ever had.

Along with the Budget statements was
the economic

policy statement. By any

previous standards, this makes it a

of the First Five-Year National
Development Plan), the Budget deficit
stood at 9% of GDP; it rose to a staggering
first year

11,6% in 1987/88. There was a
decrease in 1988/89 to

again to 9,5% during 1989/90.
TTic level of the deficit has

budget with a difference.
This article, however, seeks to

briefly

analyse the current Budget with the intention of capturing the logic that constitute its
theoretical backbone. To facilitate this task,

slight

9,2%, increasing

criticism mainly
who argue

been under

from the private sector

that government has pursued an

expansionary budgeting policy irrespective
of the cyclical performance of the
lncrca.scd expenditure on social
parastatals have

operational definition has to be made.
The Budget is a statement of the financial

economy.

position of a Sovereign Authority for a
definite period of time based on detailed estimates of planned or expected expend!tures during the period and proposals for

conU'ibutcd to the deficit increase. But from

point of view of government, some of
the expenditure was justified since it was
on essential items: Defence. Education and

each other, in either the

financing them.

Health.

long-term.

an

In

Zimbabwe, the Budget covers a

period corresponding to one financial year.
Historical data indicate that there existed a

negative relationship between the expend!tures and the revenues since 1980: Budget
deficit. An overview of the past
underscores this

five years

reality. In 1986/87 (the

Sapem September, 1990

services and subsidies to

budget with a difference — Bernard

A

Chidzero

the

The current

budget, however, explicitly

spells out the intention of government for
the 1990s: to reduce the deficit to 5% of

the 1994/95 financial year. But in
statement, it seems, is implicit an un-

GDP by
this

derstanding that the various spending and
revenue

components are not independent of

short-term or the

Spending cuts that depress activity also
depress output receipts.

Supply-side

friendly tax cuts or subsidies may recoup

of the initial budgeting cost. But(1990) argues that while the.se problems
are not specific to the approach under
scrutiny, they are important when policy
that part
ter
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‘inconsistency verdict’ is being

response to

pondered.

more

clarity on how government inbudget issue, a brief ex-

tends to tackle the

planation of the expenditure and

to

implement

negatively disturbing the
relationship between the expenditure and revenue side.
Growth-oriented

revenue

Approach

concepts is paramount. The expenditure
side of the

The

Budget comprises of recurrent
capital expenditure, investments and

been heralded

lending. Recurrent expenditure

from different quarters be-

and
net

is how

these proposals without

Budget Structure
For

matter

counted for about 82% of total
turcs

in

ac-

expend!-

1989, while capital expenditure, in-

vestment and net

lending accounted for
9%; 1% and 8% respectively. According to

cause

current

of its

budget has
as

positive

growth-oriented

approach. Toye (1987) illuminates on the
of not

importance

confusing economic

the estimates for 1990, the share of recur-

rentexpenditure is put at 80% of total; Icav-

ing 10% for capital expenditure; 1% for investments and
cates an

9%

net

lending. This indi-

estimated decrease in

can

this be redressed?

recurrent ex-

penditure with corresponding increases in
capital expenditure and net lending.

Equally important is the

Right: Parastatals are a
drag on the economy: How

revenue

base

to

finance these expenditures. This side com-

Below: Will the purchase of
more

planes
solve
transport

Zimbabwe’s
crisis?

prises of taxes/fees and aid/grants. Almost
97% of the total government revenue is

generated from taxes/fees with aid/grants
accounting for only 3% of total revenues. It
is

on

this basis that

far back

as

as

1981

government made it clear that it did not

"wish recurrent
revenue

expenditure to exceed

from taxes, as the basic

allowing sufficient

resources

ment". This criterion has

policy for

for invest-

never

been

achieved.
There is
taxation

consensus

are too

Britten argues
believe this is

that

high and

current

levels of

must be reduced.

that few businessmen really
likely under present condi-

tions, but conversely, any increase would
be

extremely detrimental to morale.
Given this scenario, one is tempted to

that the solution

to the size of the

growth, the expansion of the measured out-

budget deficit could be found on the expen-

put of goods and services, with develop-

diture side,

ment:

argue

particularly the

recurrent ex-

economic

budget: reduce the expenditure side with

much like

minimal tax concessions. The
18

irony of the

can

imagine

forms of
growth that would seem
some

development.

example, argues Toye, output can be

produced by
—

penditure item. This is precisely what
government has come up with in the 1990

One

For

severe

exploitation of labour

the payment of mere subsistence wages,

bad health and
treatment

safety conditions and unfair

of workers

with the

resulting
profits being channelled to private bank accounts

in

foreign

—

tax bonu.ses.
SAPEM SliFI’EMBER, 1990

It is not accidental,

therefore, that the

accompanied by
The statement as a rule provides the context within
which the Budget can be understood. The
1990/91 Budget has been

an

economic policy statement.

objective, as outlined in the statement, is to
address the problems facing the economy
(to stimulate economic activity, and
achieve
year

for the

in real terms".

tion of three main lines of policy

proposals,

anti-inflation policy closely
spending restraint;

linked to government

the reduction of taxation;

and the limitation

involvement in employernegotiation with the aim of

of government
trade union

structuring of economic and finan-

policy. Fiscal policy, therefore, is Uir-

cial

reduce to just

same

time stimulate domestic

Budget deficit, on the other hand,
which cannot be satisfied from own rcsources.

ment resorts to

foreign and domestic markets. Foreign borrowing, the argument goes, deprives the
productive sectors of the much needed
foreign currency precisely at the time that
the country is experiencing acute

financing at $117 million down
previous finan-

from $202 million for the

benefit little from the action of free

money

Budget, however, is

nation.

markets. The current

the first of a series of Budgets

adjustment policy will be implemented.
Budget statement has, therefore, set

towards reducing the Budget
5% of GDP by 1994/95 financial

It is not, however, the first time that

the need to reduce the deficit to such ap-

plausible levels has been expressed. In the
1986 Budget statement, it was stated that its
size be reduced to
relation to GDP

a

sustainable level in

targeted at approximately

6,2% by 1990/91. But as shown above, the
economic policy context

in which these
two intentions were expressed is totally different.

supply and of, course, the rate of in-

babwe is

in Zimof foreign exchange

more

shortage than direct "crowding-out" of the

private sector. If crowding out has at all
manifested itself, it could be "indirect
crowding out" through control measures.

still stands despite the $1
313 million net domestic borrowing needed

The argument

to

finance the current deficit.

It has been discussed above that govern-

intention is to reduce the deficit to 5%

of GDP by
cannot

the 1994/95 financial year. This

be achieved

of more

revenues

through the generation

but by means

of reducing

demand side management.
public

Parastatal subsidies, the size of the

deficit central to the restructuring exercise?

service and the

Firstly, the annual Budget has developed

education for all have been identified as the

not

only into

a

central and independent in-

SAPltM SEFI'EMUER, 1990

fertile

many

public

parastatals in Zimbabwe, make heavy
drafts on the national budget and arc a drag
on the economy. However, correctly pointing this out by no means creates an assumption of the

opposite kind, that the state can
relatively more competent to perform entrepreneurial functions than the
private sector. It may or may not be,
depending on time, place and circumstanCCS of a particular sector or industry within

never

be

areas

policy of free primary

for stream-lining

What is

important, therefore, is to objee-

tivcly assess and determine the cause for
the

inefficiency and losses experienced by

parastatals. According to Kauffman (1987),
a Budget constraint is the feedback
mechanism which determines the conscqucnccs of an enterprise’s actions.
sidcred "hard" if

demand. On

a

firm

can

It is con-

spend only

as

from its
.sales, or from credit provided under a
guarantee that it can be repaid with the
proceeds from future sales. It is "soft" if a
firm or enterprise has access to free state
grants or credit with very lenient conditions
much money as

Subsidies

ment

certainly true that

the economy.

the expenditure:

But, everything equal, why is the Budget

It is

enterprises, especially most of the inherited

However, the major problem

falling within

the time framework over which structural

year.

cial year.

of the Budget

deficit in relation to GDP, leaving the
deficit as 5% of GDP. This indicates
the importance of the success of the
policy to dominate subsidies.

borrowing from both

ceptable to those who apparently stand to

dividualistic basis of social life more ac-

percentage points

In order to meet this demand, govern-

Local domestic borrowing leads
to the "crowding out" of the productive sectors. Large financing from the domestic
market also has serious implieations for

policy proposals arc put in place in order to
try and make the view of a highly in-

deficit to

the Budget deficit will
under 8% of GDP; indicating a satisfactory improvement
on last year. If 71SCO's requirements
are included, the present subsidy allocation alone accounts for some 4
vious years,

savings.

for deficit

the pace

If the effect of clearing the subsidies
hacking is removed and an amount

line with available resources and at the

dividualiscd economy.

(1983) et al, noted that these three

Budget statement was

explicit:

for subsidies is allocated as in pre-

shortages. On this note, the current Budget
estimates put the foreign exchange demand

The

very

gely to address the problem of internal "imbalances"; to bring aggregate demand in

producing responsible collective bargaining for wages through free market forces.
The overall policy outlook is that of an inCole

the subsidies, the

reflects the theoretical level of demand

This can be achieved through a combina-

an

for resource mobilisation and dis-

tribution, but also into a major mechanism

sustainable growth rate of 5% per

a

namely,

sunment

—

it

can generate

that is if it needs to stay

in the black

financially or remain in operation.
The

subsidy issue can be explained by

"soft" budget
dichotomy. The movement is from the
the "hard"

budget

—

"soft" to the "hard" budget

operations;
19

adopting

a cost accounting self-financing
approach. What has contributed to the high

efficiency is guaranteed. Apruned civil ser-

education. But the $150,00 bracket would

vice will remain efficient

be

level of subsidies should be the

well-paid

ask. Benefit

to

the

society

question to
be

can

them but might not neeessarily be

one

of

the major

on

the

one

long as it is
hand and will reduce

the amount of money

as

in the form of

The technical base of these enterprises,

salaries/wages and, therefore, the deficit.
Killing two birds with one stone.

pricing policy, incentives, lack of planned

These assumptions, in reality overlook

one.

targets and management systems
need to be assessed and put

praetised

in their proper

what the optimal size of the civil service for
Zimbabwe should be to

efficiently service

perspective without necessarily disadvantaging the beneficiaries. What should be

aside. In other words, it implies that recruit-

taken into account is that cuts in productive

ing

public sector capital formation

may

sonnel, for the past decade. The desired ef-

damage the supply side of the economy,
conceivably to the point that the public

ficiency can turn out to be disastrous if this

deficit rises rather than fall, with

large size of the Public Service has
been identified as a possible area for
expenditure.

is that it is "better

small but efficient service".

to

have

to increase: al-

employment for the demobilised
easily created

181 402 civil servants will be

of the total

pruned and

the value in monetary terms or as a percent-

of the Budget deficit. More important
for policy is the impact on the deficit or the
complimentary level to the subsidy policy.
age

This is not
The

explicit.

work-in-progress."

one

of the methods of reducing

The obvious target

the deficit.

is the Ministry of

Education and Culture whose budget is one
of the

only two estimates

over

and above

(1 329 million). The
dramatic expansion of the budgeted rcsources

for this

Ministry follows the free-for-all

cepts of "small" and efficient is

hanging.

1980.

currently is not efficient; primarily

because of its size and/or
cause

alternatively be-

further presumed that with
other forms of

incentives, and

civil service than is

20

higher
a

economic sense,

although plausible in
has negative social side-

effects on the disadvantaged

sections of the

wages,

smaller

Health scheme should be extended to

currently the

can

as

their

only be relevant to the 1991/92

Budget as they become effective from 1st
April, 1991.
Private Sector

Budget, however, deals with the

public sector structures and docs not reflect
how the

private

sector would

the effort of government.

compliment

The success of the

restmeturing of the economy’s production

"self-sustaining"

economic power.

Kuricn (1987) provides a
practical example in that if the more

favourably endowed

want guns (as they
usually do), the system will tilt towards the

production of

guns, even

speaking, butter may be

if, objectively

more

desirable for

everyone.

This

subjective freedom of choice

com-

bined with the methods to reduce the

Budget deficit discu.sscd above is a potensource of inflation, unemployment and

tial

drop in the standards of living of the
people. In other words, the myth that inllaa

This method,

society. The disadvantaged sections of the
society have to be identified and the expcriencc gained through the Ministry of

of lack of incentives. It is, therefore,

impact

the ZSl billion mark

primary education policy announced in

stands

will not be dealt with in this article

conditions that lie behind the distribution of

two con-

assumption underlying this particular
relationship is that the civil service as it

slightly reduced
companies and individuals. This

heavily circumscribed by the objective

Social Services

balancing act between the

The

both for

growth cannot be achieved, is indeed

couraging the public to contribute to the
provision of services is advocated for as

known how many

Generating Base

Direct taxes have been

pattern without which

Cost recovery measures aimed at en-

not

Revenue

of

Currently,

It is

$300,00 level to tic with the

given the need for a "temporary freezing of
new projects so as to clear the backlog

about41,4% of recurrent expenditures is in
vanLs.

rate of

50%. This could

all

a

salaries, wages and allowances for civil ser-

or

tax-exempted category.

The

civil servants will not be

The

the reduction of the current

tied to the need for such per-

Unemployment is bound
ternative

Public Service

The argument

was not

be raised to the

is not taken into account.

negative

inflationary consequences.

akso

the nation first and foremost: incentives

unjustifiable given the unofficial

inflation of around 40%

tion is

a

product of

should be dismissed
cient
a

reasons to

money

as

there

supply only

arc

also suffi-

show that inflation

can

be

product of sbuctural deficiencies within

the

economy’s production patterns.^

case.

Sapem Septhmrer, 1990

DEBATES”

—

The

DEMOCRACY

—

Way Forward

Development and People’s Democracies in Africa
Sliadrack B. O. Gutto picks up from where Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o, Thandika Mkandawire, Ibbo
Mandaza and Issa Shivji left off Their contributions were published in SAPEM (Vol. 3 No. 4) by
kind permission of CODESRIA BULLETIN, Vol. 1 and 2 of 1989. Gutto’s article is reproduced
Sustainable

here with CODESRIA BULLETIN’S

permission.

Shadrack B. O. Gutto

T

HE debate between Anyang’
Nyong’o and Mkandawire in
Africa Development is too serious

to be left to the two

"generals" alone.

Both deal with issues which

arc

central

assessing the overall economic developin the independent African countries
since the 1950s. They also discuss the
in

ment

democratic and/or non-dcmocratic nature
of

political organisation and rule in these

Mkandawire’s comments and Anyang’
Nyong’o’srejoinder.
In what follows, I attempt to contribute
to

the whole debate which is centred on

countries which has led to the different

levels of development.

speed of economic development
among independent African countries. As
in most analyses of this nature, prognosis,
and even "prescriptions" arc given on what

j

levels and

can

be done in the future to

strengthen

development and democracy. Anyang’

Nyong’o’s original piece and the rejoinder
touch on many controversial aspects of
theory and practice which Mkandawire has
not dealt with in his critique. I shall
hereinafter refer to the pieces in the debate
as
Anyang’ Nyong’o’s original.
Saprm Si-priiMBHR, 1990

I

Anyang’ Nyong’o’s controversial thesis
that Kenya, Cote d’Ivoire and Malawi have
experienced reasonable levels of
democratic practices and that it is such rclative democracy that has been responsible
for what Anyang’ alleges to be exceptional
and comment

central and

I

In my contribution,
on

1

five inter-related

secondary conclusions or obby Anyang’ and Mkan-

servations made

democracy is related to development or

dawire within the debate over the fonner’s

not;

thesis. The five issues I have looked at are:
•
•

•

general there has
been a reduction in citizen participation
in government since the attainment of
independence:
whether Kenya, Cote d’Ivoire and
whether in Africa in

Malawi

are

the models of
in Africa and whether

or not

democratic states

what I consider to be Anyang’
Nyong’o’s rather simplistic dismissal of

the institution of free and fair elections
an independent attribute of
democracy;
as

•

what 1 consider to be Anyang’
Nyong’o’s selective attack of immigrant

business communities in Africa for un21

•

dcrmining democracy and development
in Africa instead of focussing on the
whole imperialist finance capital; and
what I regard as Anyang’ Nyong’o’s
idealist hope that political power can be
handed over to popular democratic
groups voluntarily without political,
military struggle or both by politically
organised groups.

Reducing the Political Arena of Citizen
Participation in Government
In both the original and the rejoinder,
Anyang’ laments the "disintegration of the

national coalitions", a term he uses to
describe the alleged apparent unity
achieved during the phase of national strug-

phase of building a new independent
society could not and cannot be assumed as
Anyang appears to do. Besides, in most
African countries, the "unity" that was
achieved in driving out the colonial dietators was more

tional united front, than a solid unity. What
real unity could have been expected in a

lower middle-class and intellectual.

situation where

which

people divided into different social classes, some repre.scnting antagonistic class interests, were forced by
the historical circumstances of foreign rule
to forge a common front to do away with
the then main contradiction in their lives?
The

"unity"

sooner or

It is also
consider

systematically been reduced. The
political arena has shrunk, political
than the exception in

the

regime

engineering to
rationalise and sustain political

repression has been the pre-occupa-

of most

governments.

He follows this up

in the rejoinder by
making reference to an article he published
in 1986 on Kenya where the thesis was
more fully developed. I have read the version of the latter article published in 1989
in Africa Affairs and will make
my observalion based
I find

on

this latter version.

Anyang’ Nyong’o’s "disintegra-

tion of the national coalitions" laced with

idealism. Whereas it is

true

that in African

countries which have followed the

capitalist path of development, neopolitical participain sharing national
wealth is not permitted, it is only important

colonial states, popular
tion in government and
to

view this

as

a

historical and class

phenomena. Viewed as such, it becomes
apparent that curtailing political participation of the citizenry in government and
politics was inherited from the colonial era
and what is being observed now is a con-

to

important in analysing what I
to

have

a

time

perspective. Most independent African
slates are now nearing or arc over 20 years
old. The democratic dynamics arc entirely
different from those of the pre-indcpendcncc era. For example, more than one
half of Kenya’s population today, 26 years
after independence, was bom after indcpendcncc. They were not part of the "national coalitions" against colonial rule.
They arc ready and struggling for new allianccs and coalitions that will help them
get rid of the neo-colonial political and
economic system which they have lived
under all their lives.

Without belabouring

the point too much,
important that in discussing the historical forces responsible for the
I also consider it

breakdown of "nationalist

coalitions",

one

needs to pay

that

particular attention to the fact
independence leads to opening-up of

the former closed colonics to the entire
world

imperialist forces. These imperialist
naturally rush to the former colonies
from all comers of the globe: from the
European Economic Community (and not
just the former "colonial master" only),
Japan, the United States of America, the
forces

popular mobilisation in the struggle for independence was realised not as a means of
governing but rather for the purpose of
removing the foreign colonial rule.

dynamics of class formation and class
sU'uggle in the independent African stales
naturally feed on and arc at the same time
affected by such dominating and
hegcmonislic imperialist forces. It was in-

22

or not

out

such

an

alliance

was to

and maintained in the

qualitatively different from those
prc-indcpcndcncc period such as
what we recently (in Junc/July 1989) witnes.scd in the struggle of popular forces in
Nigeria for the "Socialist Alternative to the
Structural Adjustment Programme" arc
what is to be expected and encouraged. In

of the "nationalist

successfully completed

be

next

not

be mourned

but instead accorded heroes’ burial.

be the natural breakdown of the

Scandinavian countries and

carried

"nationalist coalitions"

of the

coalitions" that had

tinuation of that tradition. The broad-based

Whether

or

arc

other words, the death

resolved.

"nationalist coalitions"

behaviour and social

tion

New alliances

their historical ta.sks should

has

norm

was

Natural Breakdown

Since independence, the role of the
citizen in the affairs of government

more

was destined to breakdown
later after the direct colonial-rule

contradiction

glc for independence. In his words:

demobilisation has become

of an alliance, a broad na-

imperialist economic crisis, the general
capitalism of the 1970s and 1980s
could find expression in the sU'uclural adjusiment programmes of the IMF and the
World Bank that today terrorise the lives of
virtually every African worker, peasant,
crisis of

so on.

The

conceivable in the 1950s and 1960s that the

Political

Accountability and Ixonomic
Growth

It is

imperative that

Nyong’o’s

we quote

Anyang’

words here in detail in
order to avoid the likely response that he
was misinterpreted or misunderstood. In
the original, Anyang’ avers:
A

own

quick casual look will reveal that
more participatory political .sy.r-

the

tenLS

have done much better in

terms

of economic growth than the less par-

ticipatory ones: Kenya under
Kenyatta as compared to Sudan
under Nimeiry; Cote d'Ivoire under
Ilouphouet Boigny as compared to
Zaire under Mobutu. The

com-

parison is not altogether perfect:
One does

not

know, for example,

what to do with Malawi in this

scheme

of comparisons.

And in the

rejoinder, Anyang’ repeats his
more definitively having

central thesis

resolved the confusion

over

Malawi:

The countries which have had

high
growth rates in sub-Saharan Africa
since independence are Kenya, Cote
d’Ivoire and Malawi

(of the non-oil
producing countries). These also
happen to be countries where there
have been

more

state to its
narrow

this is

the other

accountability of the

social ba.se
—

when

—

however

compared to

military dictatorships and
SAPF.M Sl'FrFMBFR, 1990

non-party regimes.

There is, there-

fore, a prima-facie case, in the context of Africa of the post-independence period, to argue that where
there has been respectfor democratic

practices (however minimal), higher
rates of growth and more succes^ul
models of accumulation have been
ensured.
In the
sorts

original contribution, Anyang’ asparticipatory

that countries with more

political systems have done much better in
terms of economic growth. This is the correlation that Mkandawire disputes. Mkandawire uses Malawi »as an example of a
country with high economic growth but
with a very repressive non-parlicipatory
political system — at least as far as the
majority of the popular masses are concemed. Anyang’ in the rejoinder readily
concedes the point, although grudgingly.
That is why in the rejoinder, Anyang’ ineludes Malawi among his earlier models of
"participatory political systems" of Kenya
and Cole d’Ivoire. More important,

empiricist approaches to analyses of historical processes is dangerous. Even for
Botswana, one cannot prove that it is rclalive political democracy that has led to
reasonable levels of economic growth.
What is the structure of the Botswana

economy? What is its natural resources,
levels of penetration of capital and its comparative advantages to any other country
one would like to compare it with? What
time frame are we dealing with? What was
the level of Botswana’s economic development at the time of independence compared

countries one
compares it with? What has been the social
cost in class terms of the growth or accumulation that has gone in? These are
with whatever county or

surprising that Anyang*
Nyong*o, who lives under the
naked terror of the Kenyan
state can actually cloth the
"apparent" stability with
however, is Anyang’ Nyong’o’s insistence
"democracy"
on his prc-deiermined models in the
rejoinder. He claims to sec exceptional
"growth rates" and "higher rates of growth
and more successful models of accumulation"

—

at least

in post-independence

only in countries where there
exist "more accountability of the stale to its
social base
however narrow this is" —
Africa

—

—

and also "more respect for democratic praclices (however minimal)".
Unfortunate and

Indeed throughout

Misleading

his contributions,

Anyang’ deals with "growth rales" or
"higher rates of growth and more successful models of

accumulation" in the

very

bourgeois economic sense although
he accuses Mkandawirc of being "a good
product of bourgeois economics". Even assuming that the whole problematic of
development can be reduced narrowly to
"growth rates" and models of "accumulalion" as bourgeois economism docs,
Anyang’ Nyong’o’s choice of countries
where this has occurred with minimal
democracy is unfortunate and misleading.
Perhaps he could, if one is forced into empiricist arguments, have used countries
such as Botswana or Senegal and not
Kenya, Malawi and Cote d’Ivoire. But such
narrow
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It is

some

of the fundamental

African counU'ies.

right when he asserts that
struggle for democracy must be for
democracy in its own right". A democratic
political aunosphere that allows for choice
of the right path of development as well as
tire organisation of human material resources to pursue that path is better than one that
docs not permit such choices. But this is not
the correlation between democracy and
development that Anyang’ seems to be discussing. Instead, Anyang’ is concerned
with a democracy that whatever the means
or cost, leads to "stability". "Accountability" is then used in a very narrow sense
to mean "accountability" not to the entire
citizenry but to whatever narrow social
Mkandawirc is

"the

base the government

model,

one can

ments arc

exist

a

narrow

works for. From this
say that all govern-

easily

democratic hccau.se there cannot

government without some kind of
social ba.se — this includes military

dictatorships and the govcrnmciiLs such as
those run by Mobutu, Amin, Obotc, the
Bokassa "Empire" or "Kingdom", the late
Sergeant Doc government and even the
authoritarian Moi regime in Kenya today.

questions that

should be dealt with in any compari.sons of
"rates of growth" or "models of accumula-

producing sub-Saharan

of most non-oil

Defining Democracy
If

we arc

serious about democracy and

merely in its usefulness for accumula-

tion".

not

Anyang’ docs not concern him.sclf with
these at all and in fact Mkandawirc is right
when he accuses Anyang’ of ignoring the

growth rates even if the social
arc foreign monopoly
capitalists and their local partners, then we

structural constraints that need to be considered in as.sessing the development rales
of countries.
Uneven

Development

The ahistorical nature of

Anyang’

Nyong’o’s analysis is shown by his choice
of examples to illustrate the empiricist bent
of his argument lies in his inability to
benefit from the law of uneven developof capitalism. Had he addressed his
sufficiently to this, he could have understood that Kenya was, since the early
2(Xh century, a leader among most colonies
ment

mind

in Africa in terms of the level

of material

development as well as capitalist accumulation. It is not the alleged democracy
under the rule of the two dictators, Kcnyatta and Moi, which suddenly pushed
Kenya’s "models of accumulation" ahead

lion and

beneficiaries
must

define democracy from a

broad

popular pcrsixclivc. While on this point, it
is necessary to point out that Nigeria’s
economy underwent a high level of accumulation or growth in the 1970s prcci.sely when the military dictators were in
power, although it had oil, Latin American
countries like Brazil had high growth rales
in the 1960s under military dicUilorships
without much oil. Anyang’ Nyong’o’s discounting of military dictatorships from a
model which he has constructed himself
and

one

which includes all governments

with reasonable "accumulation" or "growth

rates" with social ba.scs "however minimal"
is not consistent.

Perhaps of equal importance here is the
political implications of Anyang’
Nyong’o’s praise that is on all fours with
those given by the leading servants and
23

of big monopoly capitalism
Margaret Thatcher. For example, in
the widely publicised controversial tour by
Margaret Thatcher to Kenya in January
1988, Thatcher told Moi that Kenya has:
state persons

such

as

A strong

within
.

a

and decisive leadership

constitutional framework.

.

Kenya
strong and

in

prosperous. We admire your
country’s peace and stability and
policies which recognise the worth of

Kenya’s example

how

en-

concerned with how

that apparent "stability" has been
fashioned and maintained. It is surprising
that Anyang’ Nyong’o who lives under the
naked terror of the Kenyan state can actually cloth the "apparent" stability with
"democracy". Is it that Anyang’ possesses
some special
knowledge or yardstick for
democracy which he has not disclosed that

makes him talk of "democratic practices
(how-'-ver minimal)"?
Who says that the Kenyan, Malawian,

21airean and the
African

masses

suttes want to

democracy is lacking in Kenya one
inquiry today
is heavily conditioned by the nature of the
state terror. Anyang’ Nyong’o’s
writing on
could add that even academic

Margaret Thatcher was specific
her praise of "stability" for the gain of the
was not

far.

Indeed, if one wanted to illustrate further

in which

At least

in

so

Heavily Conditioned

couraged.

ca-litallsls. She

Kenya over a lot of blood and sweat of
Kenyan people. The people of Kenya

do not want the rest of Africa to emulate

the individual effort and personal en-

private industry has been

capitalists had occurred

the

more

deavour and economy

providing evidence of the authoritarian nature of the Kenyan government since 1963
in order to show that it is factually incorrect
to talk of democracy which led to capitalist
accumulation in Kenya. Growth and accumulation for the

where others have faltered,

has continued to grow

Academie Staff Union members and
banned the union. One can go on and on in

of other fascist

live under "minimal

authoritarian presidcntalism in Kenya conveniently cuts off at 1978 when the current

dictator, Moi, took

over

power. Under a

"minimal

democracy" atmosphere I think
that Anyang’ could have ventured to discuss also the continuity and
deepening of
the dictatorship under Moi’s regime.
To any casual observer, Anyang’ also
comes out

rather confused

characterise the

on

how he

can

Kenyan ruling regimes

since 1963. On the

one

hand, the article he

published in 1986 and 1989 deals with
"presidential authoritarianism" during
Kenyatta’s reign (1963-1978). But, on the
hand,
he
clothes
that
"authoritarianism" with "democratic practices". Is this the natural ecclecticism of

which is

idealism

internationally known, that led

to

the mass protest in the Scandinavian
counU'ies in 1987, a fact which then led Mr
Moi

to

cancel his scheduled official visits

Norway and Sweden? When a section of
Kenyan people wanted to register a
legal Kenya socialist Party in May-June
to

the

1982 what did the government do to allow
this expression of open democratic par-

ticipation? University Staff Union asked in
1978-1981 to be recognised as a union and
to express its right to demonstrate
together
with the students against imperialist monopolies that support apartheid in South
Africa as well as continuing to enjoy peaceful exploitation of the Kenyan masses.
What did the state do

to

the union? For

those who do not know, the government

changed the national constitution to declare
Kenya a one-party dictatorship; the government
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also arrested and detained the

Closely related

is it something else? In the same
article, one finds that Mr Tom Mboya, an
or

agent of the CIA, the person who was

responsible for infiltrating and destroying
the militant forces in the Kenyan Trade
Union Movement is treated very

liberally

by Anyang’. Mboya is depicted as an antifeudalist (which is true) and progressive
bourgeois (perhaps also true). But he is also
said

to

have been above corruption! A paid

agent of the CIA to desu-oy the progress of
the working class movement, to allow the
USA to

fully

penetrate the Kenyan
politics was not corrupted? I
again find the error of ecclecticism here,
particularly given the present debate in
which Anyang’ comes out as supporting the
demonstration by militant students, aade
unions and religious organisations and pereconomy and

sonalities. More about these social group-

ings later.

to the

question of

par-

ticipatory democracy and indeed an aspect
of participatory democracy is the whole
issue of whether
tions

are

or not free and fair elecin themselves "an answer" (not

"the answer") to Africa’s problems of
political instability. Anyang’ avers that
"democracy, viewed as free and fair elections in strictly bourgeois term, is not therefore an answer to Africa’s problems of
political instability. Although Anyang’ tics
this categorical conclusion to his review of
some works by Mahmood Mamdani, it is
clear that Anyang’ is convinced by the
statement he makes.

To be fair to him, Anyang’ docs not really define in clear terms what he regards as

"free and fair" elections in .strictly hourgcois terms. However, since he is making
reference to past elections in Uganda and
Nigeria, he must be taken to mean multiparty elections. It is a popular past-time of
radical populist political propaganda in

Africa

to

discuss "free and fair elections"

bourgeois trick. Military dictators
and their civilian counterparts also appeal
to the historically determined haued that
the African masses have again.st the hourgcoisic (who they rightfully associate with
coloniali.sm) by denouncing all and every
political practice or idea as "bourgeois".
as a mere

other

not real democracy?
Wasn’t it the lack of democracy in Kenya,

democracy" and

"Free and Fair Elections"

Universal Practice
In the context of

political elections, it is

important to point out that, in modern
society, having representatives to most social and

political organisations and institunccc.ssary univcnsal practice. If
this is so, then hov/ to appoint or elat the
representatives, particularly to organs of
state and the economy becomes a matter of
tions is

a

life and death. It is for this

reason

that

we

fight again.st any ideas that try to suggest that elections arc not important, particularly when they arc "free and fair". All
sorts of anti-democratic forces,
including
the bourgeoisie, manipulate and play all
must

of tricks to ensure that the outcome of
free and fair elections is in their class inter-

sorts

ests. When

Nicaragua held free and fair

elections in 1984, much freer and fairer
than those that returned Reagan into the
White Hou.se in 1984, the U.S.

imperialists
Nicaraguan elections. Impcriali.sm .spends millions and millions of
dollars to try and determine the outcome of
denounced the
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elections all

over

However, there is need for clearer iden-

the world. In other words,

free and fair elections arc very

important

tification of who the enemies to

popular

pursued resolutely as pan and
parcel of the overall struggle for political
rights. There is nothing bourgeois about
free and fairclections. In fact, the bourgeois

democracy and overall social and
economic development in Africa arc. On

fear free and fair elections at least in the

the material and cultural living conditions
of the people, it is true that immigrant busi-

and must be

Third World and Africa in

particular.

changing governments

through free and fair elections that even
within the Kenyan one-party state, the
ruling agents of imperialism had to introduce the undemocratic, primitive and unpopular queue-voting since early 1988. The
widespread popular mass boycott of the
queue-voting in Kenya is a clear evidence
that the people want free and fair elections
through the secret ballot. But, there is more
to

the democratic institution of free and fair

place like Kenya, Malawi,
Zaire, Nigeria, Liberia, Sierra Leone,
elections. In

question of the flight of surpluses that

could be re-invested and

ness

Fear
It is the fear of

the

a

communities

whether they
as

in the

to

used to raise

partly responsible

have their origins in Lebanon,

case

with those in West African

Asia,

states, or in

arc

some

as

in the

ca.se

be found in East, Central

Africa. But here

we

with those

and Southern

should also point out

particularly those of Asian origin, have legitimately
become citizens of the states in which they
that most of these communities

■

Free OJld

—

'

—

foir elections ore

of Africa’s surplus product. These
the main bribe-givers to state
bureaucrats, politicians, reactionary
religious groups and even leading intcllcctuals so that these local groups can help to

porters
are

ensure

continued imperialist dominance

and exploitation. Thc.se arc the owners and
managers of our economies, particularly in
Kenya and Zimbabwe which 1 am more
familiar with. These arc the forces that
dominate in politics to ensure that no ideas

opposed to big foreign capital arc discussed
openly or disseminated. They limit
freedom of thought and speech. These arc
the institutions that collaborate with our
anti-people governments to m;ikc and cnforce laws that curtail the freedom of labour
to strike under the pretext that tho.se areas
of the economy in which they arc involved
arc "essential" to society and tliat strikes in

a

developing

economy are

harmful to "na-

of our democratic tion-buiiding.
Of the foreign powers, meaning foreign
whether the governments that intervene in Africa’s
Senegal and practically all the neo-colonial struggles,
dicuttorships in Africa, the concept of free bourgeoisie value the same politics to the detriment of people’s popular
and fair elections would imply creating
democracy, they do not ju.st intervene at inrights or not.
necessary conditions to allow the exercise
dependence conferences or by toppling
thought and speech,
political parties including
religious, s(x:ialist, communist ones, and to
allow free and equal political campaigns to
be carried out. This is politically education-

part

of freedoms of
freedom to form

al to the

masses

and leaders.

their business, to ensure that

they expand

Kenyan con-

their capitalist ventures. To that extent they
should not be singled out merely because

lot of authoritarian laws and state

of their countries of origin or business prac-

It should be clear that in the
text, a

live. If they are capitalists, they have a right
like all local and foreign capitalists doing

practices would have to be removed as a
precondition for free and fair elections. It is
the democratic implications of free and fair
elections that make those who are politically involved in Africa fight so hard to win
them. Free and fair elections arc part of our

democratic struggles,

whether the bour-

gcoisie value the same rights or not.
The Real

Enemy

important that when analysing
and the continuing
dynamics of Africa’s non-dcmocratic
political practices and the economic stagnation and crisis, we identify scientifically
who the main and secondary forces arc in
the arena. Anyang’ has identified some of
these forces comprising of the "immigrant
It is most

the root

causes

bu.sinc.ss communities" who he asserts continuc to export the surplus produced in
Africa to foreign lands as well as "foreign

sees as unwelcome political intervenors in Africa. Anyang’ is quite

powers" who he

special chastisement. This would
reactionary nationalism on our
part. The main question then is what the
capitalistclassasaclass is engaged in,both
collectively and in terms of the various factionsofcapital? Is what they arc doing leading to overall balanced social and economic
development of the people or not? If the
answer is "no", then given the right political conditions they must be confronted and
areas of their operations brought into line
with the national objectives.
tices for

amount to

Exporters of Surplus
If this
end up
ness

were to

Battle for

Democracy

In the section in his

be done, one would not

singling out the "immigrants busi-

communities" for chastisement

popular governments, as Anyang’ correctly
puts it, but they intervene continuously in
all spheres of political, social, intellectual
and cultural lives. The point is not to stop
intervention altogether; this is not possible
and is not good for Africa. The point is that
African people should democratically exercise their sovereignty to choose who their
friends and who their enemies are; what
sort of intervention is good for the people
with the people participating in making
such decisions and how it is to be controlled by the people. In other words, we cannot afford autarky in the modem world but
neither should we permit adventurers who
have made self-proclamations that they
have a destiny to lead or that they know
what forms of democracy and economic
systems are gcxxl for us.

as

Anyang’ docs but rather one would look at
the total picture and as.scss what the real
giants of industry, mainly transnational corporations and their local allies and partners
are doing as well. These arc the main ex-

original piece where
"Popular Movements and the
State: The Future of Democracy in Africa",
Anyang’ attempts very bravely to come to
terms with four main forces in the battle for
democracy in Africa: the incumbent state
armies that are "armed to the teeth";
counter-revolutionary armed struggle;
revolutionary armed political movements;
he deals with

right.
Sapkm September. 1990
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and ihc

"popular movements or alliances
comprising "student move-

for democracy"

ments, trade unions, churches, burial

societies, etc", that "come from below,
from the belly

of society as it were".
Anyang’ identifies the four forces and
makes the argument that it is becoming
popular for the left in Africa to take up arms
in fighting the neo-colonial states, sometimes without much preparation or genuine
popular democratic programmes, and that
this leads
state

to a

armies

ihcr, he

lot of bloodshed since the

are

warns

"armed to the teeth". Fur-

that the left should avoid

such adventure because

even

Ronald

Reagan sponsors amied groups to protect
the bourgeoisie. Lastly, he argues that the
student movements, trade unions, churches
and burial societies are the truly popular
movements that hold the key to the future
of democratic changes in Africa.
A casual reading of Anyang’
Nyong’o’s
characterisation of the forces struggling for
control of the political leadership in postindependence, neo-colonial Africa may
lead one to conclude that the picture he
draws is fairly accurate and theoretically
sound. Indeed, his cautionary remarks to
those who may hurriedly rush into adopting armed struggle as an ideal end in itself
is to be well taken. Beyond that, however,
it must be pointed out that he may spread
unnecessary fear and despondency among
the people and potential revolutionary
fighters by depicting the enemy of the
people as invincible. The neo-colonial state
that is apparently "armed to the teeth" is in
fact a very weak state with a very weak
army. A state that is alienated from the
people because of its undemocratic practices and its demonstrated irresponsibility
in the supervision of the organisation of
economic production, distribution and consumption is not a strong slate with a strong
anny. Such a state with all its armed forces,
including the police and intelligence services, is in fact very weak when confronted
by a popular well-organised political and
military offensive based among the people.
When faced with real fire, few of its soldiers are willing to die in defence of their
own exploitation and oppression as well as
that of their parents, relations and friends.
Uganda has provided two examples: the
fall of Amin and the prolonged fall of Obote
II and Okello’s make-shift outfit. But even

assuming that they
26

are

capable of fighting.

what

are

the lessons

learn from North

we

development and intensification of
the class struggle

Korea, Cuba, Vietnam, Nicaragua and the
like? No popular state, however armed, is

capable of defeating
people’s war.

a

....

An

combined guerilla

oppressed class which does

strive to learn to

Bloodshed

slaves

although this can be minimised depending
the ideological development, strength
and discipline of the revolutionary forces.
on

and some intcllecpetty-bourgeoisie

tuals and sections of the

had not sacrificed their blood for freedom
in the early 1950s, Kenya’s independence
could most

likely have been delayed. Indeed, when you reach a point of struggle

use arms,

to

A bourgeoisie armed
against the proletariat is one of the
biggest, fundamental and cardinal
facts of modern capitalist society.

Yes there is bound to be some bloodshed,

If the workers, peasants

not

acquire
arms, only deserves to be treated like

and

....

In the

oppressed and super-exploited
international capitalism i.e. most African
societies of the peripheries of modem

countries, the above observations remain as
true as ever. In a.ssessing the conditions that
produce revolutionaries and a revolutionary mood among the masses "from the belly

of

society", to

use

Anyang’ Nyong’o’s for-

mulation, it is important to avoid being

There is need

for clearer
identification of who the
enemies
to
popular
democracy and overall social
and economic development in
Africa are

where you lake up anus, you are quite
aware and prepared that you arc just as like-

ly to die as the enemy is. This reality
provides a natural check against romantic
adventures. But more importantly, it is
necessary to underline the theoretical foundation for political and military struggle for
liberation. In 1917, on the eve of the

socialist revolution in what is

today the

Soviet Union, the leader of that historical

revolution, Vladmiv. Lenin, wrote in "The
Military Programme of the Proletarian
Revolution" that:
Socialists cannot, without ceasing to
be socialists, be

opposed to all

war.

Firstly, socialists have never been,
nor can they ever be,
opposed to
revolutionary wars
Secondly,
civil war is just as much a war as any
other, lie who accepts the class
struggle cannot fail to accept civil
wars, which in every class society are
.

.

..

natural, and under certain conditions inevitable, continuation.

legalistic. Oppression and suppression of
the working people is to be viewed not only
by looking at the suffering meted out by the
behalf of the ruling clas.scs under
guise of maintaining "law and order" —
breaking strikes and peaceful associations,
detaining and incarcerating those who
demand democracy and respect for human
rights — but also by the hundreds of deaths
caused daily by the structural violence of
the neo-colonial, dependent and subordinated capitalist system. This latter aspect
is sometimes forgotten by the intellectual
petty-bourgeoisie because in their su-atum
and among the bourgeois class no one dies
of lack of proper medical care, lack of adequatc or nuU'itionally balanced food, suffers from ignorance, confronts high infant
mortality rates, lacks housing, has no
means of transport. The real question is
whether the objective conditions and subJectivc factors, both internal and external,
are such that the launching of a revolutionary political and military struggle is appropriate at the given time and place. The
overall need for preparing for both political
and military struggles is not questionable.
To u.se a practical example to illustrate:
The programme of one of the Kenyan underground democratic anti-imperialist
movements, the Kenya Anti-Imperialist
Front, which I belong to, states very clearly that "armed struggle will be imperative
state on

the

in the event of the neo-fa.scist rulers refus-

ing to dismantle the current undemocratic
social system, laws and practices which
restrict the right of the people of Kenya to
participate fully in politics and other areas
of

our

socio-economic life". This makes
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armed

struggle, revolutionary violence,
as an absolute goal in

conditional and not
itself.

accepted, as Anyang’ docs,

political power, state control is central
to any form of organisation and reorganisation of society, then those who declare that
they wish real changes to take place must
be willing to adopt all necessary means and
methods of struggle to ensure that the
popular masses and their movements do actually seize or assume control of state
power. To wish, as Anyang’ does, that "the
avoid

or

it is constituted will either try to
somehow give way to students or-

ganisations, trade unions, churches and
burial societies" is tantamount to dreaming.
Will such state power be given to the
popular mass organisations as rewards for
their moral argumentation or the loudness
of their prayers or the shrilling voices of
their mourning for the dead?
Of course, there is no denying that these
are the popular democratic voices and mass
organi.sations which must form part and
parcel of the new revolutionary alliance.
But they need to be armed with revolutionary ideas so that the process of political organisation can take place among them.
Simply to hope that a coalition of these
groups is capable of seizing political power
and establishing genuine popular
democracies is ridiculous and is not borne
out

in any

example of struggles against im-

perialism.
Guerilla War

Anyang’ points out an undeniable factor
today: the managers of the imperialist
world have learnt the art and science of

guerilla armed struggle and that they use
this to protect the interests of imperialism.
Because of

this, he

warns, one

should not

necessarily consider any and all armed
struggles as popular and democratic. This
is true. But it needs to be pointed out that
guerilla war is an art and scientific method
of struggle used by the weak non-state

against state armies.

groups

Since it is
can use
uses

a

scientific method, any one

for bad. Imperialism
against popular people’s

it for good or

it

a

real

genuine social

rule and its replacement by

that

state as

there cannot be

Grenadan

and

democracies while revolutionaries use it

against repressive rule of the minority classes in order to establish popular people’s
SAPiiM September, 1990

another form of

class rule

antagonistic to the previous one

without

serious counter-revolution being

a

waged. To avoid going into too much detail,
it suffices to point out that the concept and
historical meaning of a people’s revolution
is qualitatively different from a counterrevolution waged to restore dethroned ex-

Angolan examples

demonstrate.

revolution, the toppling of one form of class

Central Issue
If indeed it is

democracies. In the law of revolutions,

Le.s.sons
The lessons to be learnt from all this is

that when

making a genuine popular
revolution, simultaneously prepare for
fierce counter-revolutionary pressures.
Revolutions

must

be defended with

arms.

If the

bourgeoisie are busy hunting down
those who merely hold revolutionary ideas,
even if they don’t translate these into action, what would restrain them from

The real

question is whether
the objective conditions and
subjective factors, both
internal and external, are
such that the launching of a

revolutionary political and
IS
struggle
military
appropriate at the given time
and place.

un-

leashing real terror when their power, their
rights and privileges to exploit the people
and to live as parasites on the sweat of the
toiling masses is destroyed?
Urgent Search
Peter

Anyang’ Nyong’o has done well to

put his thoughts on paper and to try to
defend them. This has provided us the op-

portunity to contribute to this urgent search
for a better immediate and long-term future
for the African working people. Mkandawirc did well to begin taking Anyang’ up
on some

of these issues that

are controver-

lightly as
Anyang’ attempted to do. Ultimately, 1 sec
real social revolutions, the movement from
sial and should not be treated as

ploiters. The one is popular in that it expresses the people’s will and lasts, although
temporary reverses may occur, while the
other, the reactionary counter-revolution, is
only expressing the interests of a minority
exploiting class and is, therefore, unpopular. The fact that the counter-revolutionary organisers may be able to use
money to buy a few oppressed people to
fight for them as the United States of
America’s leaders and leaders of the apart-

Africa have been able
Angola, Nicaragua,
Afghanistan, Cambodia, etc, and were able
to do in Paris (1871), the Soviet Union
(1917 to the early 1920s), Cuba (1960 up to
now!), Vietnam (1954-1970s) ete, should

heid regime of South
to

do in Mozambique,

lead us to abandon the necessity of organising armed struggle against fascist dielators who arc enemies of democracy. In
fact, imperialism even resorts to more
desperate and open wars against people’s
not

revolutions

as

the Korean, Viemamese,

the present stagnant dictatorships to national democratic revolutions and then to real

socialism,

as

the path Africa seems headed

for. This is

an

historical phase

in the

progression of social struggles in the
former colonics of the imperialist phase of
capitalist development and is not merely
unfortunate circumstances Africa has

by accident. There is no running away from it. It is unavoidable. Journeying on this path is, however, not
automatic nor is it easy. It demands resolute
revolutionary commitment in ideas and action. The revolutionary African intellectual
has a responsibility to join and struggle on
the side of the oppressed masses. In other
found itself in

words, I do not see a way out of Africa’s

political and overall development
some ideally concocted adjustments to the existing order in order to satisfy some minimal goals of "growth" and
"accumulation" by the capitalist class.D

current

crisis in
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Workers Should Be Neutral
Morgan Tsvangirai responds to Cain Mathema’s "Workers should not he neutral" article which was
published in the July 1990 issue ofSAPEM.

Morgan Tsvangirai
R Cain Mathema reminds me

M
the

core

•

Loony Left.
Revolutionary by the book to

but when it

comes

to matters of

Zanu

give them the merit.
Misfortune

Radical views

labour movement should not

as a

politically

ZCTU has become

•

ZCTU’s

It must support

a

bureaucratised

or-

ganisalion; and
objectives in the programme of
working class mobilisation for socialism
is distorted and unscientific.

always fashionable
but very few people say it with conviction.
We can all quote beautiful passages from
Marx and Lenin’s writing but at the end of
the day what matters is can it be objectively practical.
Zimbabwe has the misfortune of produc-

ZCTU. It is

ing so-called progressive intellectuals who

each individual’s

have the habit of

—

(PF);

•

.serious substance, not even their bedfellows

ZCTU

be neutral

of Britain’s

arc

lecturing to workers and

Status

Firstly let
is not yet

a

me qualify the status
workers’ organisation

fully developed into

class movement. As such it is

a

of the
which
working

a mass or-

ganisalion of all working people despite
political party affiliation.
The basis of the membership is open to all

suasion and, therefore, we can understand
the predicament Zanu(PF) finds itself in as

pea.sants through journals published from

workers.

tlicir mansions in

We are cognisant of some of the constraints inherent in the Trade Unions, some

a mass

ideology and accuses the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) of distorting

of which arc political

the trade union movement with well

the labour movement’s direction. Our

dinated structures and lack of

low-density suburbs.

Mr. Mathcma laments the absence of

lack of grassroot

and tribal affiliations,

mobilisation,

uncoor-

On

organisation.

our

immediate

agenda is the unity of

working class, at least as

Conscious of the historical factors that

far as class and social conflict is concerned.

contributed to division in the labour ranks

developed shopfloor structures in order to
turn the ZCTU into a strong movement. We
believe socialism is a long-term objective
which will be realised only when the labour
movement has developed advanced cadres

Class docs

and aware that ZCTU position

from its ranks.

learned intellectual does not
what he calls the

not

even

define

exist by ideological decree.
a certain moment in time

A class arises at

because it is defined
common

by certain values and

objectives.

Mr Mathema is

desperately seeking
recognition for an intellectual role in Zanu
(PF). We are all motivated by ambition but
ambition has to be tempered with merit W'e
remember Mr Mathema

Secretary in the

now

as

Deputy

that

an unpalatable disciplinary
code for workers in the parastatals. To get

designed

back to the substansive issues raised

Mathema

we can

by Mr

reduce them to three

guments that warrant debate.
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clarity.

is slil 1 fragile
unity within
ZCTU, we look a position of neutrality between contesting parties in the last general
and in order to consolidate

election. We

ar-

never

stated that

we were

politically neutral and Mr Mathcma knows
that there is

a

vast

difference between

being partisan in regards to a certain political party and political neutrality.

defunct Parastatals

Commission, overseeing a bureaucracy

ideological

Credentials
ZCTU docs not question

the revolutioncredentials of Zanu(PF) and its role in
spear-heading the national democratic
ary

revolution, but

we

remain sceptical to

System of values
I would like to go back to a system of
principles and common values which wc
once thought were hostile to our cause, but
which now seem appropriate even to the
extent of taking on a somewhat universal
dimension. Let us attempt to set this draft
of basic precepts for the ZCTU, to fill it
with common values, even to comprehend
the membership.
The first group of values concern the
theme of political liberties, inseparable

from economic liberties. We have long

Zanu(PF)’s Marxist-Lcninisl credentials.

since ceased

In the trade union

We have learnt to

organisation, we arc not
homogeneous in terms of ideological per-

to

regard profit as a demon.
recognise it and to

Sapilm Sepi'EMUF.r. 1990

democracy but the call allows for
democratic space in which the fragmented
left can legally organise itself. We are
that advocates of one-party rule

aware

within

Zanu(PF) come from a certain
regional grouping of members as a way of
seeking permanent tenure — there is a
committee of 26, remember.
Reckless
To suggest

form its

own

not meet

that the working class must
if the existing panics do
expectations of the working

party

the

class is both premature and reckless. The
concentration of the energies of the ZCTU
in

forming a party is bound to divert its attendon for better working and living condidons in the face of the new economic policy
of structural

Will

a

33% wage

redistribute it and hence

our

increa.se beat the high level of inflation?

active support

for collective

of right

wing parties whose main emphasis
or regional affinity. Zanu(PF) is included but at least it
has some left ideological leanings.
At the last Zanu(PF) congress three distinct groups emerged:
those who were opposed to the Leadership Code;
those who wanted to drop MarxistLeninist ideology; and
those who were opposed to the one-party

bargaining.
The second group of values regards the
nature and position of class conflict. This
no longer carries the connotation of "Salvation", deriving from the adversary’s

of mobilisadon is ethnic

promi.sed destruction.

•

Conception

•

The third group

of values regards the
conception of the State. The structure of the
administrative and bureaucratic state is

not

only limited to protection of public interest
and common good but also the recognition
of the private sphere through the expression

•

idea.
Absent

provided. Without this higher conception
of solidarity we can no longer maintain

Conspicuous by its absence was the trade
movement. So one is compelled to
ask that in the absence of the working class
representatives, who then dominates the
Zanu(PF) leading ranks? The propertied
classes. It is a sorry state of affairs that
ZanufPF) has continued to promote gender
politics whose vanguard cadres arc women
and youth whose class composition is not

natural alliances.

defined.

of free choices and of autonomy.
The fourth group

of values regards
‘Solidarity’ which assumes a new meaning.
The welfare state" has to organise a correct
rapport between those who bear the costs
and those who benefit from services

If

we

Uike

a

group

pitrtics in Zimbabwe

photo of all political
one

finds

a spectrum

SiWWMWi.'WWWVWMWS

union

adjustment unleashed on the
population.
The allegadon that the ZCTU has now
turned into a bureaucratic organisation is
totally baseless. We arc a democratic organisation that allows for participation in
formulating policy from grassroots. If that
is distorting the historical role of the working class organisation, how else can a
movement be built if workers’ daily
problems are ignored?
The tragedy of Zimbabwe’s left intcllectuals is the absence of

a

coherent

programme of action. They arc so fragmented and individualistic that it is a waste

of time for the
to

working c!a.ss organi.sations

collaborate with them.

However, I would like to address a few
words to die intellectuals who arc sym-

pathetic to us. We ask you to put your Icaming skills and education at the service of the
workers’ movement.
Look at the unemployment crisis,thc
housing crisis, the transport problems
workers face. Help to expose the poverty,
wages paid and the pervasive influence of
big monopolies.

But

we

believe that the workers’

move-

will

develop out of the struggle of
factory floor. Your role will
be to help develop a working class leadership that is capable and competent enough
to debate its position and direct the movement

workers at the

ment

iLsclf.O

The ZCTU has not advocated
not

because many

pluralism
parties lead to
Morgan Tsvangirai is SecretaryGeneral of the Zimbabwe Congress of
Trade Unions.
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Inkatha: The Hidden

Agenda

"Occasionally, words must serve to veil the facts. But this must happen in such a way that no one
aware of it: or if it should be noticed, excuses must be at hand, to be produced immediately."

becomes

Machiavelli.

—

Andrew Beattie
HERE is

T

it is

a rumour

more

than

—

some

just gossip

allege

—

that

Chief Gatsha Buthelezi employs a

him.
is in
the pay of the South African Government. Thus, when Buthelezi thinks he is
obeying the commands of his ancestors,
sangoma, or witchdoctor, to advise
The story has it that this sangoma

he is

an unw

itting device of Pretoria.

Power Politics

or

Ethnic Revival

Chief Buthelczi’s claim to be leader of
South Africa’s largest tribe — the Zulus —
has more to do with power politics than a
romanticised cultural

or

ethnic revival. But

whether a consciousness of the Zulu history

of resistance and conquest can unite
herents without alienating other

its adblack

South Africans remains to be seen.

always been striving for
the right blend of image, the ethno-chic
warrior clad in feathers and leopard skins
commanding his fearless impis’ metamorpho.ses into a sophisticated jet-setting
diplomat, aided by a corps of suave public
relations consultants, lawyers and tame
Buthelezi has

academics.

In

a

letter written to the ANC President

Oliver Tambo in 1984, Buthelezi said:
In this part

which, he went on further to claim, was out
of touch with the grassroots in South
Africa. Divisions between Buthelezi and
the ANC became wider as he frequently attacked the ANC for its "adherence to Mar-

and in Inkatha which even the

full

might of the state will never be able
to flatten. Do your colleagues really
think they can flatten us on the way
to their intended victory?
Zulu Broederbond

urbanites who tend to view
of any aspiring
leader, this kind of cthno- and egocentric
atavism is unacceptable or worse. It
To politicised

themselves

as

the equal

reminds them of the similarities between

apartheid’s attempted philosophical justifications and Buthelezi’s appeals for a
united Zulu nation. To these people. Inkatha is

a

Zulu broederbond:

To be President

of Inkatha one must

Chief Minister of KwaZulu. To be
of KwaZulu one must be a
Chief and a Zulu.
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leader.

a commitment to the
struggle, allegations the ANC was

xism/Leninism" and
armed
not

able to defend itself as it was banned

and this led to embittered relations.
With the formation of the United

Democratic Front and increased Black

unionisation in the early 80s,
found his support
undermined.

Buthelezi

ba.se being increasingly

Statistics show, according to a report
John Aitchison of the Centre for

Education at the

by

Adult

University of Natal, that

between 1977 and 1988,

Inkatha support in

the indusu-ial heartland of the Transvaal

be

shrank from around 30% to 5%, while the

Head

support for

able belief that he is destined for greater

No doubt he would die for his

former member of

resilient determination in KwaZulu

he is "Prince MG

political philosopher of our time
and age".
When he speaks to the converted in
Ulundi, KwaZulu, where he is a "Head of
State", he is often preceded by his praisesinger, who raps out an intense monotone,
sometimes 15 minutes long, extolling the
heroism, wisdom and courage of his
master. The praise-singer, an old and dignified man, has been maimed in several attempts on his life by Buthclezi’s enemies.

a

the ANC, had a fall-out with what he from
then on termed the "ANC mission in exile",

Buthelezi, the President of Inkatha, the
moving and guiding spirit behind Inkatha
and the

1979, Buthelezi,

of South Africa, we come
from warrior stock and there is a

But Buthelezi seems to have an unshake-

To his supporters,

Split from ANC and Violence
In

and is working in this direction.
Before 1976, Buthelezi was frequently

power,

possible future leader
of a united South Africa. As a pragmatist
devoted to peaceful methods of struggle
and free enterprise economics, who had always refused to accept "independence" for
KwaZulu, he fitted the bill as far as the West
was concerned. When Inkatha impis from
the hostels, armed with spears and pangas,
attacked protesting school children and
residents, this brought about the first
downswing in his support outside Natal.
touted

overseas as a

70%. The

the ANC and its allies rose to

same

trend threatened in Natal.

According to Aitchison:
All the available evidence seems to
.say

that it was Inkatha's attempt to

aggressively recruit membership and
also to recruit
trade union

membership for its
wing(Uwusa) that

created the situation that led to the
dramatic rise in

(Natal) violence in

1987 and 1988.
The conflict essentially was about
Inkatha’s desire to maintain its support and
its ability to claim such support without fear
of contradiction among

the people of Natal.

Sapem Sefi'i-mber. 1990
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Quoting Minister of Law and Order
a police ceremony in
February 1988, Aitchison finds the police
guilty of collusion with Inkatha:
Adriaan Vlok at

The

police intend to face the future

with moderates and

fight against
radical groups. Radicals, who are
trying to destroy South Africa, will
not be tolerated. We will fight them.
We have put ourfoot in that direction,
and we will eventually win the
Maritzburg area.

On

as a

nation-wide all moderates dedicated to

finding peaceful solutions to South Africa’s
problems through negotiation.
Mr Juric Mentz, the governing National
Party (NP) chairman for Natal, told the 12
000 delegates that the NP had come to participate because:
No party

ignore
The Chief
Minister has proved himself to be a
champion of peace. We did not listen
to him in the past but we admit today

direction of his mouth.

he

A statement

was

by one Colonel J Fourie in
Durban after killing of KwaMashu "explains much" about the apartheid-nurtured
police force’s siding with the forces of con-

into the

servativc tribalism. The colonel said that

On

to

Inkatha crowd

"outsiders", it

was

might look armed

"not in fact

an

armed

group" because "traditionally, Zulus carry
weapons".
Recently, Buthclezi said after talks with
the Government and Transkei’s General

Bantu Holomisa that while he

agreed warring factions should be disarmed, Zulus
were entitled to carry "traditional weapons
as part of their attire.
Natal’s killing fields reached a situation
where

they were compared
with world trouble spots like
Ikhatha
Then

came

vs

unfavourably
Beirut.

unbannings of
February 2 this

year. The ANC and its allies completely
stole the limelight from Buthelezi and other
black

spread like wild fire
Transvaal, coinciding in timing

organisations locally and intemation-

ally and intensely began campaigning

a

stadium where

Buthelezi

and

the

port.

day of national stay-away from
work, called by the ANC and its allies, signailed a "week of action" against Inkatha,
a

and also involved calls by the ANC for the
resignation of Buthelezi as Head of the
KwaZulu police and the disbanding of this
police force. The ANC and its allies laid the
blame for the violence in Natal squarely on

Inkatha.
Sapem Seffember, 1990

Inkatha meet-

Natal, and after the meeting, battles
began to rage.
On July 25, the strife spread to Soweto,
on August 5, to Krugersdorp’s Kagiso
township (East Rand) and August 11, Ermelo (West Rand). On August 13, there was
as

huge eruption of violence

all these
war,

on

areas

have been

the East

more or

in what has been described

as a

were

solidarity based

on the common
of the hostel dwellers.

ces

bonds of

experien-

Cosatu’s

spokesman Beil Coleman says
of violence indicates that the
vigilante group is not sufficiently large to
sustain a war in all parts of the Witwatersrand simultaneously. This is why the
the pattern

war

has shifted from

one area to

the next.

Informants

than the Natal

planned by Inkatha members from Kwa-

"prepare for war". They were told their
leaders inside the hostels would tell them
when to launch their attacks and that they
should wear red headbands for identification.
Inkatha’s drive for recruitment takes

place against a political background where
recent polls have shown increasing fear and
loathing for the organisation outside Natal.
Last month. Market Research Africa's survey showed that 84% of Black people outside Natal supported the ANC and its allies,
10% supported the PAC, 7% the National
Party and 2% Inkatha. A more recent survey by Sue Lerena,McCann Advertising
agency’s planning director, concluded:
Blacks outside Natal,

Zulus, seemed almo.st to con.sider Inkatha

A powerful

vigilante group has emerged
being at the core of the violence, based
in hostels, an apartheid creation for migrant

as

workers. Various

sources

link these

vigilantes to the police and Inkatha. Cosatu,
the ANC’s trade union ally, has assembled
evidence that the vigilantes were mobilised
in the hostels around Johannesburg, and
that the organisation began around July 10.

University of the Witwatersrand’s
History, Phillip Bonner, and a
psychologist specialising in the study of

a

including many

greater danger than many

radical white

right-wing movements.

Downplayed

war ever was.

Vigilantes

The

Coleman said that Cosatu informants
heard the violence was premeditated and

higher

intensity of violence than Lebanon or Norpeople have died,
at a rate of around 50 deaths a day — worse

men

tion in the hostels and there

less at

them Ireland. Over 500

ANC

degenerated into naked hostility. Both sides
began to use violence to win political supJuly 2,

an

ing was to be held. Inkatha members were
bu.sed into the area, some from as far away

a

more

be mobilised

Zulu, who instructed hostel dwellers to

July 22, 29 people were killed in
fighting between Inkatha and ANC supporters in Sebokeng, south of Johannesburg. ANC members formed a human chain

openly for support. The tone of dialogue
between

war

with Inkatha’s relaunch.

around

that hostel dwellers could

out

right.

The Natal civil

ing Katlehong and Vosloorus. Since then,

the landmark
on

can

Rand, first in Thokoza, then in neighbour-

ANC/SACP

the ANC and the S ACP

in South African

Inkatha or the Zulu people.

arc

an

easily
against the broader community as they were relatively isolated,
suspicious and antagonistic towards the
rest of the community. There always had
been quite a high level of Inkatha organisa-

whites were encouraged to
join. Its goals were restated as organising

police collusion with
never-ending — in the speech
quoted above, he put his foot in the general

while

violence, Lloyd Vogelman, have pointed

was

cal party and

Vlok’s denials of

Inkatha

relaunched in

"non-racial", "centrist", politi-

July 14, Inkatha

Ulundi

Inkatha’s low standing in the Black community tends to be downplayed by "establishment" media, who favour Buthelezi for
his pro-capitalist views. Editorials and
columnists often portray the differences between

the ANC and Inkatha

as

"tribal",

claiming that Zulus don’t want to be ruled
by a Xhosa like Mandela.
Prince Mewayizeni Zulu, of the Zulu
Royal Family, says it is "gross misrepresentation" to regard Inkatha as representative
of the Zulu nation:

Professor of

I

am a

Zulu but I

am a

member of the
31

ANC and

so

was

my

family matters. He has threatened to take
legal action against the Chief Minister.

grandfather

on

King Dinizulu. Inkatha cannot claim
to have a mandate to speak on behalf

Buthelezi has

Traditional leaders in KwaZulu in Natal
are

said to be

increasingly joining the Con-

of Traditional Leaders of South
Africa, a body allied to the ANC. Buthelezi
has legislation in the pipeline which will
give him more direct authority over the
chiefs, a move which is being opposed na-

gress

tionally.
Prince Mewayizeni has now warned
Buthelezi to stay out of the affairs of the
Royal Family and to put a stop to the practice that members of the Royal Family have
to

go

repeatedly called for talks
saying this is the only way
to put a stop to the violence which may now
be threatening the negotiating process. As

elected

the violence has escalated, the ANC ap-

a

with Mandela,

ofZulus.

Ulundi to face the KwaZulu cabinet

A "Muzorcwa option" — as was the ease
in Zimbabwe before Robert Mugabe was

pears to

have backed down on its original

stance

that Mandela cannot talk to

Buthelezi who, they say,

is the instigator of
only be stopped by
the South African security forces.
the violence, which can

Talks

Increasingly, it

seems

likely that Man-

dela and the ANC will be forced into talks
with Buthelezi.

quo

—

has often been argued by status

forces

as a

possible solution for South

Africa.

Buthelezi, like Machiavelli’s "prince" is
master

of power politics and could
himself into sueh a position of

manoeuvre

ruling South Africa with a "one person one
vote" mandate. He has powerful friends
who would give all their support. The ANC,
without military ba.ses in neighbouring
states and with the argument for international sanctions being undermined by supporters and opponents alike, would have
difficulty turning the prince into a slave of
history.
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The Demise of UNIP?
Petros

M

Muyunda

YSTERY still surrounds the

October, 1990,

question

lowed

as

to whether the

United National

Independence

campaigning was alby the advocates of the multi-party

until

no

commission headed

a

by Justice

creature

that he had been known to be

erstwhile. The

impaet of this meeting on the

government could be seen by its swift reac-

Party (UNIP) government had genuine

Matthew

intention to hold

lice, had laid down the regulations govern-

the

ing the conduct of the plebiscite. The

careful to portray

government on its part, however, continued

itiativc which eluded

with its tirade

cilialion and love". The idea

a

referendum in order

to determine the future

political struc-

tore of Zambia or not. All the same,

that had been dormant
and that threatens to
from its loft
for the
In

they
political force
for a long time
dislodge UNIP

to have unleashed a

seem

position that it has enjoyed

interview

on

against those with views

against theirs. "It is just

a pack of hyenas
barking," the President told his audience at
the International Trade Fair in Ndola.

past quarter of a century.

an

Ngulubc, the Deputy Chief Jus-

was

restricted

to

50

people, which apart

from the speakers,

the abortive

from the Trade Unions and other members

prior to the food riots and
coup attempt, the President

record

referendum

as

saying that die idea of a

was not a

broad-based

one

and

of the

meeting. The government
its reaction

pas.sed at
was very

as

its own in-

a new era

of "recon-

was

of course

leave the

In the words of

an

ardent advocate of

multi-partyism, Mr Fredrick Chiluba:

included representatives

public known to have taken

were

multi-paity advocates with no
political platform given that the referendum regulations are also very restrictive.
to

Due to financial constraints, the seminar

Good Morning Zam-

bia programme,

was on

lion to the resolutions that

The

regulations permit

one to

call

somebody a thief, but without
specifying what he stole.

a stance

against the one-party state. When the
speakers arrived, they found the small hall
they had to use teeming with people. The

the merits

Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) and his

meeting had to be delayed for one-and-a-

anything else. Again, the government

secretary Newstead Zimba and Joshua

half hours to allow for extra seats to be

Sumina, the Member of Parliament for

deliberately delayed the publication of the

brought. Some had heard of the meeting on

resolutions in their controlled media until

being advocated by three people:

was

Fredrick Chiluba, the President of Zambia

Chikankata.
It

was

BBC radio, others from rumour; there were

with this

view that the

narrow

government seem to have agreed to
referendum. In fact,
that took

the

prior to the meeting

place at Garden Motel,

on

Satur-

even
as

seem to

had subsided

they had began and
seem to

tion

as

a

as

suddenly

as

serline atmosphere

have descended upon die popula-

if nothing

had occurred.

meeting itself

seminar

was

need to institute

intended
a

was

history

scries of accidents and

as a

multi-party

as

17

presently spearheading the multion a

programme

of action. The

meeting was characterised
political fervour never known in this

country

nounced the date of the referendum

interim committee

academic talk and insisted

of the

meeting could not have been otherThough the government had an-

an

oc-

party campaign. The audience rejected any

by
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occurs as a

Engels who wrote that

the whole affair turned into an historical

political structure in the country. The nature
wise.

Friedrick

a

—

Zambian

one was

in the face of the

politically alert and full of

fidcncc and not the

or

demerits of tlie one-party or

long after they had reaeied to them
their

Referendum
The government
to

re.sponded favourably

these demands that

they considered safe

and that would prop up

their image in the

popular mind and decried

on

would erode their power.

all lho.se that
In this, they

agreed to re-registration of voters and to

freeing all political prisoners but
denigrated

on

the lifting of the Slate of

Emergency and the repatriation of UNIP
from the government.
When the referendum
was

con-

dial

nought

new

amorphous passive

so

political impact could be reduced to

discussing the meet-

indeed, here was one! Instead of a seminar,

that is

though its theme was to discuss the

reasons or

It

this, they only allow campaigning on

two-party system and forbid discussion on

ing at the bus stop.

casion that elected

Multi-Party Politics
The

Luapula and North-Western province

who had heard people

day, there was hardly a political ripple. The
riots

people from the rural provinces such

In

declared that

the 1988

was

announced, it

voting would be based on

regi.sler of voters, a factor that was
.33

going to conveniently catch the multi-party
advocates on the wrong foot. To understand
the

cedure. The committee has since made rep-

standing while in the same breath an-

resentations to the Commission.

nounced that the State of Emergency would

significance of this factor, but of the 20

members of the National Executive interim

committee only two are
The

registered voters.

remainder, like the majority that at-

inaugural meeting and others in

tended the

the middle-classes,

political

mon

apathy has been

weapon

a com-

in showing dis-

pleasure with the regime. These comprise a
sizeable

portion of the population.

The

political advantage of this gesture.
While agreeing to the re-registration of
voters whose refusal would have painted it
as bent on holding an unfair election, realising it might give advantage to the opponents, the regime postponed the holding
of the referendum from 19th October

Again, demographic data show that
population has beof voting age.

This means that threequarters of a million eligible voters would
have been disenfranchised within a

single

stroke. The Electoral Commission cstimates that, up to

2,5 million people will

register for the referendum. If this figure is
added to those already on the register at 2,4
million, almost five million people will
vote

in the referendum.

Apart from the fact that their most active
supporters were

going to be dis-

enfranchised if

re-registration took

no

place, lack of registration also posed
another danger if the counting system used
in the 1969 referendum was adopted as was
the rule on who should vote. This is because
to ensure

that the government got a

valid

mandate, the no votes had to be added to all
those uncast votes whether out of apathy or
death. If

used in this
referendum, it would require the advocates
solute

majority which they could not if
re-regisuation since the sym-

was no

bol of the
In

similar system was

The idea is of course that
referendum

ruling regime is a "No".

fact, the legal committee of the multi-

party advocates

has already identified
pertaining to the

anomalies in the rules

counting of votes which are based on the
1969 regulations that were devised in
favour of those who voted "no". The ena-

bling legislation in the present regulations
advises for

a

about, support for the

its rule would have waned
considerably if not totally. The assumption
here is that the revolt in the nation was

the price of mealic
meal, the staple food, which was likely to

caused by a steep rise in

be

forgotten with the passage of time. What

is

being forgotten or hoped against, is that
tlie revolt would alternatively have been a
popular revolt against a repressive regime
loathed by a wide section of the population
and that the passage

of time was unlikely to
wipe this feeling out of memory.
Not that this spectre

is lost from view in

thinking of the regime. Indeed, its

the

present

behaviour and utterances indicate

clique of people haunted by a ghost
in the form of its past record are in the face
of a national revolt which past rhetoric may
that

fail to

quell.

Compasion and Love
In

a

well orchesu^ted press

conference,

regime announced the release of all

the

political prisoners including all those who
have been convicted in the courts of law,

those appearing

in court for plotting against

the government,
same

those awaiting trial on the
grounds and those who had been

detained,

as

is the rule, under the most in-

human conditions without

recourse to

the

law.
The
as

warning to the

would not hesitate to

incarcerate its opponents

in the future.

Historically, the State of Emergency was
declared in 1963 to quell a limited rebellion
in the Northern Province led

shina,

by Alice Len-

proclaimed religious messiah

a

which resulted in considerable loss of life.
At

independence, the following year,

and Lenshina herself imprisoned,

the State

of Emergency was
of external
in

maintained on grounds
aggression from the Portuguese

Mozambique and Angola and Smith in

the then-Rhodesia

now

Zimbabwe.

Whatever the merits of

State of Emergency,

fought

maintaining the

Zambia has

never

external war and the powers inthis legislation have been increas-

an

herent in

ingly used against local opponents. With
mounting internal opposition, and as more
people leave the ranks of UNIP, the Slate of
Emergency seem to be the only constituenthat the regime is remaining with.

cy

Not

even

Parliament has spared the

regime despite that through

a

series of ap-

pointmenLs, three-quarters of its members
are

front benchers which leaves

no room

a

opposition from even this angle.
Though the select committee was chosen
by the President to recommend reform
within UNIP in order to boost the regime’s
for

image of being democratic, the committee
elected to table its report to Parliament instead of the President

dations

regime took trouble to portray itself

having

a

monopoly of compassion and
a new era

of under¬

can

be made

This gesture

so

that its recommen-

public.

severely tied the hands of

regime. Rather than respond to the
recommendation which suggested
the

measures

aimed at eroding the pxtwer of the

Presidency, the President has decided to
take the

suggestions to the National Coun-

body comprising of appointees for
debate, instead of accepting the views of

cil,

love. It announced
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by the time the

opponents to

simple majority mode of

counting but the rule adopts the 1969 pro¬

comes

others that the regime

despite that the Lenshina threat had receded

(1990) to 3rd August next year.

multi-party system to achieve an ab-

of the

there

a

regime even here was careful to take

full

since 1988, 10% of the
come

remain in force, a clear

Postponement

a

elected

representatives. The recommenda-

tions called for

an

elective Presidency and

Sapem September, 1990

the

restricting of the term to two only.
of the Party

Others called for the separation

watered it down to

reported

from the Government and the abolition of
State

monopolies

—

measures

that would

right across the rooster’s nest.

cut

The reluctance to separate
the government

ment, it

has

the party from

is self-evident in that it

Through this arrangeunlimited

over

40 000 and

The previous

Saturday, UNIP had held a

rally at the Civic Centre in

ber of the Central Committee, burst into fits

of anger declaring war

little about it.
an apparent at-

tempt to pre-empt people going to the meet-

gives to UNIPan unfair advantage over the
advocates of change.

very

just

ing of the multi-party advocates which was
due the following week. Prior to the meeting, UNIP landrovers went around the suburbs with loud-speakers admonishing the

that the rally for the

multi-party advocates would only take
place over their dead bodies. They
threatened

evict

people supporting
multi-partyism from their homes, withdraw
to

permits and licences amid boos from the
marketeers

they had brought by their

own

transport to the meeting. Aware of its waned

resources

people to attend the rally. On the day of the

support, UNIP now says it is waging "a

in the form of tax-payers money, transport,

meeting, UNIP in usual fashion went ahead

silent but effective"

to close all the markets to

means

mass

media and the organs

will bo
cates

tion

access to

of repression. It

quite a feat if the multi-party advo-

had to

successfully obtain

an

injunc-

restraining the advocates of the

one-

their views.

remained open.

a

quantitative point

are

pitted against the advocates of multi-party
state. But

in

reality, the advocates of the
multi-party have the upper hand if the
crowds that attended their inaugural rally
Kabwe

The

on

18

meeting

in

August is something to go by.
was

crowd of 90 000

Despite all these efforts and the usual in-

attended by

ululating
though the local press

was

pathetic.

campaign, which

addressing select meetings of party

functionaries, government and pjuastatal
heads whose social fortunes

All these tactics

timidation, the attendance

Inaugural Multi-Party Rally
The odds from

marketeers to the

meeting. Reportedly, some markets resisted this move and
women

party state plundering the national coffers
to advance

shepherd all the

they control.

foreign to the advomulti-party whose cardinal
operative principle is voluntarism. They
arc

cates of the

Apart from children who accompanied the

don’t close markets,

National Service Board that paraded

transport or bribes etc. The will of the

through the town playing music, there were
only marketeers and a score of other
people who owe allegiance to UNIP be-

people

cause

of their

jobs. Even the most

exag-

gerated estimates did not put the attendance
at

an

above 500

can

they don’t offer

be noted in the fact that despite

that UNIP carried out

a

campaign

throughout the night of 17th August urging
people not to attend the meeting, people
came

in

masses

chanting "THE HOUR

HAS COME".n

people.

Aware of the loss of support and

face, the

District Governor and the Provincial Mem¬
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REGIONAL AFFAIRS

The Gulf Crisis and

Angola

Colin Darch
HE

ongoing Gulf crisis, sparked
by Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait,
may have a direct impact on the
peace process in southw'estern Africa.
According to recent reports in the Fortuguese press, private meetings between
the MPLA and the US government have
taken place, to negotiate full diplomatic
recognition of the Luanda government
and
an exchange of ambassadors, in
return for the legalisation of UNITA as
an opposition party.

T

off

US and SA

Support UNITA

nationalist groups FNLA and UNITA, and
after armed intervention from both Zaire in
the north and South Africa, It has never

recognition. Although the FNLA
faded away as a political force,
years of clandestine and then public backing from the US, as well as South Africa,
have kept UNITA alive and kicking.
has

US Needs Oil

Supplies

Nevertheless, Angola is presently the
most important US trading partner
in black Africa, after Nigeria, and as a
second

from the brutal realities of the US’s need
reliable

which will allow UNITA to operate as a

to secure

legal opposition movement. The Fortuguese government has meanwhile been
used to lay a "smoke-screen" by focusing
attention on the ongoing MPLA-UNITA

oil. Meanwhile, for

supplies of high-grade
the third time, a high-

level

Angolan government delegation met
representatives of the rebel group
UNITA in Lisbon on 27 August, in a blaze
of publicity. But despite claims that behind
with

the

his birthday, in

UNITA’s Demands

scenes
/

UNITA’s US backers

are

exert-

ing considerable pressure for a settlement,
chances for

a

The series of three direct, face-to-face

meetings in the Portuguese
tween

capital be-

the MPLA and the rebels, which

started in

April and June, have been
by increasing obstinacy on

characteri.sed

in return for alterations to the constitution

Washington has stubbomly refused to recognise the legitimacy
of the MPLA government in Luanda. Ever
since it came to power in 1975 after a
bloody civil war against the rival

on

now

major oil producer, far from the Gulf and
the depredations of Saddam Hussein, may
find that peace will come, not from the
resolution of complex ideological differences, nor from any local dynamic, but

For over 15 years,

suspension of fighting
early August.

received

According to diplomatic sources quoted
by the Lisbon weekly Africa, the ruling
MPLA party has been negotiating backchannel diplomatic recognition by the US,

talks.

weeks, had earlier promised to announce a

cease-fire seem slim.

UNITA’s leader Jonas Savimbi, un-

characteristically quiet these last

few

of UNITA, which wants its politiagreeing to a
cease-fire. The demands include rccognilion as an opposition party, a date for multiparty elections, and acceptance of the principle of a united national army. However,
the part

cal demands met before

the MPLA refuses to consider such sweep-

ing changes before the fighting stops,
claiming that such concessions would
simply "legalise the war."
But it seems that the organ-grinder may
have decided to margmali.se the monkey;
the Bush adminisu-ation may be trying to
sideline Savimbi, in view of the US’s urgent need to secure energy supplies for
what may turn out to be a prolonged confrontation in the Middle East. In such a

scenario, the Lisbon talks between the
UNITA and the Angolan government may
turn out to

be

simply

a

side-show.

□

LETTERS
general readership of SAPEM. Letters should
of the writer but pseudonyms will be used if

The Editor invites letters from the
have the full

name

and address

required. Length of letters should be about three hundred words. Letters should
be sent to: The Editor, SAPEM, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare,
Zimbabwe.
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SOCIAL
MOVEMENTS

Industrial Relations Crisis?
An

Anatomy of Recent Strikes in Zimbabwe

Lloyd M. Sachikonye
N the months of

level. The

Zimbabwe

have necessitated the ad hoc intervention

sociation

by the President and Cabinet Ministers in
the resolution of industrial disputes (and
strikes) in both the private and public sectors. How can the failure of the existing
labour relations machinery to resolve disputes and strikes without recourse to highlevel political intervention be explained?
What are the workers’ grievances and how

Association (ZIMTA) and the Zimbabwe

April to June 1990,
experienced the longest
drawn-out strikes in its post-Independence history.
The nurses’ strike which paralysed the
health services in April lasted almost three

I

weeks before it

was

resolved. In June, the

State resorted to Emergency Powers

Regulations to enforce the teachers’ return
to

the class-rooms after

a

sU'ike which had

politics that the impression

Was there

or more

euphemistically, ‘suspended’. In
July, commercial bank workers

and Air Zimbabwe staff also struck but for

discernible bias in the media

of the strikes? And finally, what
significance can be drawn from the strikes
for the trajectory of contemporary in-

reportage

dustrial relations? These are germane questions which I will attempt to explore with

resolve the deadlocks between workers

particular reference to the recent strike

periods. In three of these strikes.

Cabinet Ministers
to

a

asked to intervene

shorter

and

were

employer organisations; in

one

of

them, the President had to mediate between
one

wave.

The Context of the Strikes

of the Government Ministries and civil
The recent strikes have occurred after ten

servants.

The article explores

the smouldering ten-

sions in Zimbabwe’s industrial relations
with

specific reference to these four recent
by nurses, teachers, commercial

strikes

bank workers and Air Zimbabwe staff. It ar-

gues that, at this conjuncture, Zimbabwe’s
industrial relations are in a crisis hence the
failure of existing

machinery to resolve disputes at the enterprise or departmental
Saprm Sefiumbhr, 1990

(ZINA), the Zimbabwe Teachers

how have the strikes been handled by
unions, politicians, police and the courts?

timatum to end the strike

June and

interest to us, the Zimbabwe Nurses As-

have the strikes been conducted? Furthermore,

later sacked,

machinery

Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU). These
election meetings provided a rare opportunity for representatives of these organised interests to address their concerns
directly to the President. In most instances,
the President promised to attend to their
specific concerns; the as.sociations, on their
part, more or less endorsed the president’s

dragged for about two-and-a-half weeks.
Even this coercive measure proved inadequate; the 1 000 teachers who defied the ulwere

limitations of this

years of Independence, but

significantly so,
shortly after the 1990 general elections.
One interesting feature of the Presidential
election campaign in February and March
1990 was his shrewdly organised meetings
with various commercial and professional
associations such
Farmers’ Union
Zimbabwe

as

the Commercial

(CFU), Confederation of
Industry (CZI) and of pertinent

re-election. It was in the context of electoral

nurses

was given to
and teachers that their salaries and

conditions of service would be

significantly improved immediately.
Another aspect of the political background to the strike was that workers ineluding public servants were experiencing
the severe impact of the spiralling cost of
living, inflation, housing and urban
transport crises and the declining value of
the dollar. Ten years after independence,
the honeymoon was definitely over. The
high level of unemployment generally
weakened the bargaining strength of unions
and workers. Notwithstanding this state of
affairs, workers still managed to organise
strikes in various sectors in 1985 (significantly so again after the General Election in that year); and before that in 198081, the counU'y had wimes.sed numerous
strikes in many sectors.
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Towards the end of the 1980s, long
standing economic grievances were combined with political apathy following the
Willowgate car scandal (in which some
senior political figures made handsome
profits from re-selling cars above controlled prices) and demonstrations by university students over the spreading cancer of
corruption. The subsequent expulsion of
Edgar Tekere from ZANU (PF) and the formation of the Zimbabwe Unity Movement
partly reflected differences over how the
problem of corruption could be tackled.
Ideological differences over socialism and
the one-party state question emerged
during the election campaign between the
two parties. ZUM sharply attacked both the
socialist and one-party models which
ZANU(PF) subscribed in its manifesto. It
was in this political context of contest between parties and contending ideologies
that the workers increasingly questioned
government economic policy and particularly its role in wage-determination.
Strident had become calls for ‘free collec-

bargaining’ to be introduced and for
government parameters for minimum and
maximum increases to be scrapped. Finally, it was also an economic context in which
the government unveiled its Investment
Code for economic liberalisation (and
therefore the de-regulation of labour controls) in a bid to atU'act more foreign investment. The apprehension of workers
towards the implications of the code and
structural adjustment measures was voiced
through the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade
tive

Unions. This is the broad economic and

political background against which the
strikes in 1990 were organised.
The Causes of the Strikes

The

specific

causes

of the strikes inves-

have varied but there was a
common core of grievances. These
grievances inevitably related to wages and
working conditions. In the public sector
(including the parastatal sub-sector), the
tigated

causes

may

of the strikes related to what

was

perceived to be low pay discriminatory pay
scales and unfair job evaluation leading to
skewed regrading of jobs. Yet it would be
important to state that these grievances had
been festering for several years. The nurses
and teachers had attempted on several occasions to present their specific cases for
salary increases, scales and improved
38

working conditions. The state bureaucracy
had moved very slowly in considering
these

presentations. Thus the long term
of the strikes was the ponderously
protracted pace at which the bureaucracy
cause

dealt with the submissions of the public servants.

It is therefore useful to

between

distinguish
the long-term and short-term

of the strike. In this respect, we
should refer to the definition of the causes

causes

by the strikers and their representative associations.
The

Culture and the Public Service. This led to
anxieties and restlessness amongst the
teachers. Additional causes of a long-term
nature

nurses

trary to an agreement reached in 1988 with
the Ministry of Health, State Certified Nur-

(SCNs) had not been assimilated into an
salary scale. In addition, the

extended

SCNs did not have the

access

which State

Registered Nurses (SRNs) had to uniform
and monthly allowances. These grievances
had served for a number of years. However,
the immediate context of the strike in April
1990 or spark which ignited the conflict
was the restricting of salary increases

strikes than the above two. The Air Zim-

babwe strikes in June and
the introduction of

a new

July centred on
job evaluation

scheme which had resulted in the demotion
of

some

workers from

bank workers went

reached

a

higher grades. The
strike when they

on

deadlock in the collective bar-

gaining exercise with their employers.
Conduct and Features of the Strikes

and directors in the

nursing profession. Other grades of nurses, who were
lumped under the broad category ‘junior
nurses’, perceived some injustice in that
restriction of awards to senior grades. They
felt that they had been discriminated
against and therefore demanded a salary
backdated to March, the month in which the
other salaries and benefits
In

ac-

which government argued
was due to shortage of financial reserves.
Finally, low salaries—as in the case of nurses
had fettered for several years; there
existed amongst teachers the frustration
that government had not addressed this
issue as urgently as it should have done.
The remaining two strikes by bank and
airline workers were more of single-cause

awarded in March 1990 to senior sisters,
matrons

included the non-cashment of

crued leave days

—

through the Zimbabwe Nurses Association (ZINA) — argued that con-

ses

(for public servants in general). Although the two salary awards would indeed
be separate, this was not fully and quickly
clarified by the Ministry of Education and
creases

were

reviewed.

addition, they fulminated against

anomalities in the salary scales of the
various grades. The strike was, therefore,

rectifying the exclusion of
‘junior nurses’ from the Government’s
package.
There was similarity in teachers and nurses grievances. One example was the exelusion of non-graduate teachers from the
salary awards given to university trained
graduate teachers in March 1990. There existed amongst the non-graduate teachers a
keenly felt sense of discrimination both in

aimed at the

relation to their exclusion from the award

According to the existing labour legislation (the Labour Relations Act), strikes are
unlawful in most sectors of the economy

(Labour Relations Act, 1985: 233-34).
These sectors have been

euphemistically
designated "essential"; they include the
health and transport services and more
generally the public service sub-sectors.'"
Thus the existing legislation is very restrictive in respect to the sectors where strikes
have been made illegal. This implies that
only one— the bank workers’ strike — of
the four studied could be said not to have

fallen into the category

in terms of the

immediate

cause

grievance was the
of the strike. A com-

pounding factor was the confusion surrounding whether the promised salary
awards for the non-graduate teachers
would be additional to or essentially part of,
the anticipated July across-the board in¬

—

existing legislation. Indeed

invoke additional
case the
Emergency Powers regulations) to suppress the strikes, as in relation to the
the government could
restrictive legislation

(in this

teachers’ sU'ikc.
Government

exercise and from differentials in the
awards themselves. The

of "essential

serthose by nurses,
teachers and airline workers — were illegal

vice". The remainder

policy

on

strikes has

deprived workers of oneof their fundamental rights to withdraw their labour in order
to

extract

concessions from employers

relating either to wages or some other
aspects of working conditions. The
provision in the LRA reads:
subject to the provisions of this Act,
Sapem September. 1990
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all

employees, workers’ committees
right
to resort to collective job for the
redress of lawful grievances.
and trade unions shall have the

This

rings hollow. Most workers, by virtue of their employment in the so-called
‘essential services’ have simply been
deprived of that right to collective job action (or strike). The lack of this right also
undermines the capacity and effectiveness
of workers in collective bargaining with
employers. For the sanction of last resort,
the strike, is denied to them under the ex-

isting labour regime.
It is against this background that I

now

examine the conduct of the strikes. The

nurses’, teachers’ and airline workers’
strikes were, in some sense, inevitable

given die frustratingly slow response from
the respective ministerial authorities. There
were sufficient
hints in the press that if
their grievances were not resolved, industrial action

was

imminent. This skill did

lessen the

surprise and consternation
expressed by the authorities when the
strikes actually erupted. A number of
not

routine

or

ritualistic features characterised

the strikes.

Participation in strikes by the
teachers or nurses did not imply that they
stayed at home until agreement was
reached. For nurses, it meant downing
uniforms and assembling on hospital
grounds (for example, at Harare and Mpilo
hospitals) or outside the head office of the
Ministry of Health. These assemblies of
strikers facilitated communication between
ZINA leaders and government with respect
to the progress or otherwise of negotiations
with ministerial authorities.

They provided

useful opportunities for feedback but also

for the maintenance of morale in the

near-

ly 3-week-long strike. The presence and
sight of hundreds, if not thousands, of
uniform-clad young and middle-aged nurses silting in the sun on hospital grounds or
outside the Ministry of Health’s office
brought pressure, through a concerned
public opinion, to bear on the government.
These daily peaceful demonstrations ensured that the grievances of the nurses
could not be fudged over somehow: indirect political pressure was thus exerted
not only on the Ministry of Health but evenlually on the Government as a whole to
resolve the strike.

The tactic of daily

congregations and inmeetings by nurses was also followed by teachers. The Ministry of Educalion and Culture offices and the adjoining
African Unity Square became the rendezvous of demonstrating teachers. They insisted that the respective ministries of
formal

Education and Culture and the Public Service respond

in person directly to questions
their grievances. Like in the case of nur-

on

singing occasionally broke out to boost
morale as the strike dragged on. The
teachers were even more prepared to
dramatise their case to public: they organised marches along the major streets in
Harare. The daily sight of thousands of
decently clad teachers thronging the main
ses,

central square

in Harare and others in
Bulawayo and Mutare could not fail to rattie the senior bureaucrats and the ministers

concerned. Similar patterns

of peaceful assembly at places of work were replicated in

the

cases

of Air Zimbabwe and bank-

workers. Those

well-organised informal
meetings enabled strikers to keep in conslant touch with their leadership of their
various unions

or

associations and

to

main-

lain

solidiirity between themselves. These
features of the strikes are of significance in
the light they throw on a form of worker
culture of resistance and protest.
The

So far, the

impression might have
emerged that the strikers were a
homogenous group and that there was consensus between them and their unions (or
associations) on the decision to stage the
was

not

the

case.

Certain

categories of nurses and teachers (those in
senior positions) did not join the strikes.
Some of the associations did

not

authorise

their members to go on

strike; in fact, these
supported the calls from Government
authorities that the strikes should be called

off.
The divisions of

opinion between the

unions and members

were

September, 1990

union, the Zimbabwe
(ZIMTA) which was
sympathetic towards approximately 10 000
striking teachers fell short of endorsing the
strike altogether. Although ZIMTA admilted that the strike

llie mistrust and

respect to the teachers’ strike. One of the
two teachers’ unions, the Zimbabwe
Teachers Union

(ZITU) quite early completely disowned the teachers who participated in the strike. (Herald, 25th May
and 28th May 1990). ZITU’s president,
Felix Mafa, was quoted as saying:
We dissociate ourselves. We

was an

illustration of

impatience amongst the

teachers over the long-running negotiations

with Government, it also

apologetically
pointed out that it was not within its power
to persuade the teachers to return to work
because it had not organised the strike in
the first place. In short, both ZITU and
ZIMTA refused to be associated with the

strike. However, ZIMTA continued to press
for resumption of negotiations with the

authorities

to the extent of requesting (but
unsuccessfully) an audience with the President himself. Inevitably, there was a strong
backlash amongst teachers against ZITU’s
opposition to the sU'ikc.

On the whole, however, tlie divisions bethe two teachers’ unions and their un-

tween

willingness to provide complete backing to
their members weakened their credibility
as representative institutions. The divisions
between the unions and the members

fragmentation and underlegitimacy of the unions and
the cohesion of the strike. A picture of confusion (much played upon the media) soon
emerged of squabbles between and within
unions. This provided an invaluable opportunity for ministerial authorities to exploit
the situation as will be explained below.
In contrast to the in-fighting between
unions and the general confusion in their
relationship to striking teachers, there was
relative cohesion within, and solidtirily between, the nurses association (ZINA) and
striking nurses. Unlike the teachers’
unions, ZINA articulated the grievances of
mined both the

their

nurse

clearer with

were

preparing to meet our employers and
Sapem

Even the rival

Teachers’ Association

created further

Handling of the Strikes

strikes. This

bargain. To trigger off within the
negotiating period will be to jump the
gun. (Herald, 25th May, 1990)

members whose strike it sup-

ported. That unity of purpose was
demonstrated by the nurses in most centres
of the country and this generally
strengthened the position of the strikers.
The leadership of ZINA seemed to take the
public relations a.spccl of the strike seriously. Whenever possible, they would re-state
in the public media in persuasive terms, the
reasons

for the strike to counter the version
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Teachers had

a common

the authorities. The resultant
image was one that, in spite of the suffering and inconvenience caused to the sick,
put out by

the nurses’

case was a

reasonable

one

and

that government was being unresponsive to

long-standing pleas from the ‘Florence
Nightingales’. Finally, unlike the teachers,
the

the

nurses

refrained from marches w'ithin

the cities and confined their demonstrations

hospital grounds and Ministry of Health
offices. It was only after receiving concrete
assurances from President Mugabe about
the resolution of their grievances that ZINA
urged the strikers to return to work.
The strikes by airline and bank workers
lasted only a few days each but a similar
to

of cohesion of interests
(demonstrated by nurses) between the

pattern

unions and members was distinct. The Zimbabwe
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Society of Banking Offices

goal, ZIMTA and ZITU had conflicting agendas

(ZISBO) did not disown the strike. Neither
did the Air Transport Workers’ Association
and the Air Transport Union. Bank workers
also congregated in the city centres near
banking outlets to confer on the next step
in strike and to be briefed by ZISBO offi-

case,

the President, Ministers and Members

strikes. The profile or
visibility of bureaucrats during strikes in
understandably not as high as that of
of Parliament) to the

their

politicians although the latter heavily
depend on the advice of the former. Of
course, it is the ministers who get the flak
when public service workers strike; the

Ministers of

strike act itself is often an indication of the

cials. The airline workers also assembled at

places of work and insisted that the
Transport and Labour meet
them to discuss their grievances. The Min-

duly met them and finally persuaded
resume work while their grievances were being sorted out. The bank
workers’ strike was quickly resolved once
the Bank Employers’ Association agreed to
raise the salary awards on a.sliding scale
with the highest increase being 25% for the
lower-paid workers.
It is important to examine the respon.se
of the bureaucrats and politicians (in this
isters

them to

failure of bureaucrats to resolve the

dispute
question. It has not been possible to ascertain the jxrsition of bureaucrats vis-a-vis
in

both the

nurses

and teachers’ strike.

exist pertaining to the
of the politicians. A significant
of that response is that it was dif-

However, reports
response
feature

ferent tow-ards the two strikes.
With respect to

the nurses’ strike, both

the Minister of health and later the
dent

Presi-

proceeded cautiously and expressed a
Sapem Sufirmber, 1990

negotiated agreement.
The new Health Minister, Dr T. Stamps,
quickly realised that threats of dismissals to
nurses would be counter-productive or
simply impracticable. He soon changed his

would entail

ficials and ministerial authorities failed to

volvcd in the resolution of the bank

line:

break the deadlock. When the strike actual-

workers’ strike but labour officers assisted

ly broke out towards tlte end of May, the
two respective ministers. Fay Chung and
Eddison Zvobgo, appealed to the teachers

in the mediation of the conflict resolved

readiness to reach

a

Nobody suspended them but if they
want to be re-engaged, they can reapply. (Herald, 16th April, 1990)
In the event, none

of the strikers

were

suspended nor sacked but the Minister continned to insist that they resume work while
negotiations were being finalised. As he argued:
/

still very

much aware of their
grievances but once they get back to
am

work, I will look into the matter very

urgently. But the strike weapon, espedally when it is unofficial and
without consideration for patients’
care, 1 must say it is the most inappropriate way to gain sympathy from
the Minister.

However, it would Utke Presidential intervention in the form of mediation between
nurses

and the

Ministry of Health and

the Public Service Commission to

assure

the strikers that their

grievances would be
finally resolved. The meeting which finally settled the strikers’ grievances at the end
of April reportedly lasted 4 hours and ineluded the President himself, three Ministers and ZINA officials! {Herald, 30th
April, 1990)
In contrast,

the response by the relevant

ministers to the

striking teachers became
intransigent after initially conciliatory

sutlcmcnts.

The Ministers of Education and

Culture and the Public Service

respective-

ly took the position that large awiirds for the
84 (X)0 teachers would not be feasible be-

of the

pressing financial constraints.
Although they were willing to negotiate
with the teachers’ association, they would

cause

not countenance a

nitude

strike of the

that of the

as

nurses.

same

mag-

The financial

argument was emphasised: nothing less
than

an

extra

would be

to return to

the classrooms because any

salary increases would be forthcoming only
when the Treasury responded favourably to
the proposed scales {Herald, 24ih May,
1990).
The ministers then took

tougher stance
dragged on for over a
week without any hint of a resolution or
concrete response from the Treasury. An
emergency power notice declaring public
services (including teaching) "essential
services" and, therefore, illegal by workers
in teaching to strike was invoked by the Acting President, Simon Muzenda. All
a

after the strike had

demonstrations associated with the strike

Negotiations, nevertheless, continued
against the background of public restiveness towards paralysed health services.

the

higher taxes. A strike by
teachers would, therefore, be short-sighted
and counter-productive {Herald, 14th May
1990). Five meetings between ZIMTA of-

Z%240 million per year

required for the awards. This
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also declared unlawful;

police were
empowered to take appropriate action; and
the Secretary of a Ministry was awarded
powers to "immediately suspend every
striking employee and thereafter
were

to

dismiss such

concurrence

employee with the
of the Public Service
an

Commission. {Herald, 6th June,

1990)
The President himself warned:
We

are

going to take very stern ac-

tion. Teachers must not fool

themsel-

into

believing that because
children depend on them, they are indispensable. (Herald, 8 June, 1990)
ves

Finally, an ultimatum was then issued to
the effect that striking teachers should
report for duty on June 6th or face dismissal. At the same time. Dr Zvobgo appealed
for strike-breakers to

come

forward: retired

teachers and

unemployed people with 5
"O" Level subjects or higher qualifications
were to report for possible recruitment at
regional and district offices of the Ministry
of Education and Culture.
In contrast,

the bank and airline strikes

short-lived with ministers

intervening
only in the latter to reassure workers that
were

the

job evaluation scheme would be
negotiations continued between management and workers’ representatives. No ministers were directly in-

reviewed while

three days

after industrial action began.
Significantly, both strikes occurred after
the lifting of the 25-ycar-otd State of Emcrgcncy at the end of June 1990. Furthermore, the specific grievances of these two
groups of workers did not have as long a
genre as those of nurses and teachers; they
were largely confined to a collective bargaining deadlock and to implications of a
job evaluation scheme.
Finally, it is useful to briefly examine
how the police and the courts handled the
four strikes. A visible feature of the crisis in

industrial relations is the resort to the
mobilisation of the

police to disperse
them. The police
presence during the nurses and teachers’
strikes was marked even though the as.semblies and demonstrations were orderly
and peaceful throughout. There were,
nevertheless, several incidents concerning
the role of the police which raise questions
about the efficacy of their deterrent deploystrikers

ment

or

to arrest

whenever

a

strike

course, not a new

occurs.

This is, of

role for the police: in

1989, they arrested striking junior debtors
and Post and Telecommunications Cor-

poration (PTC) technicians. During their
1981 strikes, some teachers and nurses
were

also arrested and fined. In the

April

1990 strike, the police quoted Paragraph

34

of the Law and Order (Maintenance) Act
when

they ordered diem to disperse from
Parirenyatwa hospital grounds
(ihe Herald, 21 April, 1990). Police in riot
gear similarly dispersed striking nurses at
Bulawayo’s Mpilo Hospital. In one incident in Harare, several hundred striking
nurses gathered at Ministry of Health offices were actually rounded by the police
and taken to the central police station "because we wanted to speak to them in private
and advise them that their gathering was
unlawful (The Herald, 26 April, 1990). In
the case of teachers, the police went into action only after the emergency powers
Harare and
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teachers

invoked: they tcargassed
teachers away from the central square in
Harare. This effectively ended the daily

against the background of the existing shortage of qualified and experienced teachers.

congregating of the strikers in the square.

The Mass Media and The Strikes

regulations

were

In the bank and airline workers’ sU'ikes

which

both

were

smaller scale and

on a

short-lived, as we have observed, the police
retained

low

a

The courts

profile.

(admittedly drawn in

a

different con-

text) to general public and media attitudes
to

strikes. One such observation is that con-

ventional attitudes

to

strikes

are

"at best

ambivalent and in most cases

unreservedly
although public opinion conthe right of workers in a free society

hostile. Thus,
ceded
to

withdraw their labours, it drew the line

when it

came to

strikes. Furthermore, the

dominant social values tend to define open

industrial conflict

well argue

ex-

illegitimate and these
impinging on workers’ own definitions, often act as an inhibiting factor in disputes. However, it should be recognised
that, in reality, public opinion is "socially
produced" and that, in this respect, the mass
media (and those who control society) possess considerable power as merchants of
persuasive definitions. In short, the processes through which "situations arc defined
and opinions manufactured have the power
to exert a profound influence on social attitudes" or strikes. In this section, analysis
is confined to media coverage of the strikes
and not the broader issue of public opinion

cu.se

re-

towards them.

ness, or

lack of it, of their failure to heed

the order".

did
a

handling of the strikes by the mass
particular interest. Here, it

would be useful to refer to certain observations

involved in

only one instance, that of dismissed teachers and their
unions who petitioned against the sackings.
The High Court declared the summary dismi.ssal of the 1 000 striking teachers null
and void (The Herald, 12th July, 1990). Its
argument was that the sacked teachers were
denied the opportunity to make represenrations as to why they did not return to
work as required. Even under the invoked
Emergency Powers regulations, provisions
existed for teachers "to prove the lawfulwere

The

media is of

not

Observing that the authorities

consider individual

cases

but made

blanket decision to dismiss those who

failed

for duty by the required
date, the High Court judge added that:
It

to

report

seems to me

that

a

teacher who

failed to report for duty by the

re-

quired date but is able to show that
he

was

ill

or

that he had been in-

timidated into not

returning could

that he had a lawful
for not complying with the
quest made by the authorities.
The effect of the judgement was

the con-

version of the wholesale dismissals to

suspension pending the hearing of individual appeals by the Public Service
Commission.

as

values

The

large proportion of the

mass media
in Zimbabwe is state-owned. This is par-

ticularly the case with the daily press, radio
and television. To that extent, it was these
state-owned media

—

The Herald,

Chronicle, Sunday Mail Zimbabwe Inter-

it

argued that the strike was
"causing chaos in hospitals and clinics
throughout the country" and that "it is both
illegal and morally reprehensible for
professionals supposedly dedicated to alleviating suffering to cause, by their actions, even greater suffering to those already in pain" (The Herald, 2\ April, 1990).
Furthermore, the sU'iking nurses "lose sympathy when, having drawn attention to their
case, they continue industrial actions to the
certain increasing detriment of their
patients. Thus the major critique of the
strike became that the patient was the main
loser and, therefore, that public interests
and welfare were under threat. The long
process of bureaucratic obstruction to
negotiations over salary grades and working conditions and the protracted patience
nurses,

of the

was

before the strike

nurses

were

virtual-

ly ignored. The responsibility of ministerial
authorities in contributing to the strike by
their prolonged delay in addressing the
nurses’ grievances was not fully questioned
in much of the editorial comment in both
the suite and
terms

privately-owned malia. The
were pitted against the

of the debate

strikers.
The
suike
was

mass

media

was even

critique of the teachers’
sharper. Partly because it

staged shortly after the nurses had
hospiuil wards and partly

returned to the

due to the Government’s financial con-

strain! argument and the ‘suffering’ of
school-children, the media was more im-

patient with the teachers. They also harped
on

the divisions between the two teachers’

unions and within the unions themselves.
One

position was that the teachers would
existing goodwill towards them if
they embark on a strike:

According to the Secretary
for the Ministry of Education and Culture,
the number of the suspended teachers now

News Zimbabwe

800 and under the Public Service

tion (ZBC) and

goodwill that now exists will be
seriously jeopardised if teachers
strike against the advice of their associations. All want, for the sake of
our children, teaching to be a
respected and honourable profes-

the media

sion. Teachers must use, not abuse,

came to

Misconduct

Regulations

were

expected to

respond to the suspensions within 14 days
(f'he Herald, 2 August, 1990). The court’s

judgement, at least, delayed the process of
mass dismissals and provided an oppor[unity to ministerial authorities to review
tlieir earlier sackings under the now defunct
State of Emergency regulations. At the
same

time, it threw into considerable doubt

the Government’s decision to fire the
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African News

Agency (ZIANA), Sunday

Broadcasting CorporaZimbabwe Television
(ZTV) — which monopolised the coverage
of the strikes. The privately-owned media
consists mainly of weekly and monthly
newspapers; The Financial Gazette, Moto
and Parade. What then was the position of
on

the strikes?

The state-owned media

expectedly
critical towards the purpose and conduct of
the strikes, particularly those by the nurses
and teachers. With specific reference to the
was

lose any

The

that

goodwill (The Herald, 14 May,

1990).
On the

eve

of the teachers’ strike, the

pained comment from one newspaper
Sapem Skptkmber, 1990

•

editorial

"are

becoming a
bankrupt nation of strikers"? (The Herald,
26 May, 1990). The implication was either
was

we set to

that the teachers’

case

for

a

strike

a

social events. The partisan

(and biased) line

in the state-owned media

was

transparent-

ly in favour of the government’s position
against that of the strikes. This led to
some of the strikers marching to the Herald
House where they tore up copies of the
and

bankrupt one or that their demands for a
salary award would result in the country’s
bankruptcy. Neither contentions or insinuations were correct or fair; nevertheless, they
illustrate the heavily ideologically-laden

confused, the teachers

terms in which strikes are assessed.

"Herald reporters need remedial les.sons".

Not all the

mass

media took this critical

and dismissive line towards the strikes and
their aftermath. One

position

was

that;

Tragically in all the major strikes, involving junior doctors, nurses and
teachers. Government’s lack of
credibility has been at least as much
a cause for
striking as poor wages.
(Parade, July 1990) Oddly enough,
there
the

was no

editorial comment

on

suspension of the striking

teachers in the state-owned media.
The silence could be
tacit

concurrence

interpreted

with

a

as

Herald and denounced its reports . . . and
unveiled placards reading "The Herald is

These incidents

and the state-owned media and the

ideological polarisation conveyed through
the news reports and editorial comments.
Finally, a major weakness in most media
coverage was lack of background analysis
causes

of the strikes. Of course,

the

judgement might have been made that
extended focus on these could indirectly bolster or justify the case for the strikes
and, therefore, undermine the position of
any

the relevant ministries.

decision

An

exception was the quoting of
the suspensions in the light of the
Presidential Amnesty

generally confirm the

conflict of interests between the strikers

of the root

Significance of the Strikes

in August 1990

which pardoned

five youths convicted of molesting a political opponent after the March general election. As The. Financial Gazette

ar-

gued:
By suspending the teachers. Government has displayed an arrogant vindictiveness where magnanmity was
called for. These two events, related
only by their short-sightedness, the
dismissing of school-teachers and
the

What then

or

mechanism to resolve labour rcla-

tions and wage

issues in that sector.

Substantive

gains from the strikes were
initially confined to the nurses and the bank
workers. The salary awards for the teachers

accelerated advancement and realistic
career

but

only in the

media did

not

sense

minority position

that the state-owned

share it for obvious

reasons.

Overall, the media’s coverage of the
strikes transformed them into
Sapkm September, 1990

prominent

Ministry required revamping
(Financial Gazette, 24 May, 1990). Thereplacement of aged equipment, the maintenance of ho.spitals and better management of resources, were the major priority
The deterioration of conditions in the

areas.

health service related

and airline workers had still not been

an-

nounced

by the end of August 1990.
However, most of the demands by junior
nurses were met. The new scales provided
paths for all categories of

nurses;

these scales had taken into consideration

a

number of factors

including the proposals
by ZINA (The Herald, 2 May,
1990). The rural transport allowance had
been agreed to, so had been vacation leave
submitted

for both SCNs and SRNs. Both

were to

to

poor

facilities and

maintenance in the major urban and district

hospitals; the considerable levels of
emigration by doctors stemmed from the
conditions and unattractive salaries. Thus,
the

nurses

strike had raised under i.ssucs in

addition to the

specific working and wage
relating to them. The entire
health service required a major overhaul.
This was a major issue which the mass

conditions

wage

—

in their

narrow

focus

over

the

dispute — glossed over completely.

The bank workers also succeeded in

wresting considerable concessions on wage
increases from the commercial banks.

Originally, the workers were reported
have been pressing for a 26% increase

to
as

against 16% offered by the Bank
Employers’ Association of Zimbabwe. As
we

observed above, the deadlock reached

between the two sides had caused the

3-day
only broken when the banks
agreed to an 18 to 25% sliding scale incrcment for the highest and lowest-paid
workers respectively. Subsequent reports
stfike. It

sion.

Of course» this was a

addition, it was admitted at the highest

media
was

pardoning of Karoi youths, can
only lead to one consequence: the
lowering of morale within the two
sections of the Civil Service, the
Judiciary and the teaching profes(Financial Gazette, 10 August,
1990)

In

level that the

the

significance of these
four strikes that we have sought to analyse?
In this penultimate section, we assess their
economic gains, if any, and their limitations. We argue that the public service sector urgently needs a collective bargaining
structure to replace the ad hoc responses by
Government (and by the same token by the
ministries and the President) which have
not succeeded in providing long-term solution

SCNs with effect from 1 July, 1990.

to

confused",

(The Herald, 20 May, 1990)

which earlier editorials had hinted
at.

are not

paid with effect from 1 January, 1990. The
two categories of nurses would be equally
treated in terms of uniform and monthly allowances. Finally, it was also agreed that
consideration would be given to regrading
SCN posts which carry special responsibility as well as a general salary increase

in

some

was

of the media that the bank workers

had demanded

35 to 40%

salary incredisputed by some workers but
they served (presumably as intended) to
provide the impression that the increments
had not been as substantive as they had
been in reality. Although not all the necesstu'y and cumbersome stages had been followed before the strike was organised, it is
an intriguing question whether the banks
would have agreed to the salary deal if the
a

ment were

be
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strike weapon
workers.

had not been wielded by the

sentative organ

Had there been

diture of the

Ministry of Education and
Culture, of which 90% already consisted of
salaries, was destined to increase further.
Whether that would result in higher per-

forum for discus-

some

strikes

we

could

speak of

stoppage(s) would have been

Looking at the number of strikes and
looking at what has happened up to
now, emanating from these strikes,

resolved

we as

before they got to this criti-

cal state.
In its

(The Record, 1990)

Honourable Members should,

of urgency, take it upon
for the cause of
strikes. My contention is that

as a matter

ourselves to look

forthright statement, the PSA
pointed out that the public sector su-ikes
were due to the absence of regulated and effective structures of negotiation, arbitration
and conciliation. It also categorically condemned the Government’s use of Emergency Powers regulations in what was essendaily a labour dispute (that involving the
teachers). The PSA newspaper also reached
own

these
we

as.

Government

,

tend to be

negligent. The President delegated
duties to various Ministries. Several
Ministries

certain

as.signed to undertake
responsibilities on behalf of
are

the State, on

sibilities and modalides of

behalf of the President
behalfof the nation. It actually means, in my own interpretation,
that the people who are suppo.sed to
execute specific duties assigned to
them by the Pre.sident have failed.
There is no need for strikers to go up
to the President instead of talking
with the responsible Ministry.
(Malunga, Hansard, Vol. 17No. 243)

currently fall outside the orbit of the
Labour Relations Act (LRA). The Public
Service Commission (PSC) is the major ar-

collective

These sentiments

biter in the determination of terms of

are not conversant

employment including wage and salary
scales. Although in terms of the Public Service Act of 1931 (which is still in force), the

problems and procedures. The majority of

sonal income taxes the Ministers of Educa-

tion and Public Service had hinted
remains to be

the conclusion that:
Recent
vice

The

public sectors demonstrated the
need for a collective bargaining structure to
replace the inadequate, consultative system
that presently exists. Public service
workers who number about 180 000 out of
a

national work-force of a little

over

1 mil-

lion

Mini.ster of Public Service and the PSC

recognise staff associations for purpo.scs of consultation on conditions of service, the associations have no legal standing. A semblance of a negotiation
machinery in the public service is the National Joint Council (NJC) set up as an intcrim body in 1983. However, the NJC also
has no legal bas and, therefore, cannot dismay

cuss

such crucial matters

as

.salaries and the

grading of posts: its recommendations or
agreements have thus no effect as they can
be vetoed by the Minister of Public Service
or by the PSC.
With

specific reference to the recent
sU'ikes, an official of the Public Service Association (PSA) (which is

the

and on

—

seen.

repre¬

a

development in the civil ser-

are a

vindication

collective

of the needfor

bargaining system. (The

Record, March-May 1990)
A task-force has

now

been set up to put

forward recommendations

on

the pos-

estSblishing a
bargaining machinery within the
public service. However, it is a task-force
comprising of civil servants, some of whom

such

a

We cannot put

The recent suikes have not only

the need for
in the

exposed

collective

bargaining strucpublic service but have also
a

demonsU'atcd the weakness of the

existing

dispute resolving structures to the extent
that Ministers and the President have been

required to intervene to negotiate with
workers. This is obviously not the most efficient method of conducting industrial
relations. To the extent that there has been

reliance of such

top-level politicians to

soon

echored by

afterwards

was ap-

the President in a posi-

tion where he has to

negotiate with
labour movement. That is a
very unhealthy situation and we seem
to degrade the President to the extent
of negotiating. (Chitauro, Hansard,

task-force should consist of indc-

sector.

a

another MP who

were

pointed the Deputy Minister of Labour:

with industrial relations

pendent experts in labour relations together
with representatives from Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) and the
Employers’ Confederation of Zimbabwe
(EMCOZ). If such a structure were established, it could go a long way to nurture
sound labour relations in this important

ture

a

Zimbabwe. As one Parliamentarian argued:

workers the issues that caused the

demand for

the two sets of teachers. The expen-

a

sion between Government and its

would be considerable. However, the

parity in salary scales between
graduate and non-graduate teachers was
dismissed by Government; it was a somewhat difficult case to sustain given the disparity in qualifications and experience be-

resolve

crisis in labour relations in contemporary

argued that;

Although no official announcement had
yet been made by the end of August 1990
on the salary increments for teachers and
airline workers, it was anticipated that they

tween

of most civil servants) has

every

Vol. 17 No. 7,256)
It was these concerns which spurred a
proposal for the establishment of a Parliamentary Select Committee to probe into
labour relations (with particular reference
to wage policy and the need for a collective
bargaining machincr>'). Although the mo-

eventually
unsuccessful, it nevertheless, underlined
the mounting worries over the limitations
tion for .such

or

a

committee

was

weaknesses in the conduct of labour rcla-

tions

especially in the public

scctor.O

Lloyd M. Sachikonye is .senior reseach
fellow and head ofLabour Studies at the
Zimbabwe Institute of Development
Studies.
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FROM THE DIASPORA

Black Self-hatred: The Real "Reverse

Racism"
Ron Daniels
HILE

W
Klack

sectors of the

some

American populace focuses on
a

mythical phenomenon called

racism, very little attention is

directed towards the pervasive
racism

on

impact of

Africans in America.

American form of Chattel slavery. The
slaves

were

taught that their colour

"badge of degradation" and that their
African ancestry

person, no matter
was to

be

what their status in life,

respected at all times. Failure to

respect and submit to "white superiority"

poraayed as things that transpired in the

resulted in swift, severe and often fatal

past. Even some African Americans are

quick to suggest that
hind

us.

we

The truth is that the past is

and cultural

punishment.

leave the past be-

still very

much with Africans in America. Racism

aggression have resulted in

psycho-cultural damage to African
Americans; damage which has served to

Legitimated
The idea of white

superiority and Black
inferiority was legitimised by the American
Constitution and

severe

retard

cally

our

as a

growth economically and polilinational community. Indeed the

real "reverse racism" is
fact that

a

to

be found in the

sizeable segment of African

Americans have internalised the concept
black

inferiority. That is

Americans

arc not

to say,

being

Black and lack confidence in themselves

individuals and in their

race as a

of

African

comfortable with

I

I

"tainted" them. Any white

Slavery, segregation and discrimination
arc

!

outlook manifests itself in

ingrained into the fabric

of American law and

jurisprudence. In the

American Constitution, the .slaves were
denied
to

citizenship, but they

be counted

the purpose

as

whole. In

outright distrust,

were

allowed

three-fifths of a person

of calculating voting

progress as a

people.

Not

Surpri.sing

It is not at all

surprising that Black selfhatred is prevalent among African
Americans. The idea of white superiority
and Black inferiority was an integral part of
the slave breaking system under the British
Saprm Seffember. 1990

our

capacity to

people thereby retard-

as a

ing the process of community building/nabuilding which other nationalities

tion

which

came

to

America could lake for

African Americans have not been prone to

Court held blacks "had
white

man was

bound

no

to

rights which the

respect".

There is little wonder then that the phrase
"if you’re white

you’re alright, yellow mcl-

low, brown stick around, but black gel
back" evolved

as a

the constant reinforcement of the idea of

superiority by a language, images
symbols that almost always portrays

and

white as

good and Black as evil, no wonder
many African Americans arc convinced
that "the white man’s ice is

always colder

ice".

white

against their condition by hating
people. Black people, in a pattern

often

played out

people, often take
anger on

Black self-hatred is

a

lingering, persist-

legacy of racism, slavery and cultural

among an

each other.

System

The victim turns

than the
on

oppressed

out their frustration and

The

on

the victim rather

victimizing system. Hence Black

Black crime and violence is rampant,

particularly in poor African American communitics. Fratricide

or

Black

on

Black

homicide is the greatest cause of death
among

Crippled
ent

rebel

telling part of the
given

the white

we arc

unite

repre-

Supreme

"reverse racism" which African Americans
if

or

famous Drcd Scott Decision, the

African American vernacular. And

overcome

cohere

granted. And contrary to white fears,

antagonism and hostility toward one’s own
people. Hence Black self hatred is the real
need to understand and

for

aggression. It has crippled

sentation from the South. In 1857 the in-

as

its most destructive forms, this altitude and

to

was a

African Americans between the age

of 18-24. Here

again the system reenforces

the ideij of white

superiority and Black in-

feriorily. Blacks committing crimes against
whites almost invariably

receive more time
45

than Blacks who commit crimes

against

is that white people

Blacks. The message

precious and Black people are expendable. Black life is seen as cheap and Black
self-hatred conditions many African
are

Americans to treat it

as

portant element in the

Real Problem

Thus

we as

Africans have

a

real problem

with "reverse racism". Black self-hatred is

development into the 21st century. We cannot continue to

phenomenon which wc must face head
on. Overcoming Black self-hatred is an im-

formula for Black

survival and national and international

believe that the white man’s

a

ice is always

coldcr.D

such.
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ARTS AND CULTURE

The Media Crisis: Africa’s

Exclusion Zone
Kinfe Abraham
OR better

F

or

worse,

Africa has

entered the modern age. A

rapid

nationalising its culture. The explosion
in electronics and media

technology
coupled with the unprecedented growth
of the

publishing industry have brought
people of divergent cultures, religious
and political beliefs closer to one another
people

more

literate in remote

corners

becoming

are

now

and situations to the
can

living rooms of the
afford these gadgets.

Newsreel and newspaper reports pour out
an
—

The familiar rhetoric of the
between the rich and poor

coming

a

or

widening gap
nations is now

unfashionable. It is

even

be-

discussion taboo.

The rich do not like

to

be told about the

neither for their

appetite

nor

their

con-

about the

misery of the

an

the world

media

index

to

the

It is

good
their appetite nor
over.

harps to their tune.

years or so.

another

over

the last 30

But flipping the coin unveils

reality — a reality of a world in ab-

jeet poverty where millions live below the
poverty datum line or acceptable norms of
decent subsistence.

tragedy is manifold. The poor of the

Third World

arc not

only excluded from the

production of the films and books produced
on

tlicm but do not even gel to sec

or

books

live and arc

quite happy about their fortune while

SaPI'M SliFl F.MBnR, 1990

poor

by them is destined to be

child. The result is
dominated and

a

still-born

global culture

a

monopolised by the

economies and intellectual elite of the rich

unfold

a

startling revelation.
Book Production

Over the la.st 30 years,
stance,

science. And the media
After all,

powered
how to
of the

they

are

owners

harps to their tune.

the economically

em-

of the media. They decide

respond to the whims and vagaries

consumers.

Who

cares

the

production with dire implications on
development of education, culture and
communication. In 1955, the

mass

was

afford

subscribe to

260 000 titles of

was

only 3 (XX)

or

to

835 000 while Africa’s share

to a mere

15 000. In

rose

Europe, it went up from

186 000 in 1955 to 454 0(X) titles in 1987.
This

growth is phenomenal especially in
growth of population wit-

view of the slow
cannot

ncssed in

monthly journal. The magic word is "hard currency" and
to

global

1,1%. By 1987, the global production had
risen

about nitwits

of Third World whose institutions

Africa has, for in-

made very little or no progress in

book

a

it is the veritable archiles heel of the Third

process

paper

Europe and the decolonisation

which cut down the bulk of the

work needed for colonial administra-

lion.

World.

the films

produced at all. The plain truth is

that the rich know how the poor

tions

produced on
Besides, any organised collective ac-

which Africa’s share

even

The

books and

leverage to influence decisions

production of books

un-

fathomable level of affluence which the
rich nations have attained

own

the sort of propaganda

them.

poor

their conscience. And the

are

minimum

The rich do not like to be told

both

All these

a

so

unprecedented volume of information

Index

produce their

combat the misinformation

nations. The statistics of the last 30 years or

neither for

damaging and enlightening.

to

They do not have the

produced on them. They cannot even apply
on

the

industry bring real images of people

privileged who

films

Discussion Taboo

hackneyed

the purchasing power.
resources to

of the world.

First, the cinema, then the TV and
video

are.

misery of the poor the world over. It is good

before.

More and

hear how ‘filthy

ever get to see or

of urbanisation is inter-

process

as never

barely

rich’ the rich

Dilemma
The dilemma is

not

complex. It is easily

Likewi.se, the distribution of books per
million inhabitants

rose

explained by basic demand and supply

in

economics. The poor

negative effect of this

nations do not have

from 13 to 25

books in Africa and from 307 to 586 titles

Europe during the

same
on

period. The

the growth on
47

Europe, the Americas, Asia and Latin
America
Over

respectively.
period of

a

more

than 30

years

(1955-87), Africa’s consumption rose from
0,1 to 0,5 million metric tonnes while its
share in

global population

rose

from 7,8 to

11,8%. This pace of growth is painfully
slow

against the backdrop of rapid urexpansion of adult literacy

banisation and
and

public education which took place

during the

same

period.

Besides, despite this low level of con-

sumption, domestic production is unable to
meet

this

the demand for paper.

places

an

added strain

And inevitably
on

the level of

foreign exchange of most sub-Saharan
states which is already depleted by the imof food, petroleum and other essential

port

items.

Radio and Television

Again the development of modern

popular culture is slowed down by the
modest progress

made in radio broadcast-

ing and transmission. In 1965, Africa had
broadcasting transmitters out of

5(X) radio
a

African culture and art is not

being given the attention it deserves by the media:
mbira, harp (chipendani) and drum players

world total of 16 500.

risen to

some

By 1987, this had

1 450 out of the

global total

of 37 850. The number of transmitters in

Europe during the same period rose form 4

public social services like education and

habitants

literacy is all too obvious.

254 and 320 for Latin America, America as
a

Newspapers
The development of modem popular cul-

through the printed word is also
hampered by the slow evolution of the

was

ber of

daily

public information. The
newspapers

num-

and their circula-

with 84, 150,

whole. North America and Europe respec-

Consumption
Africa’s share in the
and

global production

consumption of writing and printing

paper

is also small. Of the global produc-

gives an idea of the size of general
readership. For instance, in 1975 Africa had
180 daily newspapers out of a global total

tion of 30 million metric tonnes in 1987,

7 970 in contrastto 1900 forNorth America

for the Americas, Europe, Asia and Oceania

tion

and 2 380 for Europe.

By 1984, the number

of dailies had declined to 160 and in 1987,

Africa’s share was 0,3 metric tonnes in contrast to

16; 9; 4; 3;7 and 0,6 metric tonnes

respectively.

1955. Likewise, the circulation of these

6 million in 1975 and 9 million

23,6, 8,6 and 2,4 kg per inhabitant for

staggered at 180 which

papers was

was

in 1986. The circulation per

48

the level of

1 000 in¬

the African

during the

same

period,

population had grown by three-

fold.

is also reflected in the
like radio

distribution of basic gadgets

receivers. In 1965, Africa had 32 receivers
per

1 000 inhabitants and it rose to 60 in

1975 and 155 in 1987. The
America

figures forNorth

during the quoted years was

617,903 and 985; and for Europe including
the USSR 328,478 and 678.
Even Asia, with its

large population at

28, 60 and 181 receivers per 1 000 inhabitants fared much better than Africa

The

consumption of paper in Africa besides declined from 0,5 kg (per inhabitant)
in 1970 to 0,8 in 1987 in contrast to 21,2,

it

580 to 10 240. Yet

The above pattern

tively.

ture

channels of

15 compared

during the

same

One also

sees

period.
Africa’s

disproportionate-

ly small share in the global total of TV
receivers. In 1965, Africa had only 6(X) 000
receivers out of the

global total of 192 mil-
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lion. In 1987, this had risen to 16 million

both in 1965 and 1987. Cinema attendance

nations. This is

while the world total soared

also grew

the

representing

to

730 million

explosion in North

an

America and

slowly from 215 000 in 1965

to

250 thousand in 1975 and 330 000 in 1987.

an

undesirable addition

to

involuntary influence of the outside

world tlirough aid, trade and investment.

Europe. The share of Europe
barring the slow growth of population and

The corresponding

7 750 000 6 700 000 and 5 200 000. These

going and TV watching public is willy-nilly

shrinking colonial territories

declining figures for Europe

exposed to the international media of com-

went up

from

figures for Europe were

by

are

no

81 million to 287 million transmitters in

means a

1965 and 1987

of the electronics revolution which has in-

respectively.

troduced

Films

Africa has also made very

little progress

reflection of the reality, but rather

new

and competing home gadgets

like videos and home movies.

in the

production of Films. In 1955, only 50
long films were produced throughout the
continent and this

was

including the Arab,

North African states. In sub-Saharan

Africa, virtually
The

same

no

films

were

produced.

pattern persisted until much later

when the annual

production improved to

reach 70 in 1970 and 1980. In contrast, the

production of long films in Asia was as high
as

2 300 in 1965,1 930 in 1980 and 2 100

in 1987. Film

production in Latin America,

too, was modest

rising from 160 in 1965

to

310 in 1975 and to 230 in 1987.
The

sluggish growth of film production

is indicative of two trends. On the one, it
underlines the relative

Unable to

produce the books
andfilms suited to their needs
in the desired quality and
quantity andfailing to import
books and films of high
standard the poor African and

awareness

convenient

sessment

made by

the potential investors in

this field.

The slow growth of film
further underlined

by Africa’s available

fixed cinema studios which stood at 3 000

creativity is serious and worrying beit is

nations

at

can

the cultural level that tlie poor

find the

key to motivation,

drive and self-esteem which is the

rich nations.

also the

of development.

engine
The indigenous heritage is

well-spring of creativity, selfcan help

reliance and social action which

Dumping Ground
Unable to produce

the books and films

suited to their needs in the desired

them to

forge out development policies

suited

their needs. Nevertheless, if the

to

current

quality

quantity and failing to import books
high standard the poor Africa

and films of

production is

This threat to the native culture and cul-

dumping ground for shoddy
and low-grade products of the

and
Slow Growth

of the products of other

Native Culture

also become

‘luxury’

correct as-

mere consumers

cultures and civilisations.

tural

a

they threaten to overwhelm the in-

digenous cultural creativity. They even affeet the taste of the indigenous populations
gradually reducing them to the status of

cau.se

of Africa’s lar-

gely rural population and of the

which
populations through radio, TV,
books and magazines not only create high
expectations and attitudes but also lifestyles that are out of time with local reality.
reach the

Third World countries have

On the other hand, it is indicative of

the low level of

munication. The random messages

Further

scarcity of resources

which could be invested in this
area.

Further, the urbanised reading cinema-

the

onslaught on culture continues both

pride of heritage and self-pride of

Africans will vanish. Then the continued
and

growing circle of dependence will inevitably be closed.O

and Third World countries have also be-

convenient

dumping ground for the
shoddy and low-grade products of the rich
come a

Kinfe Abraham is a writer on black and
international issues and author of
several books including From Race to
Class (AWP, 1990). lie is also an aid
professional specialising in Human
Resources Development.
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NOW AVAILABLE: FEATURING

Africa's Debt Problem by Adedeji Adebayo
Solution of Africa's External Debt Crisis Within a Framework of Recovery and Growth
by Philip Ndegwa
Africa's Debt Burden by Babacar Ndiaye
Africa's External Debt Crisis Keeping Up the Momentum Created by the Third Extraordinary Suntmit of the OAU Heads of State and Government by the OAU and ECA
The Search for Solutions to Africa's Debt Problems: A Progress Report by Edward V. K. Jaycox
African Common Position on Africa's External Debt Crisis by the OAU
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Name:
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representing institution):

Address:

Signature:
Date:
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Forthcoming

Events at SAFES
Problems and Prospects of
Regional Political and Economic Cooperation and
Integration, The Southern Africa Political and Economy
Scries (SAFES) Trust will hold a Research Planning
workshop for the second phase of the programme on
Problems and prospects of Regional Cooperation and
Integration in Southern Africa, 3-5 September, 1990 in
Harare. The workshop will cover three inter-related
research themes on SADCC Debt, Stmctural Adjustment
and Macro-Economic Policy Coordination in SADCC
States and Post-Apartheid Southern Africa. The main
objectives of the planning workshop is to define the
parameters of the research programme on Problems and
Prospects of Regional Cooperation, and to draw up a
programme of action on the continuing study of SADCC,
Planning Workshop

NEWSLETTER

S

on:

Monetary Fund models on debt issues and the solution to
it, the legal prominence in which the debt crisis can be
resolved and to generate alternative models of development
to the conventional IBRD and IMF

prescriptions.
Participants from the workshop will be drawn from the
SAFES Regional network, South Africa, SAFES
cooperating institutions in the NORDIC countries, and
scholars and researchers from various SADCC member
states and national institutions.

SAFES Seminar Series
SAFES Seminar No. 5:11

September 1990.

Title: Trade Liberalisation: The Positive and

Negative

Roles of Government Intervention in Zimbabwe’s textile
and

clothing industries by Tom stergaard. Research Fellow,
Denmark.

Centre for Development Research, Copenhagen,

SEMiNAR REPORT

and its future direction in the event of the demise of

apartheid. The workshop is also a follow-up to the project
which began with the SAFES conference on SADCC:
Problems and Prospects of Regional Political and
Economic Cooperation held in Gaborone, October 1989
(See SAPEM Vol. 3 No. 2) during which sectoral study
teams were set-up to carry out an indepth assessment of the
achievements of SADCC
since it began. The team
convener will also discuss tlicir work programme and plan
for the major inter-sectoral workshop. An important theme
the workshop will also examine, is the problem of Debt and
Structural Adjustment within the broader context of the
whole problematic of Development. It is considered
important that any research programme on Problems and
Prospects of Regional Cooperation in the 1990s should pay
particular attention to the multi-faceted implications of
Debt and SAP and how they affect macro-economic policy
harmonisation at a regional level. The research on Debt and
SAP is part of the SAFES network programme, as the
Southern Africa Secretariat for the global network. The
Forum on Debt and Development (FONDAD), is designed
to inform tlie efforts of The Freedom from Debt Campaign.
The SAFES FONDAD programme is specifically aimed at
providing expert advice on the interpretation, use and
development of the World Bank and International
Sai’EM Sefiember, 1990

Launching ofSAPES Namibia 1-4 August, Safari Hotel,
Windhoek, Namibia
The Southern Africa Political

Economy Scries (SAFES)
Inaugural Seminar of one of its networks in
newly independent Namibia. The objectives of the Seminar
were to discuss and project the role of research in a newly
independent country. (See also SAPEM Vol .3 No. 9). The
seminar drew participants from the Southern African
region as well as from as far as West Africa. The keynote
address was delivered by Dr. Ngaviruc, the
Director-General of the Namibian National Planning
Trust, held

an

Commission.
He

emphasised that it was government policy to

encourage independent research and alluded to the fact tliat
while government and politicians arc beneficiaries of
research

they were not involved in feasibility studies. He
pointed out that every research in Namibia should always
acknowledge the country’s colonial past, and should
remember the dualistic nature of the economy and the
demand made thereupon as an independent state. Thus Dr.
Ngaviruc pointed out that the challenges arc for
restructuring and diversification of the economy.
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In

concretising the point he identified various areas of
research, namely; education, housing, health, rural
development and agriculture.
SAFES research agenda for Southern Africa was
highlighted by Dr Mandaza. It was pointed out that the role
of SAFES was not to duplicate research work being
undertaken by the national research institutions but to
complement that by coordinating research network groups
in other pertinent areas. It was pointed out that SAFES has
been involved in some of the following, in addition to its
monthly publication, SAFEM;
Froblems of newly independent states
Fublic Folicy
•

•

•

Gender Issues

•

Social

•

State and Constitutionalism

Development

on

the Northern researchers whose

problems’ conception and solutions were different from
that of the locals. However it was argued that the locals
have not produced any better quality work. Thus it was
asserted that the problem is ‘the state of the art’ than a
Northern-Southern issue. Thus a call for the rejection of the
neo-classical theory was made but it was questioned what
the alternative could be, not forgetting that the socialist
model collapsed. Therefore a call for a new theory of both
economics and research that addressed

experiences and conditions

new

historic

made.
Social movements have been pointed out as having been
ignored in research. This has been attributed to the
ambiguity of the concept and what it actually means.
Various social movements were outlined and it was pointed
out that a number of themes could be pursued, for example,
their historical development, struggles for economic and
political power and their possible role in the national
popular alliance of democratic forces. These movements
were also considered from the point of view of nation
building. Questions were raised as to whether the alliance
52

was

itself and the others like the church,

youth and students can
of nation building.
Constitutionalism was said to be a new phenomenon in
Africa unlike constitutions. Constitutionalism has just
continue in the process

taken root in Africa and the debate is

over

liberal and

popular democracy.
Liberal democracy was said to be limited to its emphasis
on institutions and its omission of the national
question. On
the other hand, however, popular democracy is amorphous
and does not address authoritarianism and imperialism. It
argues for the right to self determination but this ends at
national independence and does not include the right of
peoples, nationalities and minorities to protect their own
rights and culture.
Research

Froblems of research in Agrarian reform were
highlighted with a case study from Swaziland. DrNzibande
pointed out that the white-settler factor should be taken into
account in agrarian reform. He pointed out that colonial
agriculture was geared to labour extraction from the
peasantry for the development of agro-industries. However
unfortunately this trend has been maintained by the Royal
Swazi Government, and in some instances it has deepened.
Thus in view of that it was questioned whether there was
any commitment on the past of the Swazi Government. And
if that is the case how long arc they going to keep the lid on
the pot of discontent?
Micro-economic Folicy research problems were also
highlighted. It was pointed out that some problems resulted

from the reliance

between the liberation movement, a social movement in

Agenda for Namibia

Having discussed that a research agenda was set for
independent Namibia. The following research areas,
although inconclusive, would serve as the agenda for
SAFES Namibia.
•

State and

•

Education

•

Land Issue

•

Fublic

•

•

Democracy

Folicy (Human Resources)
Agricultural Labour and Employment
Relations between the history of the national
Liberation Movements and the Fost-Colonial State

•

Gender

Some research leaders have been identified and

already working

on some

are

of the proposals.

Participants
Muvatcra

Ndjoze-Siririka

Goncalves José Manuel

Dr Patricia McFaddcn

Archie

Zach J.N.

E.L.P Stals

Kaz.apua

Mafcjc

J.J. Fourie

Agostinho Zacarias

Lend Sundh

Alan Marsh

R. Ritter

Prof. Chris

Mrs Elizabeth Mbuende

Sam Hoffmane

Shaun Russel

Dr Kenneth Abrahams

Lloyd M. Sachikonye
Totemeyer gerhard K.H.
Charles Truebody
Alwyn Jacobus Koorts
Kayenda Nangolo

B.J. Nzibande

Kairc Mbuende

Zedekia J.

Alcxactus

Bernhardt

Mulongeni
Leslie Mongwanetse
G.R. Katjumunc

Ngavirue

Tapscott

Takuapi Kaurc

Fori Manuel Goncalves
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Engineering (Private) limited

Construction Associates

(Private) Limited
Corsyn Consolidated Mines Limited

The associated
make Lonrho

companies of the Lonrho Group combine to
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effective income
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SAFES PUBLICATIONS

SOUTHERN AFRICA POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES:

NEW TITLES FROM SAFES

o
Of Feathers and Dead Leaves and Other Poems
OF

FEATHERS
AND DEAD LEAVKS

Christopher Henry Muwanga Barlow
In this

anthology, Barlow traces the history of contemporary Uganda. From nolstagic
early excitement of uhuru, through to the growing disillusionment and
faded idealism of later years when hard realities must be faced, the poems stand as
witness to the unfolding story of independent Africa.
memories of the

Women in Zimbabwe
Elinor Batezat and

Margaret Mwalo

Women in Zimbabwe constitutes

major contribution to the study of women in society
Focusing on specific key areas, Batezat
and Mwalo present an overview of the social, political and economic status of women
in Zimbabwe by reviewing the colonial heritage and charting the changes that have
occurred since independence in the fields of education, health, employment and
agriculture.
and is

one

a

of the first of its kind in Zimbabwe.

Fight My Beloved Continent: New Democracy in Africa
Issa

Shivji

This small

publication contains two lectures given by the author at public student
gatherings at the University of Zimbabwe in 1988, during his sabbatical as a SAFES
Visiting Fellow. The lecturés discuss the role of students and workers in the struggle
against neo-colonialism and identify the forces required to create the New Democratic
State in Africa.
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